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Colonel of the Regiment’s Foreword
The defence and security environment
remains as complex as ever, and this is
reflected in the scale, range and variety
of tasks the British Army, and 1st The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards, are required
to undertake. No-one can doubt the volatility of the political landscape, whether
in the US, where the American position
and role in the world is being refashioned
under President Trump, the UK, where
the implications and consequences of
BREXIT are being thrashed out in a fractious political landscape, or in the Middle
East, where ISIS may have been militarily
defeated, but where the regional pretensions of Russia and Iran give cause
for concern, and the issues surrounding
Israel and the Palestinians, the future of
the Kurds, and the intentions of Turkey,
remain unsettled and difficult.
The future looks no more certain. China
grows in economic and military strength,
and her ambitions, encapsulated in the
‘One Belt, One Road’ strategy, dwarf that
of the Western nations. She may help
manage the threat from North Korea, but
she will also challenge the US for dominance in South East Asia and the South
China Sea. In Russia, President Putin will
almost certainly be re-elected for a further
6 year term. In one guise or another he
may well have been the dominant political force in Russia from 2001 to 2024.
Russia hardly marked the 100th anniversary of the Communist Revolution, but
I fully expect her to commemorate the
centenary of the death of Tsar Nicholas
II with a major affirmation of Russian historical greatness, where State, ‘Mother’
Church, Armed Forces and ‘the people’,
come together in a show of national unity
and strength.
In the meantime, although the demands
on our Armed Forces remain as varied as
ever and, despite vocal political and public support, we shall have to deal with a
constrained defence environment where
cutting our financial ‘cloth’ to sustain our
ability to face current and future challenges will be difficult.
That is the macro picture, and it certainly
demands agility and resilience from our
leaders and our policy-makers. Despite
the challenges, I remain optimistic about
the future for the country and the Armed
Forces. I have been consistent in my
belief that Brexit offers us a huge opportunity. In fact, given the political direction
the European Union has chosen to take,
and the economic limits upon growth in
the EU due to bureaucracy and regulation, I cannot see any other way in which,
potentially, we can grow the economy in
order to sustain the increasing demands
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upon our public services, while still being
able to field capable armed forces in all
the environments, including cyber and
space. While all this might be above the
pay-grade of QDG troopers fixing Jackal
vehicles on the ‘tank park’ in Robertson
Barracks, they are all aware of the complex and demanding modern security
situation which has seen them deployed
to Iraq and Afghanistan on several
operational tours, and will require them
to deploy to Poland this year. They are
also well aware of the pressures on the
Defence Budget, not least for the Army.
Therefore, I know it was with considerable pride that we learnt of the gallant
behaviour of our soldiers during the
dreadful events in Las Vegas last year,
when QDG troopers, confident in their
ability to make a difference, despite
their junior rank, marched to the sound
of gunfire and undoubtedly helped save
lives, and also comforted the wounded,
and those in the last moments of life. Our
Colonel in Chief was as impressed and
proud of them as we all were, and made
it his business to write a personal letter
to each of the young men involved, and
to invite them to Clarence House. This
came on the back of two highly successful deployments with the American Army
at their National Training Centre, where
they comprehensively made the case for
the utility of Light Cavalry as a capability
in any operational Orbat.
Closer to home we have seen a lot of
change, and experienced some sad loss.
Lieutenant Colonel Dan Duff handed over
command of the Regiment to Lieutenant
Colonel Justin Stenhouse, and we all
wish both of them great success in their
new appointments, while the RSM, ‘Dan’

Brown, and WO1 ‘Butch’ Davies, both
Lance Corporals when I was commanding, were awarded LE Commissions.
This is excellent news for the Regiment,
and we must continue to encourage our
brightest and best NCOs to aspire to similar success. We also have the QDG capbadge spread widely around the Army, in
the Phase One and Two training centres,
which should help ensure that Welshmen
can serve in the ‘Welsh Cavalry’, if that
is their preferred choice. We have also
picked up a platoon commander’s
slot at Sandhurst, which will help our
officer selection and recruiting efforts
enormously. At Home Headquarters,
Lieutenant Colonel ‘Basher’ Brace finished as Regimental Secretary after 10
years, completing 50 years service to
the Regiment, a singularly distinguished
record by anyone’s reckoning, handing
over the baton to Mark Hawtin. At around
the same time, ‘Harry’ Crane handed
over Chairmanship of the RCA to Chris
‘Funky’ Gibbon. I know you all share with
me, my gratitude for what Basher and
Harry have done, and what Mark and
Chris will continue to do, on all of our
behalf’s. On a sadder note, Peter Wisher,
Chairman of the Regimental Trustees,
who are such exemplary guardians of the
Regimental assets, died of cancer, and,
more recently, so did Brigadier Charles
Bond. They were both great Regimental
officers, who gave tremendous service to
the Queen’s Dragoon Guards, in and out
of uniform, and they will be much missed
There is much else going on, with successes on the sports field, plenty of
adventure training, and two striking new
pictures for the Officers’ Mess, by Scott
Pohlschmidt, recording our operational
service in Afghanistan. During my visit
to the Regiment in December, along
with other members of the Regimental
Council, I was struck, but not surprised,
by the range of activities QDG officers
and soldiers were undertaking, and the
good humour and confidence with which
they were confronting every challenge
and opportunity. I know that the chainof-command are equally aware of the
QDG spirit, and are equally impressed.
There is much for every reader to enjoy
in this year’s Regimental Journal, and
I hope everyone feels a great sense of
satisfaction and pride in seeing what the
Queen’s Dragoon Guards are doing and
achieving, in so many fields.
With my warmest best wishes to you all,
and to your families.
First and Foremost

SVM
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Colonel Commandant Royal
Armoured Corps Foreword
As Colonel Commandant of the Royal
Armoured Corps, I was privileged to join
those marking the centenary of the Battle
of Cambrai in Northern France, over a
weekend in November last year. The
event was attended by the Rt Hon Mark
Lancaster MP, the Minster for the Armed
Forces, (and his wife Caroline Dinenage
MP, also a Minister), Lt Gen Patrick
Sanders, Commander Field Army, representatives of foreign regiments affiliated
to the Royal Tank Regiment, various
Defence Attachés, and senior French
politicians, officials and service personnel. It was a truly memorable weekend,
which included a drumhead service
at the beautiful Commonwealth War
Graves Commission Cambrai Memorial
to the Missing (of whom there are over
7,000), the presentation of the Freedom
of Cambrai to the Royal Tank Regiment,
a parade in the town square, the opening
of a new museum at Flesquieres which
houses Deborah, a Mark IV tank from the
battle, a battlefield tour and talk by the
TV presenter and historian Dan Snow,
and various social occasions. The people of Cambrai were extraordinarily welcoming and turned out in their thousands
to watch the parade.
Why is this relevant not just to the Royal
Tank Regiment, but also to the rest of
the Royal Armoured Corps, and to the
Army as a whole? Well, firstly, in addition
to three tank brigades, there were five
cavalry divisions, nine infantry divisions,
and large amounts of combat support
and combat service support in the Allied
order of battle at Cambrai. It was truly a
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the war continued for nearly another
year. This story will be familiar to most
of you, as, I suspect, will be the role of
JFC Fuller and Hugh Elles, both of the
Tank Corps, the former in devising the
tactics and drills used so successfully by
tank and infantry formations at the outset
of the battle, and the latter in providing
exemplary leadership on the battlefield.

combined arms affair. Secondly, it was,
of course, the first effective use of armour
en masse by any nation, and therefore
a historic event for the whole of today’s
Royal Armoured Corps, and indeed for
the British Army.
On the evening of first day of the battle, 20 November 1917, it seemed
as if a great victory was in reach. The
Hindenburg Line had been breached
with advances of up to five miles, almost
unheard of in the Great War up to that
point, which was greeted in Britain by the
ringing of church bells. Casualties were
also remarkably light by the standards
of the time. Regrettably, for reasons too
numerous to mention here, but including
typically brave German counter attacks,
the knock out blow did not happen, and

But what struck me on this visit to
Cambrai more than on previous trips,
was the degree of innovation in what is
often viewed as a static and unchanging
campaign. This included not only the
employment of tanks en masse, it also
embraced almost every aspect of the
battle. Infantry, artillery, tanks, cavalry
and aircraft were used together in ways
not previously seen. Artillery used new
sound ranging techniques, silent registration of the guns to achieve surprise,
and an instantaneous percussion fuze
designed to provide high explosive effect
without impeding the tanks by cratering
the ground. Aircraft were used for the
first time in significant numbers to attack
ground targets. Our predecessors of
100 years ago were constantly experimenting, constantly seeking to improve,
constantly developing their technology
and tactics to gain incremental advantage. There is much for today’s Royal
Armoured Corps soldier to learn from
this approach to our profession, and I am
pleased to note that 100 years on that
spirit is alive and well.
General Sir Chris Deverell
KCB MBE ADC Gen
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Commanding Officer’s Foreword
Reputation in the Army is important; it is
hard won and easily lost. Currently the
Regiment’s is strong based on another
outstanding year. Unlike previous years
where there have been Squadron or
Regimental deployments the last few
years have been marked by many small
deployments from individuals up to
Squadron minus. In 2017 the Regiment
had soldiers operating in 15 countries
from Somalia to Mongolia to the United
States and on each deployment all have
risen to the occasion. However, 2017
has also been a transition year with the
Regiment’s focus shifting from Defence
Engagement back to war fighting.
With the shift in the global context over
the last few years and recognition by the
Army that all force elements, not just those
in the 3rd Division, must train against
a near peer adversary, the Regiment
ended up conducting two rotations at
the US National Training Centre (NTC) in
California in 2017. The first rotation saw
RHQ and B Squadron forming one of the
Battlegroups as part of a US Armoured
Brigade Combat Team and the second
rotation saw C Squadron operating with
a Stryker Brigade Combat Team. The
exercises at the NTC are some of the
toughest the Regiment has conducted.
The combination of Mojave Desert climate, unforgiving harsh terrain (a mixture
of steep rocky features, deep creek beds
and sandy flats), and a fully immersive
and unpredictable 20 day training rotation against a world class professional
opposition force with an unrelenting
tempo, all make it so. The Regiment
rose to the occasion and demonstrated
the utility of light reconnaissance forces
in major combat operations with the US
passing comment on the quality of the
QDG soldiers. A Squadron conducted
its warfighting exercise as part of an
all Welsh Battlegroup led by the Welsh
Guards on Salisbury Plain at the start of
the year. Despite possible perceptions
that Salisbury Plain would be routine, the
January and February weather contrived
to test the resilience of all those deployed
on the exercise, the 400 mile insertion
in the snow set the scene for a bitterly
cold and testing month in the field. In
addition, the combination of saturated
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frozen ground and wet chalk pushed
the Jackal, designed to work in hot dry
deserts, to their limits. On completion
of the Regiment’s major exercises in
September we moved to High Readiness
as part of the Army’s commitment to the
Joint Expeditionary Force (Land) for the
next 18 months. This is providing a focus
for the entire Regiment and a degree of
ORBAT stability that allows us to raise
our collective training levels.
Some of the other notable moments
over the last year saw a very junior team
gain a silver medal on the Cambrian
Patrol whilst Storm Brian raged across
the Brecon Beacons; six troopers who
stepped up to help the US emergency
services during the tragic shooting in
Las Vegas and two teams enter Exercise
TRAIL WALKER, a 100km race across
the South Downs with one of the teams
finishing 30th out of 400. There have
also been 3 short term training teams to
Sierra Leone where we have trained hundreds of Royal Sierra Leonean Armed
Force (RSLAF) soldiers either on junior
leadership courses or helping to reinvigorate the Brigade Battle Schools. At the
time of writing we also have 7 soldiers
deployed in Nigeria as part of Operation
TURUS which is helping train the Nigerian
Army fight Boko Harem.
In the first half of the year due to Exercise
DIAMONDBACK and the STTTs around

the world limited sport was played, but
this changed significantly in the second
half of the year. The Rugby team finished the year top of its league, admittedly and disappointingly having played
no matches as other Regiments kept
cancelling at the last moment. This has
meant that we have managed to free
soldiers up for the RAC team where the
QDG is represented by 6 soldiers. RAC
representation has also spread to the
RAC Basketball team, not a traditional
strength of the Regiment, but where we
had 5 players including the team captain.
The football and cross country running
teams have also been in action and this
helps demonstrate the Regiment has
more to offer than just training and operations and provides other opportunities
for people to show their worth.
2018 will see the Regiment move back to
formed bodies deploying overseas with
two six month back to back Squadron
deployments to Poland on Operation
CABRIT. They will operate as part of
a US Battle Group, which includes a
Croatian Artillery Battery and a Romanian
Anti-Aircraft Battery, as part of NATO’s
enhanced Forward Presence in order to
deter a resurgent Russia. This is not an
operation in the traditional sense, and will
be nothing new to those who were based
in Germany during the Cold War however; the threat is very real, particularly in
the cyber domain. The Russians are also
testing NATO with large scale exercises
where they simulate invading Western
Europe. The Squadrons will spend their
time conducting low level training and
participating in exercises across Poland.
The Regiment’s varied training over the
last year, from operating as small teams
across Africa, in particular in the Jungle,
to the large exercises in the US has set
the Regiment up well for the challenges
in 2018. As ever, it is humbling to see
QDG soldiers rise to new challenges
and not only deliver but raise the standard another notch. I am full of enthusiasm for the future and know the serving
Regiment will make all past members
proud.
JGES
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QDG Honours
and Awards
State Awards
Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire – Cpl A Hollands (RAMC)

Regimental Awards
Regimental Medal – Lt Col (Retd) Richard Brace
Queen Elizabeth Trophy – Sgt Walker
Mann Trophy – LCpl Thomas 512
Leathersellers Trophy – Tpr Branston

Commanders Awards
Commander Field Army’s Commendation – WO2 Homer
General Office Commanding 1 (United Kingdom) Division’s Commendation – Capt C R Poppleton
Commander Force Troops Command Commendation – Sgt Akum (AGC SPS)
General Officer Commanding RTD Commendation – SSgt Wright (RLC)

Foreign Awards
United States Defence Meritorious Service Medal (DMSM) – Maj TLU Macilwaine
Chief of the United States Army Staff Coin for Excellence – Tprs May, Finlay, Woodward, Priestly, Davidson and Astbury.

Training Awards
Light Cavalry Troop Leaders’ Course Top Student – 2Lt J Kite
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2017 DIARY
January
2nd–6th
2nd – 6th

9th–13th
7th
11th
12th
16th
18th
21st
21st
24th
24th
26th
27th
29th
30th–31st
31st

QDG Cresta Run team visit St Mortiz
CO and RSM visit Ex WHITE KNIGHT: QDG
Alpine Ski Team
RHQ receive Staff Advisory visit
QDG Officers’ Mess Shoot
QDG RFC vs Pilgrims – Hereford
General Staff Conference – RMAS
7X SO2 SPS visit
QDG RFC vs 8 Bn REME
Officers’ Vienna Ball
A Sqn Deploy on Ex WESSEX STORM
7X Bde Health Committee
Arms and Services Display – RMAS
Norfolk Community Covenant meeting
Ex GUMA SUN Mission Exploitation Seminar
Officers’ Mess Families Lunch
RSM visits to QDG Capbadged Cadets – North
Wales
QDG – Royal Yeomanry Study day

February
1st
2nd
3rd
6th
7th
7th
7–8th
8th
9th
11th–19th
16th
17th
19th
20th–24th
23rd
23rd
25th
27th
27th
27th–28th
28th

March
1st
2nd
2nd

2nd–4th
5th
6th
6th–10th
6th–10th
7th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
11th–13th
12th
13th
14th
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QDG RFC vs 32 RE
Light Cavalry Capability Working Group
CO QDG visit to RY
Royal Gun Salute – Cardiff
Long Stratton ACF Annual inspection visit
QDG RFC vs 3 RHA
CO and RSM visit to Ex WESSEX STORM
RY Cocktail party
CO visits Light Cav Tactics Division – Warminster
Half Term
RAC Drinks – RMAS
Newport Recruiting event
Potential Officer Visit
Short Term Training Teams combined Study
Week
RSMs Conference at 7X
A Sqn Recover from Ex WESSEX STORM
Cambridge University Officer Training Corps
Dinner Night
Inf STTT Advance party deploy to Sierra Leone
CLM STTT Deploy
Unarmed Combat Course
CO QDG Visit to 77X
Regimental St David’s Day
Inf STTT Main Body deploy
Worshipful Company of Leathersellers Services
Dinner
Norfolk ACF at Robertson Barracks
The Justice Service – Kings Lynn Minster
CO QDG visit to ARMCEN
C Sqn Skills Week
Royal Gun Salute – Cardiff
Unit Health Fair
CUOTC Career Fair
QDG RFC vs ArtyCen
Iraq and Afghanistan Memorial unveiled in
London
Grand Military Gold Cup – Sandown Racecourse
Norwich City Armed Forces Day
Regimental Long Weekend
ABF Curry Lunch – Officers’ Mess
IO visit to Tonbridge School
Norfolk ACF Annual Inspection

15th
16th
16th
17th
19th–21st
19th–31st
20th
23rd
29th
29th–31st
31st

April

2nd
3rd
3rd – 17th
13th
18th
19th – 28th
21st – 23rd
24th – 26th
28th
29th

May

1st–8th
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
5th–7th
8th–18th
9th–10th
10th
11th
12th
12th
13th
13th–15th
15th–16th
15th–17th
16th
16th
17th
17th
18th
21st
22nd
22nd
22nd–26th
23rd
24th
25th
29th–31st

June
1st–2nd
2nd
5th–9th
8th

West Norfolk Foxhounds Meet at Officers’ Mess
Norfolk Police Close Protection Training at
Robertson Barracks
Breckland Council Reception – Officers’ Mess
Norfolk Armed Forces Covenant Board Meeting
Potential Officer Visit
Combined Staff Tactical Training Exercise –
Sennelager, Germany
ABF Wales Launch – Cardiff
Norfolk County Forum Community Meeting
– Norwich
Regimental Selection Boards – RMAS
Chaplin General’s Conference
Unit Readiness Report
Cardiff Senior Veterans 10K race
Inf STTT Recover to UK
Easter Leave
Sovereign’s Parade – RMAS
Norfolk Fire Brigade visit to RBSM
Regimental Range Package – STANTA
Regular-Reserve Weekend – Cardiff and Chester
Pre-RMAS Potential Officer Visit
CO QDG visit to 160X
Lt William Simpson QDG in Army XV for Army vs
Navy Rugby – Twickenham
B Sqn – Ex HOSTILE EAGLE
Padre attends Armed Forces Muslim Association
Conference
7X Command group and Commanders Dinner
Urban Operations Study Day
Brigade Health Committee
7X Operational Shooting Competition
C Sqn Ex DIAMONDBACK Recce
Army Clay Target Competition
Kermit Roosevelt Lecture 2017
RAC Forum meeting
Regimental Finance Meeting – HHQ
Officers’ Annual Dinner
Army Reserve Light Cavalry Forum
Cavalry Memorial Weekend – London
A Sqn Ex HOSTILE EAGLE
Cbt Arms Seaview Regatta 2017
Worshipful Company of Leathersellers Hall
reopening
CFA Dinner – Tidworth
North Wales Cbt Recruiting Surge
Regimental Dinner Night
Regimental Triathlon
Families Lunch – Officers’ Mess
Welsh Marches Cbt Recruiting Surge
Norfolk ACF visit to RBSM
Tactics Week and Prince of Wales competition
Royal Garden Party
Inter Sqn 7’s Rugby
Patrols competition
Half term
Half Term
Royal Gun Salute – Coronation Day
Op TEMPERER Exercise
General Election
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10th
12th–14th
12th
14th
15th–18th
17th
17th
18th–21st
19th
19th–25th
26th–30th
26th
26th
27th–29th
28th

July

1st–2nd
3rd
3rd–5th
3rd–7th
3rd–7th
3rd–7th
6th
7th
8th–30th
9th
10th–21st
10th–14th
14th–22nd
17th–21st
18th
22nd
22nd–23rd
22nd–28th
22nd–31st
24th
24th–28th
30th
31st

August
1st
1st–6th
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Royal Gun Salute – HRH The Duke of Edinburgh
Birthday
Ex DIAMONDBACK Vehicle preparation
Regimental Steeplechase
Inter Sqn Football competition
Waterloo Celebrations
Festival of Music – Cardiff
HM The Queen’s birthday
Potential Officer Visit
Armed Forces Day – South Wales
A Sqn Sierra Leone visit
QDG Senior Leadership Week
Capt Duncan Wiggins takes over as Adjutant
West Wales Welsh Combat recruiting surge
Support to the Royal Norfolk show
The Norfolk Veterans association reception
Support to Swansea Air show
South Wales Welsh Combat recruiting surge
Potential Officer Visit
QDG Junior Leadership Week
Trooper Skills Week
CT2 Training – C Sqn
Boat Party for Ex DIAMONDBACK depart UK
Lt Colonel Daniel Duff relinquishes command of
the Regiment
Summer Leave for Ex DIAMONDBACK Rotation
1.
Dereham Otters Fete
CT2 fleet Regen and Return – C Sqn
Neatherd School Work Experience
Nijmegen Marches
Northgate School Work Experience
Brigade Health Committee
Norfolk ACF training at Robertson Barracks
Holkham Country Fair
Royal Welsh Agricultural Show
Dyfed and Glamorgan ACF Annual Camp begins
Lt Colonel Justin Stenhouse DSO assumes
Command of the Regiment
Trooper Skills week – C Sqn
Norfolk Civic Service
Welsh National Service of Remembrance,
Langemark, Belgium

1st–20th
4th
5th
7th
7th–11th
9th
14th–25th
15th–16th
19th–31st
19th–23rd
21st–25th
26th–31st

Ex DIAMONDBACK Rotation 2 summer leave
Dyfed and Glamorgan ACF Annual Camp ends
RY Guidon Laying up and parade in Croydon
EX DIAMONDBACK Main body deploy
PNCO Cadre preparation
RMAS Potential Officer Reception
PNCO Cadre – A Sqn
Cromer Carnival
Gwent and Powys QDG Cadet Camp
Deputy
Commander
7X
visit
to
Ex
DIAMONDBACK
Ex DIAMONDBACK conceptual study week – C
Sqn
Ex DIAMONDBACK Rotation 2 Advance party
deploy

September
1st

5th
8th
9th
11th–14th
11th–30th
15th–17th
17th–19th
19th–22nd
19th–20th
20th
21st
22nd
25th–29th
26th
26th
27th
27th

Ex DIAMONDBACK Rotation 2 Main Body
deploy
ABF Beating the Retreat – Thursford Collection
Ex DIAMONDBACK Rotation 1 return to UK
Great Yarmouth Maritime Festival
Ex DIAMONDBACK Internal Mission Exploitation
Seminar
Ex CAMBRIAN PATROL Selection and Training
period
Long Weekend
CO visit to C Sqn on Ex DIAMONDBACK
Ex DIAMONDBACK External Mission Exploitation
Seminar
1XX G1 Symposium – RMAS
GOC 1XX visit to Royal Yeomanry
CO Lunch with Regimental Trustees
Capt (Retd) Peter Wisher’s Funeral
Officers’ Development Week
7X STTT Exploitation seminar
7X Command Group – Woolwich
7X West Africa Study day
RMAS Arms and Services Day

ROG Stands up
EX DIAMONDBACK Advance party deploy
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October
2nd
3rd–4th
4th
5th
5th
5th
7th
8th
9th–13th
10th–11th
12th
15th
16th–20th
16th–20th
16th–20th
16th–27th
16th–20th
18th
19th–20th
20th–27th
21st
22nd
22nd–24th
24th
26th
26th
27th
30th
31st

Tpr-LCpl promotion Board
7X Commander (Brigadier C S Collins DSO OBE)
Visit to QDG
Norfolk Armed Forces Community Covenant
meeting
Defence Dining Club for Wales Dinner
Ex DIAMONDBACK Rotation 2 Main Body
returns to UK
SSgt Grading Board
Edith Cavell Act of Remembrance
BBS STTT Deploy
Ex HIGHLAND EAGLE
G1 Audit
Visit by CO 3RA
Justice Service – Norwich Cathedral
Op TEMPERER exercise
Trooper Skills Week
JAMES team visit to QDG
PNCO Cadre
EX CAMBRIAN PATROL 17
RAC Drinks – RMAS
Gurkha Dashain/Tihar festival
Norfolk ACF Cadet Leadership Cadre
Regimental Reunion – Cardiff
El Alamein Church service – Honingham
Potential Officers visit
Norfolk County Forum Meeting
Ex WHITE KNIGHT Sponsors’ Dinner
Support to Norfolk Police Public Order Training
BATUK force Protection Platoon deploy to Kenya
Las Vegas Shooting incident
Officers’ Mess Meeting

November
2nd–3rd
2nd
4th
5th
8th–9th
8th
8th
9th
10th
11th
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Worshipful Company of Leathersellers visit to
QDG
Regimental March and Shoot
The royal British Legion Wales – Festival of
Remembrance Cardiff
Dunkirk Remembrance Service – Honingham
Colonel RAC visit to QDG
RSM inspects Narberth Cadets
1XX Mission Exploitation Seminar
Opening of the Field of Remembrance –
Westminster Abbey
Regimental Remembrance service – Swanton
Morley
Regimental Mascot attends Lord Mayors Show
– London

12th
13th–17th
13th–24th
14th
14th
15th
16th
19th – 21st
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
27th
29th
30th
30th
30th
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Welsh National Remembrance parade – Cardiff
Op CABRIT Recce
Ex WINTER WALKER – Snowdonia
Royal Gun Salute – Colonel-in-Chief’s birthday
HRH Prince Of Wales Birthday
Annual Welsh Regiments Reception – Houses of
Parliament
Annual Inspection of Pakeham Cadet Detachment
Potential Officers’ visit
RAC Meeting – RMAS
Combat Conference – RMAS
CO visit to RACTR
LIFC brief – The Eastern Flank
Hodsons Horse – Bovington
Nordic Ski team deploy
Armed Forces in Wales Awards
Colonel of the Regiment and Regimental Trustee
Visit to QDG
Support to Norfolk Police Public Order Training

December
1st

2nd
3rd–31st
5th
5th
5th
5th
6th
8th
9th
11th
11th–15th
11th–12th
12th
12th
13th
13th
14th
14th
14th
15th
16th
16th

Lt Colonel (Rtd) Basher Brace presented with
Regimental Medal
QDG Officers’ Mess Ladies Dinner Night
Ex WHITE KNIGHT
Physical Development Audit
Operational Medical Evaluation
St Eligius Day
160X Battlefield Study Day
Sgts Grading Board
WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess Christmas Party
Cpls’ Mess Christmas Party
ABF Carol Service – Norwich Cathedral
Christmas Week
Ex TOTALISE – Readiness Exercise
CO Brief to the Regimental Wives
BATUK Force Protection Platoon arrive back in
UK
CO CABRIT brief to the Regiment
Regimental Christmas Day
Commanding Officer in audience with HRH
Prince Charles
Tprs involved in Las Vegas Shooting meet HRH
Prince Charles
Tprs involved in Las Vegas Shooting tour Royal
Hospital – Chelsea
Elizabeth and Mann Trophies presented.
BBS STTT Return
Regimental Christmas Leave
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We provide a lifetime
of support to soldiers,
veterans and their
immediate families.
Each year, we support a wide
range of front line charities
and specialist organisations,
such as SSAFA, Combat
Stress, Royal Star & Garter
and the NSPCC, which
deliver help on our behalf.
We also make direct grants
to thousands of individuals,
ranging in age from 9 months
to 105 years old. Through our
network of support, our work
touches the lives of around
75,000 people worldwide,
every year.
It is because of the generosity
of people like you that we
are able to do this vital work –
today and in the future.

Donate online or get
involved in fundraising at

www.soldierscharity.org

ABF The Soldiers’ Charity is a registered charity in England and Wales (1146420) and Scotland (039189)
Registered Office: Mountbarrow House, 12 Elizabeth Street, London SW1W 9RB
Tel: 020 7901 8900, Email: fundraising@soldierscharity.org

Left to right: Siobhan Weller, Les Fryatt, Kenneth Kwogyenga – Charity beneficiaries
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A Squadron

A Squadron started 2017 in the way that
any open architecture vehicle unit would
wish – with Exercise WESSEX STORM in
February. Despite the freezing temperatures A Sqn slotted easily in to the 1 WG
battlegroup providing the forward screen
to the infantry as they got to grips with
their new role as light protected mobility.
With 11X’s focus on fighting at night the
Sqn found itself tested in difficult conditions and it proved a useful exposure to
reality ahead of our 2018 deployment to
Poland.
The exercise was the final hurrah for the
SSM: WO2 Davies III, who left shortly
after. Sadly he left before the Sqn could
award him his TES MC for heroically

capturing three enemy insurgents who,
taking a leaf out of the Sqn’s book, had
managed to get their vehicle completely
bogged in. He will have to content
himself with his new job as the RSM of
Castlemartin.

mounting from his Jackal. He has, luckily, completely recovered and in October
deployed to Maiduguri in Nigeria on OP
TURUS to command a close protection
team along with 2 other A Sqn personnel: LCpls Duthie-Thomas and Hickmott.

Special congratuAs the spring
lations must also
drew to a close
go to 2nd Troop,
the Sqn focus
who got stuck
switched to the
The team performed
so often that the
‘Gainey Cup’ an
excellently, finishing firmly in
REME armoured
American patrols
the middle of the pack.
recovery
asset
competition
for
assigned to supwhich QDG were
port the exercise
selected to repreused its entire year’s allocation of track
sent the British Army. The team, headed
mileage coming repeatedly to dig them
by Lt Russell, now sadly defected to
out.
B Sqn, spent the final weeks of March
and beginning of April training before
Finally Sgt (now Sgt Maj) Griffiths mandeploying to America on the 1st of May
aged another first by finally completing 24
for a challenging and rewarding week.
hours on a major exercise. Unfortunately
The team performed excellently, finhe was so overcome by this that at the
ishing firmly in the middle of the pack.
27 hour mark he had to be CASEVAC’d
Although this may not seem anything to
off the plain having hurt his ankle disshout about, the Americans run selec-

Lt Campbell
didn’t notice the
big banana

The Sqn 2IC inspired by Lt Oakley
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Credit must be given to
the team, who were given
limited notice for this
task…
tion events to ensure they have the top
team from each Brigade entered in this
competition and the Dutch, the leading
foreign competitor, had a handpicked
special forces team competing. Credit
must be given to the team, who were
given limited notice for this task, and
as the first British personnel to enter
the competition learned lots of useful
lessons and achieved the aim of one of
the British LOs, which was not to come
dead last like a Guards Battalion Sniper
platoon the year before.

LCpl Johns, Tprs Cowell, Morgan 662,
Edwards, Bennett at the top of Pen y Fan

A Sqn spent the summer on the ROG
with the vast majority of its personnel
deployed to prop up B and C Sqns on
their various rotations through Exercise
DIAMONDBACK in California. Those
back in Norfolk busied themselves with
delivering a testing PNCO cadre for the
latest crop of junior leaders in QDG and
completing guard rotations. The Sqn 2ic
was trawled for the whole summer supporting the RAC ‘Battle Craft Syllabus’
team as part of CFA’s back to basics
drive. The Sqn Ldr busied himself as OC
ROG, occasionally checking the 2IC was
ok, and hadn’t completely taken over
CFA’s main effort, and trying to demonstrate to Bde HQ that asking a Sqn to
deploy on a Jungle exercise whilst delivering an STTT and attending winter war-

Tpr Cowell concerned about
Lt Oakley’s intentions

Tpr Cowell surprisingly pleased
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A Sqn Mountain Leading
with the Royal Marines
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Tpr Protheroe hanging around

fare training wouldn’t work. When they
finally noticed the absence, the rest of
the Sqn, agreed that life was much simpler without SHQ getting in the way and
simply got on with everything without
them.
In September, with the return of the
majority of the personnel from Exercise
DIAMONDBACK, the Sqn stood up again
and started to train in earnest once more.
A Sqn personnel found themselves supporting exercises for both the latest troop
leaders course and 22 SAS. At the same
time a team of predominantly A Sqn personnel under the command of the newest troop leader: Lt Oakley, entered the
Cambrian patrol competition and gained
a very credible silver medal.
In October, Maj Nicholas, upset at
how strenuous his summer had been,
decided that a 3 month holiday in Sierra
Leone was on the cards and deployed
a STTT with a number of A Sqn personnel. This was a thoroughly interesting
experience and was enjoyed by all apart
from the SSM, WO2 Cubitt, who had to
spend a week’s wages on extra baggage allowance in order to transport all
the sun cream required to keep his head
from burning. At the same time A Sqn
personnel also deployed to BATUK as
force protection, arriving back just in time
for the Regimental Christmas Day and
preceded by a flood of emails singing
their praises.

A Sqn 2IC breaking the CO in to his
regime as Adjutant Desigante
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The Bde Comd and A Sqn Ldr in
another camp stance off
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Lt Campbell wasn’t sure about the Royal
Marines welcome on the summit of Snowdon

A lucky few escaped to
Verbier for some downhill
skiing…
In November a major serial in the Sqn’s
pre-deployment training for OP CABRIT
took place in the form of Exercise WINTER
WALKER, quickly renamed something
unprintable; the pre-course for the cold
weather winter warfare course in Feb 18.
What was sold to QDG as a gentle training event was in fact the beat up for the
Royal Marine Mountain Leader Course
and was a total thrashing. In miserable
conditions the A Sqn personnel put in a
sterling effort traipsing up and down the
Welsh mountains in the pouring rain and
the junior ranks secretly enjoyed watching Sgt Davies 109 be given burpees by
a LCpl Instructor for having his spork in
the wrong smock pocket.
The final few weeks of the year were spent
delivering a Javelin Operator’s course to
the personnel in C Sqn selected for the
Det Commanders course in the New
Year. Cpl Prior and his team set a new
standard for delivery of this vital asset
and A Sqn will look to repeat the feat for
our own personnel in the New Year. A
lucky few escaped to Verbier for some
downhill skiing whilst the masochists of

Sgt Tamang plots how he can cool
down the Wensum a little more

the Sqn deployed under Lt Campbell to
Norway for Nordic Skiing.
A thoroughly busy year for A Sqn with
personnel deployed to 6 different countries over 3 different continents, but we
wouldn’t have it any other way. There
will undoubtedly be more of the same in
2018.
BRN

Tpr Smith integrates with the Royal
Marines, Royal Irish and Lt Campbell
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B Squadron

The beginning of the year saw B Sqn
focusing on low level training in order to
later facilitate more complex exercises
as the year progressed. The culmination being Exercise DIAMONDBACK,
an American integrated, brigade level
exercise which would take place in the
Mojave Desert in California.
The back to basics initiative included an
RSOI phase and mini exercise conducted
on the back area at Robertson Barracks.
This was a fantastic opportunity for troop
corporals to teach the newer recruits key
reconnaissance skills. In phase one and
two training, soldiers do not receive any
training specific to reconnaissance. It is
therefore crucial for new troopers to have
the opportunity to learn the essentials
from the more experienced members
of the squadron before deploying on
squadron exercises. As a regiment, we
are extremely lucky to have a training area
just outside the wire for these purposes.
Dismounted ranges took place in Thetford
allowing individuals to pass their annual
marksmanship and familiarity shoots.
Shortly after ranges, B Sqn deployed on
the first exercise of the year, a CT1 exercise on STANTA training area in Thetford.
This was a good opportunity for the newest troopers to become acquainted with
Sqn SOPs and for everyone else to have
a proper remind and revise of the low
level tactical elements of reconnaissance.

B Sqn realising the potential
of Jackal to dig OPs
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The sometimes boggy Thetford also provided an excellent opportunity for vehicle recovery practice. It was, of course,
mostly junior troop leaders getting stuck,
completely intentionally of course in order
to allow their troops to practice digging
Jackals out of swamps. Here is a typical
example of an exchange between a 2Lt
and a Troop Sergeant during CT1, “Hello
21B, this is 21A, close in for a face to
face” (on the all informed squadron net),
Troop Sergeant to his driver, “drive to the
boss’s vehicle, he is either stuck or lost.”
Towards the beginning of April the
Squadron, along with RHQ, moved back
to Sennelager for a month of CATT/
CAST (Combined Arms Tactical Trainer/
Combined Arms Staff Trainer). A huge
simulation building which looks like a
drone control centre allowed B Sqn to
execute a series of planning cycles with
the crews carrying out the battle in real
time. The final action saw the squadron set in a SCREEN and subsequently
carrying out a battle group level delaying action. CATT/CAST exercises are a
useful way to carry out battle group level
exercises at a fraction of the cost, and
will most likely become more and more
heavily utilised as the defence budget
remains tight. Being back in Sennelager
was a fantastic opportunity for the
Squadron to revisit all the old haunts and
for the newest troops to get a feel for the
old homestead.

Troop skills week is designed
to allow everyone to practice
dismounted skills…
Back in the UK the continuation of the
back to basics training programme was
facilitated by troop skills week. Troop
skills week is designed to allow everyone
to practice dismounted skills, something
we as a regiment pride ourselves on and
take seriously, harking back to the BRF
days. Troop skills was also useful for
the Lance Corporals involved, allowing
them to step up, take charge of a section, show off their leaderships skills and
share the ownership of training some of
the Squadrons troopers.
On the live firing side of life, B Sqn carried out its dismounted heavy weapons
ranges in Thetford. These ranges then
enable mounted live firing ranges to take
place. The mounted, live ranges are
held in sunny Lulworth, incorporating
everything up to troop level manoeuvre.
Mounted ranges are extremely important, it is the first time the crews (in their
latest compositions) carry out contact
drills live. When dismounted, returning
fire on an individual level is relatively easy,
as a crew of three the roles of driver, gun-

21A bogging vehicle, bogging chat
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This takes practice and
coordination for a single
vehicle…
ner and commander must all work simultaneously before effect can be brought to
bear upon a target. This takes practice
and coordination for a single vehicle,
and more so to coordinate a troop’s fire
manoeuvre. Having more than achieved
success in Lulworth, and ensuring that
that particular part of the English Channel
remains a risky place to go fishing, B Sqn
earned the final tick in the box for live firing exercises in California.
Back in Swanton Morley the Mullins’ Cup
competition provided an excellent excuse
for B Sqn to pit itself against the rest of
The Regiment. The cup comprises of
various stands testing military skills and
knowledge and, as all things army, has a
physical element. B Sqn won of course!
1st Troop under Lt Layzell-Payne and
Cpl Speed took home the trophy.
B Sqn then deployed to Nescliffe training area for their CT2 level training. This
involved a long road move in the Jackal
vehicles to Wales allowing the drivers
to get a proper feel for the vehicles.
Jackals are designed for desert environments and are configured to perform in
off road conditions. Long road moves
allow the REME support elements and
drivers to get in amongst the mechanical elements of the vehicles to ensure
they perform these moves without hiccups, which is good training for them.
Unfortunately, such road moves usually
involve mechanical issues particularly in
the Jackal 1 (the older variant). Upon
arriving at Nescliffe the Sqn had their
work cut out tactically manoeuvring
around a small training area. Whilst
the open terrain in the likes of Salisbury

B Sqn ranges
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plain is ideal for large vehicle manoeuvre
pieces, Nescliffe forced the commanders
to really think about how their respective
troops were going to move across tight
areas littered with obstacles. The exercise was designed to test the Sqn HQ
element. The first phase saw the troops
arranged into an OP (observation post)
screen observing and reporting on both
unconventional and conventional enemy
forces as they infiltrated into our AO (area
of operations). A detailed battle picture
can then be established by these OPs,
which act as the eyes and ears of British
force elements passing information up
to Sqn HQ. During the first phase, the
enemy, in this case were a mixture of
paramilitary forces paving the way for
an advancing conventional enemy force,
and an underground criminal organisation of drug and weapons traffickers.
Key information that the troop OPs were
attempting to establish included the
identity and locations of enemy leaders,
strengths, capabilities and intentions
among other things. The second phase
saw B Sqn performing a delay action,
coordinating indirect fires as the conventional enemy forces (played in this case
by 1st troop) attempted to consolidate
and advance through the AO. This exercise was unique as it saw an indirect fire
attack on Sqn HQ in order to allow Sqn
HQ to practice its relocation drills, something which would stand them in good
stead for Exercise DIAMONDBACK.
This exercise successfully completed,
B Sqn were relieved of the vehicle fleet
by C Sqn, about to embark on their
own CT2 training and returned back to
Swanton Morley now ready to take on
the Americans in California.

This was no mean feat with
many working at maximum
capacity…

15

After C Sqn drove the vehicles back
home to Swanton Morley the next big
challenge was to make sure the fleet was
mechanically task worthy. The combined work of the boys on the tank park
and the LAD saw that the regimental fleet
of Jackals and Coyotes were in tip top
shape to be shipped out to the US. This
was no mean feat with many working at
maximum capacity to achieve this in time
as many of the vehicles needed significant rehabilitation in a short time frame.
B SQMS was pleased to move into his
next job and gleefully handed over to
Sgt Maj Davies who looked a bit cagey.
The hands on investment in the vehicles
at this stage would pay dividends as
they would be shortly be rolled out into
a training area comparable with the surface of Mars, the Mojave desert, or as
the Americans are fond of calling it; ‘the
box’. Another article in this journal will
describe Exercise DIAMONDBACK, all I
will say here that it is a fantastic opportunity for the QDG. It allows the vehicles
to operate in the environments they are
designed for (an environment the British
Army is likely to operate in), it allows the
crews to experience what operating in
those environments are like and crucially it is one of the few exercises British
forces do which test the interoperability
of our own army and the US Army, our
most important ally. Considering that
we are unlikely to ever go to war without working alongside our counterparts
from across the pond, training with them
is of uppermost importance. As any
Sandhurst Colour Sargent will tell you,
train as you mean to fight.
B Sqn have had a great year, the main
focus very much being the preparation
for Exercise DIAMONDBACK, the completion of which signifies the end of the
Sqn’s training cycle. It now looks forward to being moved onto high readiness in 2018 and all of the challenges
that represents.
OB

It’s night, we’re on ranges, must
be time for a journal photo
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C Squadron

Q: What does a normal year look like for a
Light Cavalry Squadron in the Adaptable
Force?
As with the other Sqns, C Sqn has had
a very busy and varied year. The only
normal aspect was the usual start with
the Winter Sports teams away. After
that: the “CT1”; a training mission in
Sierra Leone, CATT/CAST in Germany,
ranges in Lulworth, Sqn level exercise
in Nesscliffe, the Overseas Training
Exercise in California and the intensive
vehicle regeneration might be the new
normal.
The year started with a focus on identifying and loading people on career
courses before the low level individual
training and dismounted ranges up to
section level. A Troop complete, under
Sgt Davies 284, was loaned to A Sqn for
their Ex WESSEX STORM where they
performed well. Fortunately the Sqn was

In a fashion, this is exactly
what was done in counterinsurgencies throughout
the Army’s history.

not carved up meaning only a few orbat
changes; NCOs forged in 2016 welcomed in a fresh flap of Troop Leaders.
We also welcomed a new rash of Fitters
under Tiffy Ashton who were very quick
to integrate. Capt Cowen graduated to
Sqn 2ic (after Capt Poppleton tried it for
a week) and Sgt Roberts took on SHQ
with both him and the SQMS receiving a
new intake of troopers.
The Sqn was warned off for the second
Exercise DIAMONDBACK in the US in
the late summer and so a progression
from Troop to Sqn training was laid out.
Given the lack of Light Cavalry doctrine,
the training objectives were largely based
on last year’s experience but with a focus
on the understand function that Lt Cav is
supposed to deliver. This meant studying
how to do Human Terrain Analysis (HTA);
a method of supplying a formation commander information on the population
within which he or she is operating. This is
done by assimilating all of the sources of
existing information (often open sources
such as the internet) and then filling in the
blanks by asking the population a set of
questions. In a fashion, this is exactly
what was done in counter-insurgencies
throughout the Army’s history. The only
difference is that Lt Cav is seeking to
employ these techniques in a different

setting; so called “Sub-Article Five” situations. This describes a situation short of
the outbreak of warfare, perhaps where
a foreign state is sponsoring terrorists or
using militias to stir up trouble with the
aim of creating the conditions with which
to legitimately intervene using either militias or even conventional state forces.
This might be backed up with fake news
and propaganda on social media. Sound
familiar?
With the Lt Cav find function practiced
well on Exercise DIAMONDBACK 16,
the Sqn needed opportunities to practice these techniques. The Short-Term
Training Team to Sierra Leone came
at short notice and would see the Sqn
Ldr take a team to Freetown to train the

C Sqn were surprised that the local
militia already had Virtus

The best 4x4xFar,
and a Jackal
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Maj Parkyn identifying the next objective

RSLAF’s LEOBATT 2 where the teams
managed to practice HTA with the local
population.
Further training was then conducted on
the HTA focussed CT2 exercise, during
which C Squadron deployed to Nesscliffe
training area in Shropshire. This was Ex
Screaming Eagle. Ex Screaming Eagle
had a number of distinct phases, it
started with a CT1 Troop level training
phase, the Troops then combined under
Squadron Headquarters for the CT2
level Training before a Troop deployed
on KAPE (Keeping the Army in the Public
Eye), taking advantage of being in our
recruiting area.
The first three days were spent conducting Troop Level Training, this started with
centralised Squadron lessons and navigation exercises and then troops were
given a 24 Hr period to fine tune Troop
level SOPs and ensure common understanding across the Squadron. A sizeable turnover of personnel meant this time
was invaluable to crews and troops to
make sure the basics were understood
across the squadron before deploying to
California.

C Sqn summiting
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Maj Parkyn has the answer, but
I don’t know the question

On the third evening the Squadron
received orders from the Squadron
Leader and deployed onto the Training
area. C Squadron started the exercise
with a small amount of information about
the key stakeholders and personalities in
the area. Through a series of patrols and
making use of the JACKALs open architecture the troops began interacting with
the local population and building up a
pattern of life and an understanding. The
Squadron used this information to plan a
Squadron level raid to secure a key piece
of insurgent equipment; the culmination
of this phase of the exercise.
Once the CT2 level phase was complete
1st Troop, taking advantage of being in
the recruiting area set off on a KAPE tour
covering the border counties and North
Wales. They started by visiting the Military
Preparation College in Wrexham, from
here they moved to Denbeigh Castle and
Bodelwyddan Castle and Museum. The
Troop then spent the night staying with Lt
Hind, 1st Troop Leader at his family home
in North Wales. On the next day 1st Troop
visited Northhop Cricket Club and were
treated to an afternoon of cricket before
returning to Robertson Barracks.
The culminating point to the Under–
stand training was to be Exercise
DIAMONDBACK 17-2, but sadly the US
chain of command had the Sqn focus on
the conventional armoured threat at the
expense of the insurgency. However, the
Sqn has been warned off that it is going to
Poland for six months next year so there
will be plenty of opportunity to understand
that problem. But before all of that, the
Sqn needed to qualify its mounted crews
in Annual Crew Tests during ranges at
Lulworth.

Capt Cowen would have got more
cash if he had taken his dogs

On return the Sqn picked up a series of
Community Engagement tasks across
Norfolk and Wales. The long talons of the
trawls dug in and this saw personnel taking part in a number of exercises across
the UK. This was finished just in time
to receive the vehicles after they finally
came off the boat, the hazy summer in
California now a distant memory in the
sharp November air. The Christmas week
celebrations finished a good year.
Q: What does a normal year look like for a
Light Cavalry Squadron in the Adaptable
Force?
A: Who wants normal anyway!

BP
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HQ Squadron

If you asked all those in the troops and
departments of HQ Sqn there would
probably be one common thread, where
has the year 2017 gone? Frenzied periods of activity have merged the majority
of the year into a blur but once again soldiers of the sqn, acting with total professionalism, commitment and their usual
witty cheerfulness, provided the fundamental support needed to deliver regimental success. Of course it is never as
simple as just providing support to exercises. The incessant requests for manpower to support other operations and
exercises across the Army are probably
felt most within HQ Sqn. Managing our
limited resources is a constant balancing
act and one that often hits us at short
notice, affecting both the individual and
the sqn as a whole. But unsurprisingly
we still managed to pull together quality support allowing the sabre sqns and
BGHQ to conduct training in preparation
for our readiness year.

Command Troop couldn’t see what was wrong
with their new staff environment suggestion

In a fashion, this is exactly
what was done in counterinsurgencies throughout
the Army’s history.

The start of 2017 began with supporting sqn level exercises and training
across local training areas in Thetford.
Concurrently BGHQ were going through
final staff preparation exercises including
a Staff Advisory Visit (SAV), designed
as a ‘warmer in the bank’ for the formal
Combined Staff and Tactical Trainer exercise (CSTTX) that would be conducted in
Germany in late March. As the staff had

completed a number of planning exercises in late 2016 we were ahead of the
game, meaning the SAV was used to
refine well drilled procedures rather than
starting the process from scratch. Early
2017 also saw a number of changes to
key personnel. Both QMs changed over
and we were also left in an the unfor-

HQ Sqn resupply the MTO with beer

SSgt Thurston doing his part for A1
Echelon during a CSTTX ROC drill
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tunate situation of having to gap three
LE Officer positions, however this was
remedied by the introduction of two
LEs posted in from the Light Dragoons,
Captains ‘Chud’ Ruddock as the Welfare
Officer and newly commissioned Chris
Homewood as RCMO. The final newly
commissioned LE Captain to join our
ranks was Mick Grundy, a Royal Lancer,
as the MTO and Sqn 2IC.
The first key exercise involving members
of the sqn was CSTTX in our old stomping
ground of Sennelager, Germany. BGHQ
staff and A1 Echelon were accompanied
by elements of A and B Sqn on the two
week exercise where missions would be

Bald bloke, and HQ Sqn Ldr
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planed and then executed in the simulated environment of the Combined Arms
Tactical Trainer (CATT). BGHQ was set as
it would be in the field but as the exercise
progressed its layout changed numerous times, testing not only the flexibility
of staff but also the patience of Comd
Tp Sgt, Sgt ‘Harry Potter’ Davies, who
was responsible for the delivery of the
HQ. Taking care of ‘sustainment’, the
SQMS, SSgt John Davies ensured we
all looked forward to late night planning
with huge platters of cheese, cold meats
and crackers. The good thing about simulated exercises is that you tend to get
the weekend off and just to make sure
no one got bored soldiers were given
the option of go-karting in Bielefeld or
skiing in Dortmund at Europe’s largest
indoor ski slope. However, everyone was
back in time for a couple of beers on the
Sennelager ‘Strip’ where the Senne Eck
never had it so good! The final week of
the exercise went well. Further developing Light Cav CSS options we practiced
variations on casualty evacuation and
re-supply in the hope they could be utilised during exercises later in the year. By
the end of CSTTX our hard work had paid
off with CSS being praised across the
BG as the best seen for over a two year
period but we all knew our procedures
wouldn’t be truly tested until deployed on
Exercise DIAMONDBACK.
Mullen’s Cup is normally the provision of
sabre sqns with HQ in support but this
year was slightly different. Based around
a patrol competition comprising of a kit
inspection, weighted run and OPs with
AFV recognition, HQ Sqn assembled a
team made up of Comd Tp, REME and
RLC soldiers from the Chefs and Logistic
Support Detachment. Led by Cpl Lardner
the adhoc team performed way beyond
expectation and were, to the surprise of
A and C Sqn, only narrowly beaten into
first place by a B Sqn team. The day was

HQ Sqn Ldr and The Doc enjoying some
of the best powder in Dortmund
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The summer months were
dominated by Ex DIAMOND
BACK…
finished with a Sqn BBQ and a farewell
to Captain Simon ‘Jugs’ Jones, and his
wife Corinna, who after many years of
service was leaving to join the swelling
ranks of ex-QDGs at General Dynamics
in Wales.
The summer months were dominated by
Exerise DIAMONDBACK, a US Brigade
level exercise held in the unforgiving environment of the Mojave Desert. Although
a very testing exercise, the most challenging element was the deployment
of our vehicles, equipment and ammunition from the UK. The process was
made even more difficult as the heavy
weapons and ammunition were flown
at short notice to two separate US air
force bases while the vehicles and other
equipment were shipped to the east
coast, over 2000 miles from the exercise
area in California. Thankfully the QM,
Steve Thomas, who only days before
had successfully finished support to the
Operational Shooting Competition at
Bisley, deployed to the US with a small
team to unravel what potentially could
prevent us from starting the exercise
on time. Thankfully Steve and his team
quickly developed a rapport with their US
counterparts and they put the might of
their considerable resources into action
by flying the heavy weapons and ammunition by helicopter to the exercise area.
As well providing real life support for QDG
during the exercise, HQ Sqn provided
troops for the echelon and backfilled
gapped positions in B and C Sqn. Comd
Tp also deployed in support of BGHQ.
The exercise is probably the most realistic I have ever taken part in with logistics,
casevac and equipment support tested
to failure. Being able to see how a US
brigade delivers operational logistics
was impressive and thankfully we were
able to learn and use a great deal from
them. Every element of the exercise was
closely monitored by US Army observers, who were very helpful throughout.
One observer of note was the Battle
Group Logistic Officer’s (BGLO) who
was as loud and as brash as they come.
Although very knowledgeable he had
little experience in working with us Brits
and didn’t really appreciate how we did
business but that didn’t stop the staff
from grinning every time he grilled the
BGLO for not supplying ice to the forward
OP screen! Although our training from
CSTTX helped us significantly the heat
and harsh terrain meant further adaption
of our drills. We started with a large HQ
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that took around two hours to set up but
finished with a much smaller and less
wieldy set up that enhanced our flexibility. An important part of any oversees
exercise is R&R and with Vegas being so
close it was inevitable that it became the
main destination for a few days off after
the exercise. Adventure training in the
Yosemite National Park was also made
available to all those that wanted it.
With the summer over and our exercises
complete, focus was now on preparing
the regiment for readiness. Unfortunately,
the end of summer also saw Capt Russ
Gallagher leave QDG and the regular Army to pursue a Full Time Reserve
Service career with the Royal Yeomanry.
For those that served during the cold
war readiness is something that we were
brought up with but today being ‘ready’
is not as easy as it sounds. Never holding a units worth of equipment at any
one time is a key factor but there are
other frictions that need to be considered. Readiness applies to personnel as
well as equipment and is judged by the
completion of the ten Mandatory Army
Training Tests (MATTs) and our medical
deployability stats. Planning also started
for back to basics (war fighting) training
because much of the echelon could not
be run out over the exercise season.
Recces were also conducted in Poland
in preparation for C Sqn’s six month
deployment on Op CABRIT.
Beyond Exercise DIAMONDBACK, HQ
Sqn has also contributed to all areas of
regimental activity. Some deployed for
three months to Sierra Leone teaching
JNCOs command and leadership, some
deployed to Kenya as force protection,
some were trawled to support wider army
tasks and the majority were involved with
the deployment to the US. These competing and overlapping priorities place a
lot of pressure on how we support them
and that is unlikely to change for 2018
but this is the new normal and we have
adapted to make the best of it. However,
it is not all bad news; the opportunities
afforded to our soldiers now are as good
as they have ever been and many of
them get to do things in far off countries,
broadening their experiences and then
returning to us as better soldiers. Finally,
this will be my last journal entry as HQ
Sqn Ldr and as my thirty years of service at regimental duty draw to a close. I
feel privileged to have served with some
of the most dedicated and enthusiastic
individuals I have ever had the pleasure
to meet. They work long hours and without much thanks but they do it anyway
knowing their efforts are for the greater
good and for that reason alone I know
our regiment will be in safe hands no
matter what the future brings.
JDJT

18/04/2018 13:53
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Exercise WESSEX STORM
A Squadron deployed alongside 1st
Battalion Welsh Guards, Reserve elements from 3rd Battalion The Royal
Welsh and 104 Regiment Royal Artillery
on a very cold Salisbury Plain in February.
The long road to Salisbury Plain began
in late January as we drove the convoluted route from Robertson Barracks to
Salisbury Plain via Nescliffe and Caerwent
to prove our long-range capability.
Despite three jackals breaking down in
the first two hours and a trailer catching
fire, A Sqn Tiffy can confirm this is not
an effective way to keep warm, man and
wagon made it to Salisbury Plain.

of troop-level recovery from the claggy
mud which would be our companion for the entire month. We perfected
squadron-level obstacle crossing and
refreshed ourselves on mounted and
dismounted OPs as well as all facets of
mounted movement. Before we merged
into the Welsh Guards Battlegroup, we
were bolstered by our friends in the
Royal Yeomanry who provided a Troop
of WMIKs led by our illustrious Full Time
Reserve Service attachment 2Lt Harry
Pollock. This phase was also marked
by several amazon deliveries of merino
undergarments as SHQ tried everything
to keep away frost bite.

Beginning with a very chilly CT2 it was
the first time A Sqn had been on vehicles since the summer and there were
plenty of creases to iron out. Alongside
rehearsing troop and squadron-level
movement, we soon became masters

We were fitted with TES (Tactical
Engagement Simulation) which only
occasionally
malfunctioned,
giving
our positions away for miles around.
However, after resolving the initial
hitches, the system provided valuable

The weather is as clear as the plan
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However, after resolving the
initial hitches, the system
provided valuable
combat simulation…
combat simulation, particularly for the
heavy weapons.
A month on the Plain was to be tainted
by freezing temperatures and icy winds.
The issued dew liner became a welcomed comfort to those who had not
been foolish enough to turn one down
from the stores. Those lucky enough
to be operating in Panthers rather than
Jackals were envied and cursed appropriately, but that had little to do with how
warm and dry they were.

Lt Campbell gets to grips with the new
improved Jackal integrated sighting system
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Dew liner on – no shame

Exercising with the Welsh Guards before
the testing phase was a learning curve
given their limited history in mounted
movement but by the time Force Training
Unit (FTU) were ready to examine the
Battlegroup’s capability, many of the
teething problems had been ironed out
successfully. We had been on CSTTX
with the Battlegroup in November which
not only gave us a chance to get back
into the mounted mindset as a Squadron
but also provided a necessary insight into
the Battlegroup manoeuvres we would
rehearse in this phase. We were able to
assist the Welsh Guards with all things
mounted from mounted formations to
Battlegroup-level replens.
Between phases of the exercise, we had
the delights of Knook Camp to enjoy,
which boasted dribbling showers, no
Wi-Fi and non-existent phone signal,
remedied by the free food and brief respite from the elements.
A crowd of Welsh MPs turned up for one
of the maintenance days before the final
exercise, so we frantically hunted around

Lt (Cdr) Pollock finally surfaces
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Salisbury Plain winter hard
standing – mainly mud

…so we frantically hunted
around for genuinely Welsh
soldiers to push to the
front.

tifying enemy positions and handing
them over to their Anti-Tank Platoon.
This method of employment delivered
real momentum to the Battlegroup. The
February mist took its toll on the final
attack as visibility was reduced to 10m,
making our screen towards the withdrawing enemy unsurprisingly futile.

for genuinely Welsh soldiers to push to
the front. The exercise was unique given
it was the first time in living memory that
such a Welsh Battlegroup had exercised,
comprised of three Welsh Regiments.

After a couple of maintenance days
in Knook camp we were back on our
way, through the night, to Robertson
Barracks, away from the crisp, muddy
delights of Salisbury Plain.

The final, ten-day exercise involved
pushing out to complete four missions,
including advance to contact and stabilisation in an urban environment as well
as a mass-casualty scenario and plenty
of screens. Our time was spent rotating
between OPs, screening crossing points
and conducting initial recce for the Welsh
Guards Support Company, with the
occasional ambush, raid and key leader
engagement thrown in. For a large part,
we worked in front of the Welsh Guard’s
Recce Platoon as coarse recce, iden-

Despite some frustrations with equipment
and integration with Light Mechanised
Infantry, the exercise was of great benefit
to the Sabre Troops and the Squadron.
It had been six months since our last
CT2 exercise and much longer since
anything at a higher level. For everyone
involved, the exercise provided valuable
experience working within a battlegroup
context a well as at Troop and Squadron
level.
The Sabre Troops benefited from troop
integrity for a whole month, a rarity in
camp owing to career courses and the
like and so it was a great chance to hone
Troop-level SOPs through everything
from route cards to fire positions.
Regular after-action reviews at Squadron
and Battlegroup level were invaluable for
feedback throughout CT2 and exercising with the Welsh Guards. It was also
a chance for improved coordination with
our attached arms, relying heavily on
REME integrated in the Sabre Troops
for advanced vehicle maintenance and
conducting several bridge recces with
embedded Royal Engineer Sergeants.
All in all, it was an excellent shake out for
the Squadron and everyone gained valuable experience even if they got more
than a bit cold doing so. Moreover, we
were the first Light Cavalry Squadron to
complete EX WESSEX STORM without
rolling a single vehicle.
AC
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Exercise DIAMONDBACK 17/01
With the weather in Norfolk failing to
bring the QDG’s tans up to an acceptable standard, August saw B Squadron
deploying to the National Training Centre
(NTC) in California in search of sunnier
horizons.
In the weeks leading up to Exercise
DIAMONDBACK, the soldiers and
officers of B Squadron took part in an
intense series of range packages, MATTs
and other lessons, preparing them for a
month long exercise in the Mojave Desert
in California. No amount of PowerPoint’s
and ground briefs could prepare anyone
for the ferocious 40 degree plus weather
that met the troops on arrival (that and
possibly the false hope of flying into
Las Vegas only to drive four and a half
hours into the bleakest most barren bit of
desert America could muster).
The Squadron spent its first week at NTC
housed in Fort Irwin acclimatising, scrimming up the vehicles, carrying out ROC
drills and then acclimatising some more
when they realised it was getting hotter
by the day. B Squadron, along with HQ
Squadron and bolstered by members of
4 Regiment Royal Artillery and The Royal
Yeomanry, were going to be providing the reconnaissance element for 2-1
Armoured Brigade Combat Team (ABCT),
a US Brigade who were preparing for an
upcoming deployment to Kuwait. For
the QDG this was a great opportunity
to get used to American methods and
SOPs ahead of deployments to Poland
in the following year in which members of

Cpl Smith et al doing their best
impression of a mob of meerkats

With the vehicles ready
and ROC drills complete, it
was time to roll out the
gates.
the Regiment will find themselves working closely with American counterparts.
With the vehicles ready and ROC drills
complete, it was time to roll out the
gates. For the initial phase of the exer-

cise, the four troops of B Squadron
were required to provide a screen looking North in the direction of the enemy
advance. This saw OPs being stealthily
inserted into hillsides by night observing
the vast swathes of the Mojave Desert
that made up NTC, broken up only by
occasional mountain and the crisscrossed humvee tracks from previous
exercises. After a quiet couple of days
the OPs were pushed North again, this
time forcing 4th Troop, led by Lt Max
Carter, into the aptly named Valley of
Death, which much like the more famous
Death Valley was a harsh desert land-

A modern warfighting
vehicle, and some Jackal
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scape full of scorpions and rattle snakes,
but unlike the more famous Death Valley,
was also full of two battalions-worth of
enemy BRDMs, tanks and anti armour.
With comms at an ever-reliable low, 4th
troop attempted to withdraw from the
valley, encountering the OC on the way.
With his vehicle trapped in a ditch and
fearing being overrun by the enemy,
OC Maj Ollie Braithwaite was forced to
epurge his radios, destroy his map and
bravely run away. The Valley of Death
proved its namesake that day.
Meanwhile on the other side of the
training area, between the imaginatively
named Artillery Hill and Out-of-bounds
Hill, 2nd Troop identified an enemy position at the exact spot they intended to
mount an OP. Six members of the troop
led by the courageous 2Lt Oakley conducted a raid on the position, capturing
2 enemy vehicles, 9 enemy soldiers and
killing 3. Before denying the position in
place with their AT4s, LCpl Jamieson
and Sgt Craig “tank destroyer” Hill managed to collect a huge amount of maps
and information from the position. This
included maps of all enemy positions and
OPs, the enemy resupply plan, NAIs and
TAIs, flight plans for the enemy helicopters, radio frequencies and passwords
and also a logbook of all enemy radio
transmissions to date. This was delivered
to Battle Group HQ and then Brigade HQ
the following morning before continuing
with the mission.
As EX DIAMONDBACK continued OPs
were collapsed and moved, often for
fear of compromise (by both the enemy
and the illusive rare desert tortoise that

But 1st Troop managed to
stay relatively comfortable
and in place…
roamed the area). But 1st Troop managed to stay relatively comfortable and
in place, nestled undetected in the hills
of an area previously identified by other
troops as unreachable. It was from here
that Lt Lazell-Payne and Cpl Speed were
able to relentlessly harass the enemy
through fires as they tried to move across
the desert.
With the enemy growing familiar with
the British Jackals and worries that a
long road move would be detected,
Maj Ollie Braithwaite decided to insert
2nd and 3rd troop to the far side of the
map, in the vicinity of a mountain known
ominously as the Matterhorn (1st troop
still being hidden on a mountain somewhere... probably). The plan was to tab
15km across the desert by night towards
the Matterhorn foothills, using dried riverbeds and occasional snake infested bush
as cover, set up a hide to rest in through
the following day and then continue into
the mountains the following night. From
there they were to identify enemy anti
air assets ahead of “the final push”. 3rd
Troop, led by Lt Charlie Byrd, finding
themselves still high from the adrenaline
of killing an entire sleeping enemy tank
crew the night before, managed to reach
their OP by the first night. On the way
Tpr Marais and Tpr Rogers managing to
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hotwire a no-play support vehicle using
radio batteries and Don 10 cabling found
in the sand. The next night 2nd troop,
after 48 hours of no comms managed
to get a radio check through to HQ from
their OP position. Seemingly, however,
it was not just friendly forces who had
been desperately wondering where 2nd
troop had got to, because at midday the
enemy Hind helicopter discovered and
engaged both 2nd troop and 3rd troops
positions. And despite Tpr Hickmott and
Parsons “definitely” shooting the pilot
from 800m away with one shot each
(darn unreliable TES effects system),
both troops were forced to withdraw
from the mountains, not before sending
up accurate grids however of enemy anti
air spotted in the area.
From here the troops of B Squadron and
HQ moved into the live phase where they
were given the privilege of witnessing
American Health and Safety. Being such
a large area it was a fantastic chance for
the Squadron to take part in ranges on
a large scale as a part of much wider
patrolling serials. With the exercise ending, it was time to return to Fort Irwin for
a handover to C Squadron. B Squadron
then headed off on AT and R&R across
America, setting the conditions for further misadventures should any of the
Squadron find themselves back in the
States in the months to come. All-in-all
an outstanding performance by the Sqn
that drew accolades across the board
from both the US and UK higher command, a job well done.
TO

Broke Back Mountain, and
some Californian Hills
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Exercise DIAMONDBACK 17/02
The second Exercise DIAMONDBACK
rotation came as bit of a surprise to C
Sqn. The Sqn was expecting A and B
Sqn to have a go at this great opportunity. That wasn’t the case in the end
and C Sqn were given a re-show rotation in September 2017. This meant the
Sqn hierarchy getting out to the US several times to meet 2-2 Striker Brigade
Combat Team (2-2 SBCT) a unit that had
been training for their National Training

Centre (NTC) Rotation for about 18
months when they met C Sqn.
There was a lot to sort out. Mainly; how
would they use us? They had heard
about the exercise that C Sqn had done
in 2016 and how useful we were in the
screen, however, 2-2 SBCT wanted to
get their own units working on that. They
looked at all sorts of options but ended
up with using the Sqn as an additional
sub unit working under the Brigade’s

Recce Regiment: 8-1 Cav. One concession that the Sqn Ldr did gain was in
pushing both NTC and 2-2 Bde to have
the Sqn used on some understand operations working to 14 Brigade Engineer
Battalion.
The Sqn were flown out to the US at the
end of August and immediately got to
work on the fleet that B Sqn and BGHQ
had abused on the first Rotation. The first
thing that hit the Sqn was the heat. We
had heard that it was a challenge for B
Sqn and RHQ had needed tons of ice.
Luckily the Sqn were able to follow the
Army’s policy on acclimatisation. This
meant eight days of walking around with
increasing level of distance and weight.
Not much fun any day of week, never
mind with about 3000 US Soldiers staring like you’ve just landed from Mars. The
joke was on them as we did not suffer
any heat casualties and they lost nearly
a platoon’s worth by the end of the rotation. Whilst acclimatising we were also
taking over the fleet, doing driver and
commander familiarisation recces of “the
Box” (training area) and avoiding the US
meals (and scurvy) where possible – no
wonder they call us Limeys – we needed
them.

C Sqn Tank Park with Mt Tiefort
in the background
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Impromptu media training

The familiarisation with the Box didn’t go
a smoothly as hoped, but it served its purpose. The scale of the place takes some
getting used too. When you’re used to
the UK and Western Europe full of features the difference is amazing. You can
see for miles. The Box Recce saw Troops
time estimation way off and some night
driving skills needing honing. Cpl “Eddy”
Edwards and his fresh-out-of-Bovington
driver Tpr Tucker managed to find a gate
at the end of the road. Sadly, it was the
end of the road for the gate too. Our first
vehicle casualty but luckily not first injury.
Still the QM was glad of the opportunity
to leave Starbucks!
As ever with recce, our orders were
late and confused. We were to deploy
ahead of 2-2 SBCT but behind 8-1 Cav.
We had been told to screen south of
the main feature in NTC, the imposing
Tiefort Mountain, and allow the Brigade
to deploy under the cover of darkness
24 hours later. The first night, with no
natural light from the moon to help Night
Vision Devices saw the SSM busy running around collecting Cpl Evans 880
and Tpr Bernard who had both twisted
limbs trying to get through some very difficult terrain. In the UK, this would be a
short drive. In NTC this was probably a
40mile round trip with live enemy all over
the place and big mountains to fall off.

Lt Hind, Russell, Simpson and Kite, the
new boy band, Wrong Direction
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Boss, I taught you everything you know

The Brigade finally uncoiled
in good order.
Most of the SSMs grey hair was coloured
in the first couple of nights but at least
he wasn’t killed by the enemy (unlike last
year where he was like a bobbing Figure
11 target!).
The Brigade finally uncoiled in good
order. 2nd Troop under Lt Kite and Sgt
Davies 220, with Sgt Jones from the
RMP, were now under the US Engineers
with a view to Understanding the ethnic
laydown and motivations in the key villages. Using Counter-Insurgency tactics
they had immediate success in detaining a high value target. It did also give
the enthusiastic 2Lt Kite a chance to get
away from the Sqn Ldr and volunteer
for all sorts of jobs. Luckily, their comms
were good and the Sqn Ldr was able to
jump on his net and ruin his fun.
Once the Brigade were set in their new
Assembly Area, the Sqn were given permission to start moving north to find the
enemy. This was done at night again in
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The ROC drill

very limited natural light. That was obviously why the SSM had to go and rescue
the Sqn Ldr whose vehicle had “cut a
corner”. This had his Panther at a very
uncomfortable angle. Not wanting to
“Do a Braithwaite”, Maj Parkyn stopped
and borrowed the Fire Support Team
Commander’s Jackal before merrily riding off into the night. “I blame the commander, SSM.” – So do I. Unfortunately,
whilst dealing with the Sqn Ldr the SSM
had left the 2ic unsupervised. When the
SSM got back on the radio there was a
message waiting for him. The 2ic needed
a medic as he had somehow knocked
himself out moving his vehicle at 5mph.
When the SSM got back to him the 2ic
was pale, confused and sleepy making it
very difficult to diagnose any injury. There
was also damage in the back of the
Panther, where the RSWO (Mr Worsley)
had hit his cyborg face on the vehicles
superstructure. Tiffy Ashton was close to
writing the Panther off due to the damage the RSWO’s titanium cranium had
done and clearly something must have
been wrong with the restraints. The
RSWO was speaking in tongues about
antenna theory and sporadic E so was
clearly unaffected.
Luckily the close calls did not stop the
Sqn from getting into a good position to
cover the Bde in depth. As 3rd Tp were

Gas, Gas, Gas
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C Sqn hear some vehicle
maintenance is required

moving up they spotted an enemy OP
and assaulted it with such speed and
violence that the enemy were unable to
destroy their orders and maps. This provided the Bde with the best intel it could
wish for; the enemy’s plan for the next
four days and earned Cpl Chater a Hero
of the Battle award. Support Troop under
Lt Will Simpson and Sgt Harry McKinnon
getting into an OP overlooking the vital
ground of the city of Razish thanks to a
phenomenally bold dash through enemy
territory led by Cpl Hazelwood. Tac closed
in behind them to enable comms around
Mount Tiefort and spotted a number of
hidden BMPs before going to ground. 1st
Tp under Lt Hind and Sgt Hughes were
cued on and Cpl Petre dismounted a
Javelin Anti-Tank team to get in a position
to get eyes on. Unfortunately, the enemy
were spooked and sent a clearance patrol
through the valley, firstly bumping Tac who
ended up re-siting in a half set enemy
anti-tank position which they destroyed
before bugging out. This properly stirred
the hornet’s nest. Sp Tp had used this
time to establish and were able to remain
in place for three days, providing excellent information prior to the Bde’s assault
whilst 2nd and 3rd Tps covered the deep
west. Sp Tp were able to feed the Bde
vital info until minutes before the Bde
assault before they were bumped. Cpl

C/S Ugly, and an Apache

Hazelwood’s leadership on the response
to the contact earned him the Hero of the
Battle Award for this phase. At this stage
the Sqn was 30km from the Bde HQ and
the only viable source of intelligence to
the Bde as the other recce and ISTAR elements had been destroyed.
As the Bde moved in on the city, the Sqn
used this to mask its punch deeper into
the enemy’s depth. In order to achieve
this, an enemy FUP had to be eradicated
and the Sqns Fire Support Team used
artillery to convince the enemy to move
before the Sqn completed another daring dash between enemy positions. By
first light, 1st Tp had hidden in the north,
3rd Tp were in an excellent position in
the centre and 2nd provided security in
the south. Tac again refused to be near
the 2ic and was firmly hidden in the north
leaving the 2ic to deal with the nightmare
of being bumped around by the enemy
Hind helicopter. More times than not he
missed the Troops that were under cam
nets. The US call signs were less lucky.
They were a bigger target, green with
no desert cam. Showing that the basics
of good cam can still defeat a near-peer
enemy. Sadly, this doesn’t work if you try
to nick an enemy tank just as 3rd Tp were
busted doing and had to run south with
their tail between their remaining legs.

With the Sqn now covering the Bde’s
western flank, the Bde moved forward
and established its defensive position
including an excellent plan to defend
the city produced by our very own Sgt
Subba. As the enemy streamed through
the complex terrain they were picked up
by 2nd and 3rd Tps and expertly handed
to Tac who were able to use this to predict
the breach and count down the artillery.
Amazingly, the gunners were on time and
on target, destroying the enemy as they
massed at the breach, those that made it
through were nailed by the Javelin teams.
This allowed the Sqn to switch onto the
front foot again and we breached the next
valley with instructions to get eyes on the
enemy rear area and a possible landing
zone on a flank. This depth enabled the
Bde to consolidate and we were then
switched from blank to live.
We sadly had a vehicle fall in a target pit
before the live fire period. This put LCpl
Smith from the Royal Yeomanry (RY) out
of action. The RY lads that deployed
were a great asset to the Sqn. We had
Capt Harris and Sgt Biddleston as LOs
with 8-1. A brummy accent on the net
did strain ears at times but we got used
to it in the end. There were good lads put
in the Troops too.

Brigadier Biggart addressing the Sqn
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C Sqn at Endex

With live ammo now in breaches the
tempo seemed to ramp up. This saw the
Sqn in the centre of the Bde recceing a
key route for a handover to the following
battalion. Sp Tp on the right recced the
obstacle belt with 1st Tp on the left and
2nd and 3rd in the centre. Once we had
handed over to their scouts the mortars
and MLRS rockets softened the three
enemy locations that we had identified
before the assaults went in. Once the initial objectives were clear, we conducted
a forward passage of lines to secure the
depth of the centre of the Bde. This
allowed the Sqns from 8-1 Cav to catch
up on our flanks and generate the protection for the battalions to establish obstacle belts to our rear. We were in position
that quickly that the Cobra team allowed
us to conduct a series of Tp shoots with
snipers in support. This time also allowed
Sgt Subba and Sp Tp to identify a gap in
the Bde’s obstacle belt and close it with
a hasty obstacle of their own.
With the Bde defences set this meant
that the Sqn was the wrong side of a
(dummy) minefield with Javelin teams set
in ambushes to our rear and live artillery
(hopefully) laying onto target positions to
our front and rear. Squeaky bum time!
As night fell we were set…or were we?
The wind had picked up dramatically.
This meant that the US observers were
suddenly very twitchy about the Sqn’s

C Sqn Hiding
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With live ammo now in
breaches the tempo seemed
to ramp up.
rocket illume as the only means of night
firing as tests saw lumps of phosphorous
bouncing off their windscreens. Given the
restrictions on safety policy and concerns
with the artillery there appeared to be no
way of night firing unless a Panther was
driven into the screen line and it’s thermal sight and GPMG tracer used to mark
the targets for the crews. This meant
either the Sqn Ldr or the 2ic had to go
forward. Begrudgingly, they dragged
their heels into the line and reluctantly
went through 1600 rounds of link marking the enemy advance recce vehicles as
Sp Tp smashed them to pieces. Thanks
to good liaison work by 3rd Tp, the
extraction went like clockwork, with 1st,
2nd and then Sp Tps withdrew through
the Battalion and into depth, cohabiting
with Bde HQ until they got gassed. We
then moved back towards the Battalion
HQ but they got gassed too. Yep you
guessed it; it was our turn. Thankfully we
had Cpl Hazelwood who has a degree in
biochemical weaponry. The US chemical
observer arrived expecting chaos but

found the Sqn correctly (if uncomfortably)
dressed and Cpl H rattling through the
procedures, unmasking us in record time.
Less the Sqn Ldr driving over an IED that
was the end of the exercise for us and
the final hours were spent in the usual
fashion for recce – waiting for the infantry
to stop mucking about. The SQMS had
set up a BBQ in the town of Ujen and
the Sqn descended like a pack of jackals while the Bde extracted off the area
around them. With full bellies the Sqn
slept before the Sqn level live fire shoot
expertly executed by the 2ic.
After the Exercise, it was time to pack up
the kit under the SQMS while the LAD
scribbled down the lengthy list of faults
before heading out for AT in Yosemite and
then off around California and Nevada for
some well-earned R+R. For some it was
more eventful than others….
The deployment to NTC for C Sqn’s rotation with 2-2 and 8-1 was great. We were
very well tutored by the Cobra observer
team headed by Lt Col Logan who we
knew well from 2016’s deployment. Capt
Tony Nicosia was with us for a bit mentoring before handing over to Capt Andy
Hibbs, both of which were extremely
helpful with the AARs and helping us to
learn quickly.
MTH

A river runs through it
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Quartermasters’ Department
“The line between disorder and order lies in logistics…”
Sun Tzu 510 BC.

Another busy year has whipped passed
for the Quartermasters’ Department.
For the last four years both QM and
QM(T) departments have combined into
one organisation, supported by four
members of the Royal Logistics Corps
(RLC). This system continues to work
well and our G4 output in support of the
Regiment is enhanced by the knowledge
of the specialist logisticians attached to
the Regiment, the RLC team known as
Logistic Support Detachment (LSD) is
headed up by SSgt Jigmi Lama.
The year started off with a change of personalities in the department, first to move
on was Capt Paul Jones, QM(T), who was
posted to the Army Foundation Collage
Harrogate and replaced by the current
QM(T) Capt Rob Mansel. The RQMS(T)
WO2 Jason Davies also escaped at the
same time on promotion to become the
RSM of the Royal Yeomanry, our paired
reservist unit, and was replaced by WO2
Des O’Connor. We wish them both the
best of luck in their new posts.
Following the end of combat operations
in Afghanistan you might think the pace
of life has slowed down somewhat, however, after reading through the esca-

Will the QMs please stand up

pades of the Sabre Squadrons in the
previous pages and undoubtedly noting
the impressive list of countries they have
found themselves working in, you can
appreciate the pace is as hot as ever. In
fact, when sitting down at the beginning
of the year trying to work out the G4 plan
to support the myriad of tasks; from trying to get vehicles to the other side of the

…undoubtedly noting the
impressive list of countries
they have found
themselves working in…

QM(T) Going to extreme locations
to source equipment
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QM’s Department waiting for the
latest Forecast of Events update

globe in time for an exercise in the Mojave
Desert to finding the correct equipment
to support tasks in Africa. The only word
that springs to mind is daunting!
I am glad to be able to report we managed to deliver the G4 element of the
tasks throughout the year, thanks to the
hard work of the boys and girls in the
department who worked tirelessly to
ensure the correct equipment was in the
right place at the right time. Not an easy
task when the Army now pools its equipment, meaning we don’t hold a great
deal at the Regiment.
More manpower changes happened in
March with the QM, Capt John Dunne,

29

The RQMS thought he had escaped

Not an easy task when
the Army now pools its
equipment…
moving on to take up a post in Bovington
and being replaced by Capt Steve
Thomas, again we wish him well in his
new position.
Due to the requirement for G4 support
forward with the Squadrons and the
tempo of deployments over the last 12
months, we have had elements of the

department supporting forward almost
constantly, none more so than the QM,
Capt Steve Thomas. Ten months into
the role, he has spent much of it out of
station leading the G4 teams, supporting
tasks in the US and UK. The aforementioned highlights the importance of the
new combined QM’s department set up,
allowing for economy of effort with manpower within the department to cover
the absences of key personalities.
It all sounds like work, work and more
work, however, the department has had
plenty of sporting achievements over the
year with Mr O’Connor (RQMS(T)) taking
part in the 100KM Trailwalker competition, Sgt’s John Hinton and Kev Young
competing at Army and County Golf
competitions, Cpl Miles Davies competing with the Army Rugby Team and Capt
Rob Mansel training and coaching the
Regimental Nordic Ski Team in Norway.
Another new addition to the department
is Tpr Jones 959 (Regimental Mascot)
and LCpl Mark Holland (Farrier Major)
who fall under the QM(T) for administration, you can read more of their busy year
in another article contained within this
addition of the journal.

Comd 160X was sure he had
ordered the full sized version
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Reflecting over the last year, supporting the Regiment conduct tasks across
the globe, I must thank the soldiers and
civilian staff we have working for the
department (in what can be the not so
glamorous part of the machine but vitally
important never the less). We now look
forward to another year, which, at the
beginning, looks just as daunting but
extremely exciting.
RCM
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Motor Transport Troop
MT has continued to evolve this year.
It has said a sad farewell to Capt
‘Jugs’ Jones, WO2 ‘Dinger’ Bell and
Staff Sergeant Billy ‘the bone crusher’
Thurston. All of which have now moved
on to pastures new and are settling well
into their new roles. As well as waving
good bye to old faces we have also
welcomed Capt Mick Grundy who has
joined as not only the Rugby Officer, but
also the MTO to boot.
As for the rest of MT the usual faces
remain. Cpl ‘Dav’ Davies has continued
to be the font of all knowledge, much to
the satisfaction of many seniors in the
Regiment who now have the benefit of

The MT main defensive position

After the MTWO dismantled the fortifications
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C+E to bolster their CVs when they eventually hang up their beret’s and apply for
jobs as drivers for Eddy Stobart. Dav has
however commented that future phone
calls that rate ‘how’s my driving’ regarding their driving skills has no bearing on
his instructional ability, it is totally due to
penthouse Bill’s easy gizzit grades when
testing. We have had a steady increase
to our bus drivers who provide an invaluable service transporting the lads around
the country. Things have changed since
my day, rain, snow or shine we had
the hard seats of a Bedford and the
holey canopy, just to make the journey
that extra bit special. Fortunately, we
now have our full fleet of busses back
at our disposal, however I must make
a heart felt request that soldiers don’t
mistake our busses for parking spaces
again…….Cpl Rai.
MT has continued to support the
Regiment during the many activities
they have completed this year. As ever
this has been challenging to resource,
especially when coping with the ever-increasing trawls, Waterloo Troop, career
courses and fluctuating leave periods.
Despite the challenges this has presented
it has also given our guys some excellent
opportunities to get out and about, doing
what most of us joined the Army to do
and see the world. Our newest members
of the Regiment managed to experience
the joys of the Senne Eck and Hareems
whilst deployed to Germany on CSTTX.
Our older and bolder managed to enjoy
an extended stay in California providing
collision and road safety ‘advice’ as well
as managing to take full advantage of
‘tan time’ and frequent trips to the Las
Vegas Boulevard. Despite these arduous tasks that Sgt ‘Sonic’ Davies had to
complete, he did provide excellent support to certain members of the Regiment

Sgt Davies adding to the collection of NTC rocks

who drove through gates whilst following an extended convoy. Although 40
vehicles managed to avoid the obstacle
it is understandable that fitting a 10-footwide vehicle through a 30-foot-wide gap
can present its challenges.
Now that the defensive positions have
been dismantled in the MT building,
converting it into a functioning office,
the team are now looking forward to the
opportunities that the forthcoming year
will present. Deployments on Wessex
Storm, a period on high readiness and
back to back deployments to Poland
all have the ingredients to present very
rewarding challenges.
JM
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The Training Wing
The year started with Capt Gallacher
at the helm with the newly appointed
TWWO by his side and Sgt Speight
“busy” behind the scenes. However this
idyllic concept would not endure due to
the calls of ever demanding trawls to various corners of the globe and a testing
CATT & CAST exercise in Germany which
saw Mr Brisco and Sgt Speight torn from
the homely grasp of the Training Wing
and deployed on more serious encounters. This proved too much for poor
Capt Gallacher as he decided to resign
his short lived commission and seek new
adventures with our sister Regiment the
Royal Yeomanry. I’m sure this is going
well for him as he loves a good early
knock off.
The summer proved a little challenging for the TWWO as he was now the

Sgt Comely describing his favourite
Warhammer Wizard move
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At times I’m sure the TW
office resembled a scene
from The Simpsons…
only remaining employee of the whole
department and could not squeeze in
as much golf as the previous year. Mr
Brisco did, however, excel at the role of
Training Officer due to the relaxing working atmosphere with the pleasant theme
tunes of educational TV programs such
as Top Gear and Steve Austin’s Broken
Skull Ranch. At times I’m sure the TW
office resembled a scene from The
Simpsons, as Homer Simpson strives
with his work from behind his work station at the Springfield nuclear plant, but
after all who doesn’t enjoy a nice “Duff”
beer on their return home after a hard
day’s work.
The summer finally drew to a close and
the Regiment returned from their travels
to such pleasantries as California and
Sierra Leone, this in turn brought new
life into the Training Wing in the form of
Sgt Maj Griffiths, Sgt Comley and Cpl
Davies. This was more of a temporary
fixture as the Sgt Maj was re-tasked
upon arrival to lead a small unit of men to
deploy to the delights of Nigeria to offer
Force Protection to exercising troops on
the ground. On the departure of the
old Training Officer, Capt Gallacher also
passed on the role of Football Officer to
Sgt Comley with Cpl Davies as his assistant, this has seemed to be a relatively
strong partnership, just a shame their
performance on the pitch doesn’t reflect
this. In late October the TW said goodbye to Sgt Speight as he was posted

Everyone was disappointed by
the new Full Monty Line Up

to his spiritual home of Winterbourne
Gunner, the centre of excellence for
UK CBRN defence. All was not lost
though as he was quickly replaced with
Sgt Beal or as he’s known throughout
the Regiment as “Mikey ‘The Real Deal’
Beal”. He would be the regimental lead
on all that is the recently formed Battle
Craft Syllabus (BCS). This would see Sgt
Beal right at home with his dismounted
skills and forcing the issue of basic soldiering. Finally, in late November Sgt
Maj Thurston arrived from MT to become
the D&M Senior instructor, even though
he hasn’t touched an armoured vehicle
since the days when Churchill was a
tank and not a computer programme.
The final member of the training team to
arrive in 2017 was Capt C Carter (Small
Type) who returned to RD as the Training
Officer, having realised that life as a
Frogman was not for him.
The team was now set and life under
the new CO seemed good. The next
challenge in everyone’s mind was Op
CABRIT and any pre deployment training
that may need to be carried out prior to
the deployment.
JB
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Light Aid Detachment
2017 has been a year full of diversity
and huge change within the LAD. First
and foremost, some great achievements
throughout the year, Capt Williams was
successful in transferring to the QDG and
becoming the first female cavalry officer.
SSgt Ashton, Field, Forster, Stokes and
Sgt Pollard have received their Long service and good conduct medals. During
this last year we have had a vast amount
of new arrivals, most notably, Capt J
Kenny who assumed command of the
LAD in July, just in time for our deployment to California. WO1 M Pinner who
assumed the position of ASM in April
again, just in time for all the prep work
for California. Away from work, we have
celebrated SSgt Ashton, Field, Stokes,
and Cfn Kirkwood on the new arrivals to
their families.
During the training year we saw a lot
of great training opportunities in various environments. In January we saw
A Sqn fitters deploying on Exercise
WESSEX STORM, gaining great knowledge and experience working on the
Jackal fleet on Salisbury Plain in incredibly cold, wet and windy conditions.
Exercise DIAMONDBACK dominated
the workload in 2017 with the majority
of the LAD deploying from July through
to November to California, this being

Shouldn’t we be fixing vehicles?

B Sqn OC will sleep anywhere
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LADs on tour

the second time we deployed thereover the last two years. The LAD made
great use of the lessons learnt from the
previous year to fully maximise our efficiency within the hot and dusty training
environment that California has to offer.
Most members of the LAD came back
with good sun tans as well as some great
ideas on how we can further adjust and
improve the way we work alongside the
Light Cavalry. We plan to introduce these
as we look forward to our deployment
to Poland in 2018. It is not all hard work
though, during their R & R the members
of the LAD made the most of their time in
America, venturing out to places such as
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Las Vegas
and Chicago. They also conducted
some Adventure Training at some great
sites like Yosemite National Park and the
Grand Canyon. Post Diamondback as

Most members of the LAD
came back with good sun
tans as well as some
great ideas…
the LAD works to turn the fleet around
we have SSgt Davies and Cpl Souch
who have deployed to Kenya to run a
vehicle inspection cell and we look forward to greeting them back in 2018 and
learning more lessons to further improve
ourselves.
Over the year the LAD has competed in
a variety of Sports, in the REME orienteering we had Capt Kenny, Cpl Cook
and LCpl Hazel. LCpl Hazell won the singles event and has subsequently been
invited to attend orienteering in Italy. LCpl
Adams made good use of the downtime
while the regiment was in California to
compete in REME corps boxing championships. Joining the regimental squash
team, SSgt Stokes and LCpl Bigmore
had a chance to compete in the East
Midlands Army Squash Championships.
Into the winter months we saw five
members of the LAD as well as two
members of Regimental Headquarters
off to Stubai in Austria for Ex Supreme
Glacier, the annual snowboarding/skiing
exercise. This ranged from experienced
snowboarders to complete beginners
where they hit the freestyle park, threw
some snowballs and caught a glimpse
of the 2017 Skiing Freestyle World
Championships.
SS
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SPS Detachment
2017 has presented significant challenges for the Staff and Personnel
Support Detachment serving attached to
the QDGs. The Forecast of Events has
been full with simultaneous deployments
on STTT, UK and Overseas Exercises and
multiple individual augmentee deployments in response to broader defence
tasks. In all these the role of the SPS
Det is to ensure deployability, personnel
movement, tracking and recovery which
it has completed to a faultless standard.
In addition to supporting activity in the
comfort of Robertson Barracks the
detachment have taken the opportunity
to support the deployments in a forward capacity. Preparation for Exercise
DIAMONDBACK saw members of the
Detachment (Capt Clemens, LCpl Kolvik
and LCpl Cronin) deploy on multiple
training events culminating in the attending the CATT/CSTTX in Germany.

Sgt Akum leads the Triple Crown
Team (Pictured Cpl Blewden, LCpl
Cronin, Sgt Akum & LCpl Jaiteh)

Exercise DIAMONDBACK saw the largest number of SPS personnel deploy.
Led by Sgt Menya acting in a real life support capacity deploying with the advance
party the Detachment deployed six of its
personnel to either support the exercise
or return to their soldier first capability
and deploy with the exercising troops.
Many challenges were encountered, not
just the incredible climate and the real
life time delay to the United Kingdom but
also where to secure WIFI and gain much
needed broadband in order to maintain
communications with home, it is suggested Sgt Menya became an expert at
this.
It was not all work and no play for the
detachment. Celebrating the Corps 25th
year the detachment embarked on multiple team build events. This included

It was not all work and no
play for the detachment.

Pte Hamal leading on STTT PT in Sierra Leone
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LCpl Cronin asks which end while
conducting weapon handling training

Sgt Chilvers and Pte Olagunju complete
SPS Athletics Training in Cyprus

departing Robertson Barracks for
Winchester where it conducted Exercise
LIONS QUARTER. The brain child of
Staff Tomlinson who was tasked to pull
together a fun, challenging and team
building event which was to include a
social event. So a high wire confidence
course and command tasks event was
secured! This aside, the detachment
with its usual can do character threw
itself (literally) into the event. Sgt’s Noy
and Akum lead on the events and took
the opportunity to put the detachment
through its paces.

various events, LCpl Cronin continuing
to impress through her attendance at the
Obstacle Course Racing Championships
for which she was awarded a 1st United
Kingdom Division Commander SPS
commendation, LCpl Kolvik attended
the Army Martial Arts Championships
and, last but no means least, the RAWO
WO2 (SQMS) Pears continued to lead
the Regimental, Corps and local Rugby
teams to varying successes.

Supporting the wider events calendar
the detachment have attended sports
and competitions across a multitude
of disciplines. Sgt Chilvers and Pte
Olagunju completed the AGC Athletics
Training Camp in Cyprus which lead to
Sgt Chilvers competing at Corps level in

As with every attached arm we must say
farewell and thank you to Capt Clemens,
SSgt Tomlinson, Sgt Menya, Cpl Halsall,
Cpl Graham, LCpl Summers and Pte
Brock. While welcoming the arrival of
SSgt Mercer, Sgt Akum, Sgt Chilvers, Cpl
Harrison, Cpl Andrews, Cpl Greenwood,
LCpl Jaiteh, LCpl Brownless and Pte
Limbu.
TC-K
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Catering Department
Another eventful year of exercises
and functions for the 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards Catering department.
In January Sgt Flint deployed on Op
Trenton which entailed setting up a food
contract and catering location to feed
38 Engineer Regiment who were tasked
with building a compound in South
Sudan for the UN. With temperature
hitting 52 degrees in the Kitchen and a
multi-national UN workforce Sgt Flint
received many letters of thanks for his
high standard of work and professionalism. Sgt Flint, although facing many
challenges, enjoyed the experience of
this deployment. On his return he took
over the reins of filling the vacant UCM
role so he had a very busy 7 months at
the beginning of 2017.
LCpl Pun was the next to deploy to the
heat of Africa where he was trawled to
support BATUK in feeding all incoming
and outgoing flights for exercising troops.
During his trawl he got to see the wildlife
of Kenya in its natural state, roaming the

Rift valley. Sgt Lacey also managed to get
himself a 6 month BATUK temporary staff
assignment and although he has consistently said he is far too busy setting up an
NVQ Cell in BATUK I suspect he has had
the opportunity to experience the majestic
elephants roaming or a tower of giraffes
drinking at a water hole. The next to enjoy
the sights and experiences of Kenya is Pte
Ethrington-Hughes who will be supporting
Exercise ASKARI SERPENT with 2 Medical
Regiment in April 2018 for 6 weeks.
New faces to the Catering department are
SSgt Wright who took over as UCM from
SSgt Minshull. LCpl Gitau also joined the
Regiment in September and both are well
embedded into Regimental life.
Sgt Lacey was nominated by SSgt Wright
for the Most Productive Internal Quality
Assurer for RLC Catering. Unsurprisingly,
Sgt Lacey beat off the other nominations
and was awarded this prestigious award
for all the hard work he does towards
Chefs CPD not only within the 1st
Queens Dragoon Guards but also covering the LONDIST area. As Sgt Lacey was
watching the sunset over the Rift Valley in
Kenya he was unable to attend so SSgt
Wright had to step in for the free meal at
Worthy Down, he thoroughly enjoyed the

meal and a good night was laid on by the
CPD centre at the Food Services Wing.
A big congratulation should go to Sgt
Lacey for his achievement.
Pte Britton volunteered for Exercise
Pipedown which involved more skiing
than cooking and was located in the
scenic Les Contamines which is located
in South East of France near the Swiss
border.
He thoroughly enjoyed the
chance to enjoy some AT whilst occasionally donning the chef whites to produce some gourmet cuisine. Next to see
some beautiful scenery were Cpl Gurung
and Pte Ethrington-Hughes who supported Exercise GROFENWHORE which
involved feeding 500 Officer Cadets, permanent staff and civilians. The work was
long and arduous but both enjoyed the
snowy mountain scenery and camaraderie with the other 8 chefs from different
units.
Pte Britton and Pte Longdon supported
Exercise DIAMONDBACK which was
located in Yellowstone National park.
The task was to provide meals for B and
C sqn whilst they enjoyed some AT after
a busy Exercise. The Chefs enjoyed the
very different experience, having to hide
the food in large metal lockable containers so that the local Bears did not get
their paws on the rations; this was a new
experience for all.

LCpl Pun cooks for the WO’s and
Sgt’s Mess Winter Ball

Sgt Flint cooking up a storm

Many Functions have been provided
catering support by the Catering department and I can say that even though
biased the Chefs have done a very
good job in supporting the 1st Queens
Dragoon Guards. We look forward to
many more deployments in the upcoming year with much of our department
deployed on Op CABRIT and trawls
around the world.
CW

Sgt Flint on Op TRENTON

Cpl Gurung and Pte EtheringtonHughes enjoying German weather

Cpl Gurung and Pte EthringtonHughes on Ex GROFENWHORE
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Regimental Aid Post
2017 presented a busy year for personnel
working within the QDG Regimental Aid
Post (RAP). Medics from the RAP were
deployed on various tasking throughout the year, both with the Regiment
and attached to other units within the
Brigade. LCpl Franks and LCpl Brown
each deployed as part of STTTs to Sierra
Leone, providing medical support to
those deployed and undertaking training
for RSLAF soldiers. This provided a valuable experience for both Medics to carry
out teaching in an unfamiliar environment
whilst developing their resourcefulness
and communication skills to overcome
unique language barriers regarding the
medical terminology required to teach
their lessons. After a well-earned summer leave period, the regiment deployed
two squadrons on two separate rotations of Ex Diamond Back at Fort Irwin,
California. Each squadron deployed with
two CMTs, to provide medical support
to troops during their time in the arid
conditions of the Mojave Desert. Whilst
at Fort Irwin the Medics took the opportunity to work within an American Aid
Post. This gave the Medics exposure to
the host countries operating procedures
and they were able to explore the differences in treatment between US and
UK staff. Due to the large population of
soldiers at Fort Irwin, this allowed the
Medics to gain exposure to a wide range
of medical conditions. CMTs oversaw the
MEDEVAC of 5 soldiers back to the UK,
including a broken pelvis, and a number of heat casualties. Cpl Newbury, Cpl
Siddall and LCpl Franks all received high
praise from the Brigade Surgeon for their
efforts whilst at Fort Irwin.

The training culminated in a
group trauma scenario…

Throughout the year, the CMTs have
instructed on a number of Team Medic
courses for the Regiment, thus increasing the number of personnel trained to a
higher medical standard. Alongside these
courses, the RAP has put on a number of
training sessions throughout the year to
further advance the Team Medics individual knowledge and skillsets. In December
2017 the RAP led by their new Medical
Sergeant, Sgt Lee, deployed the RAP
onto the training area behind Robertson
Barracks to undertake training as an
RAP and also a development session
for a selection of Team Medics from ‘B’
and ‘C’ Squadron. The training consisted
of a ‘round robin’ of three different lessons. The first of these lessons required
Team Medics to revise their trauma skills,
and were tested by Cpl Siddall and Cpl
Newbury on their primary interventions.
Following this they were assessed on
their Triage capability. This consisted of
the soldiers running though a lane of six
casualties established by Cpl Pickard and
LCpl Franks, in which they had to interpret
the signs and symptoms of the casualties
to determine which category they were
classified as. The training culminated in a
group trauma scenario, which tested the
Team Medics to the limits of their training
and demonstrated their capabilities.

Looking back on a testing year, the training opportunities at home and overseas
have given the medics attached to QDG
valuable experience and will have a positive effect on the RAP entering into the
Regiments year on high readiness.
SL

Cpl Siddall leading a trauma team

RSLAF Team Medics Extracting a Casualty
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Gymnasium
2017 has been a very successful year
for the gymnasium. As a department
the Physical Training Instructors have
had a big influence in numerous areas
such as Sport, Physical Development,
Regimental exercises, event organisation
and most importantly promoting health
within the unit. Programme Thor has
seen the procurement of new equipment
and the implementation of strength and
conditioning, which has been welcomed
across the regiment.
The regiment continued its busy year
with a double deployment of Exercise
DIAMONDBACK in California for C
Squadron and B Squadron.
The
Gymnasium conducted physical pre-deployment training ensuring that both
squadrons were in paramount condition to
enable them to achieve what’s expected
of them in tough and challenging conditions. Concurrently staff delivered an
intense training package for the Cambrian
Patrol team, prior to their event. This was
to ensure they were in the best position
to compete on an international stage.
This had a positive outcome with the
team being awarded with a silver medal.
Throughout the year the team have delivered numerous competitions ranging from
squadron to regimental level, delivery of
these have been quoted to be “outstanding”. The deciding final event of the year
saw squadrons battle over a March and
Shoot to achieve the remaining points

PNCO Final PT Session

in the Prince of Wales Inter Squadron
Competition. Overall the event went very
well and everyone taking part displayed
a competitive spirit throughout and every
one enjoyed it even those spectating.

The training culminated in a
group trauma scenario…

PTI’s have represented and competed at
Unit, Army and Inter Service level in various sports, upholding the role model of
a PTI. As a result of his success, hard
work and expertise in the Regimental
Rugby Team, Lance Corporal Thomas
was awarded the Mann Trophy in
December 2017, which is rewarded to
the top Trooper or NCO within the QDG.
Lance Corporal Thomas continues to
excel in rugby as evidence of his performance and professionalism. The Royal
Armoured Corps have selected him as

Regiment Aerobics
in action
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All hands on deck during PNCO PT
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LCpl Pine showing PNCO Cadre
where the Jelly Beans come out

Unit Health Fair

a key player for future matches and still
continues to outclass in rugby.
Lance Corporals Critchlow, Marais and
Pine entered numerous British Army
Warrior Fitness competitions through
their region. Their scoring from each
event gained them a position into the
finals held at Aldershot in the Army School
of Physical Training in September 2017.
The final consisted of four events testing
strength and endurance. An enduring
and tough competition was fiercely contested and resulted in 6th place overall
finish for the Regiment. This was the first
year they had competed together as a
team and are looking forward to representing the Regiment in the 2018 British
Army Warrior Fitness.
The gymnasium continued its sporting
prowess with Staff Sergeant (SSI) Taylor
achieving success at the Army and Inter
Service Championships in Diving, taking
1st place in both Army and Inter-Service
Championships.
Overall 2017 has been a busy but very
successful year for the gymnasium in all
aspects. We as a department are excited
for the future challenges the New Year will
bring, with Op CABRIT being the main
effort and ensuring that physical readiness of the unit remains to a high standard. Future improvements will see an up
lift/refresh of equipment and facilities.
IC
Lt Oakley hanging around as per usual
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Guard Room
As we pause to draw breath before
Christmas it’s time to look back on some
of what the Duty Staff and MPGS have
achieved in 2017.
On the Regimental side of things, The
team has continued to provide what support it can to the unit with such things as
PTI cover, conducting range training on
the 25m range and finally getting clearance to start covering gate sentry duties
as well as barracks security patrolling.
As far as departures and arrivals go, the
MPGS Detachment has had quite a busy
year. We’ve seen the new arrivals of Ptes
Clements and Chandler and we’ve also
had people posted in from other MPGS
locations, with the net result being that
the platoon is almost at full manning; a
situation we thought we’d never find ourselves in just a few months ago.
A number of people have left us. Pte’s
Brown and Boyd left the service and Cpl
Jaggs decided to seek pastures new
within the MPGS.
Two of the Platoon have gone over to
the ‘dark-side’ and re-joined the field
army. Cpl Blewden has transferred to
The Military Provost Service and Pte
Henry has transfered to the QDG. Cpl
Blewden’s departure has left a massive
PTI shaped hole in the platoon, which
has just been filled by an only marginally
less massive Pte Watson on his return
from his PTI course at PWoG Barracks
in Grantham. MATT 2 will be safe in his
hands, I’m sure.
Towards the middle of the year our long
awaited patrol vehicle arrived, freshly
liveried and brand spanking new. It was
one of the final pieces we needed to be
in place, enabling us to gain a green on
our SAAR inspection.
During the summer, Pte Clements managed to snag himself a place instructing
on a diving expedition to Egypt with a
team from RAF Honnington, which was
a great success. In his own words, “it’s a
tough job, but somebody’s got to do it”.
Additionally, Cpl Blewden participated
in the MPGS Triple Crown Competition,
where he acquitted himself well.
Outside the wire, a number of the
platoon are regulalrly involved with
some Community Engagement on
behalf of the Regiment, with several
of our soldiers getting down and
dirty on the beating line of the local
game shoot at Swanton Morley
Farms. Sgt Bacon has embraced
this wholeheartedly, and seems to
spend an inordinate amount of time
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Alert and ready for anything,
Administrative Action to follow

The training culminated in a
group trauma scenario…

outside work wandering round the countryside, rifle in hand, looking for anything
remotely fox shaped.
I’m sure 2018 will see more of the same,
and the MPGS platoon will continue in
the spirit of Custodian Custodies.
Whilst supervising “Dad’s Army” aka the
MPGS it has been another steady year

for the Duty Staff Sergeant, Sergeant
Jones. Unfortunately, Sgt Jones did not
get the opportunity to deploy on Exercise
DIAMONDBACK in California as he had
wished, but instead held the fort back
at Robertson Barracks, continuing to
monitor the high standard of security and
discipline within the Regiment, as well
as marrying his new wife Emma back in
June.
Later in the year Sgt Jones deployed to
BATUK (Kenya) with B Sqn for a six week
period conducting Force Protection. He
deployed as part of a team of 33 soldiers
and had an untroubled and successful
tour, returning just in time for Christmas.
CM

Sgt Jones, there are no words
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Padre’s Notes
My first visit to the Queen’s Dragoon’s
Guards in February 2017 will always
stick in my mind. For whatever reason I
decided to join in on Regimental PT. We
were on rowing machines and sprinting
around the gym. I thought I was doing
well until I had to step outside and vomit
goodbye to breakfast. After that PT session I was somewhat worried about joining the QDG!
Though worried, my family moved to
Robertson Barracks in April and I took over
from Padre Adolphe in May. A lot of the
year was taken up in phase 2 in Amport
House and phase 1 training at Sandhurst.
(Thanks to the PTIs who prepared me
for Sandhurst. Apart from being beaten
up by a lawyer, the PT at Sandhurst was
nowhere near as challenging as what we
get here at Robertson Barracks).
Despite times away last year, I have very
much enjoyed being part of the regiment.
It’s good to meet and talk to troopers
around the tank park and to be welcomed in to the Sergeant’s and Warrant
Officer’s mess. Some highlights of this
year include supporting the PNCO cadre
and attending the Waterloo dinner. (Was

One bald man talks to God, the
other thinks he is God
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it wise to run around the mess pretending to be a dragon?)
Another highlight was the Christmas
service where I gave out gifts during the
service. I gave out a box of chocolates, a
model kit, socks and a Christmas pullover. Having given out a number of “questionable gifts”, I suggested that Jesus is
the best Christmas gift. Why? Well, the
Christian gospel is that God became
man and this God-man Jesus died to
make us right before God.
While you may question that, it’s important that we in the army hold to traditions.
Our values and standards such as courage, selfless commitment and integrity
are based, at least in some part, on the
Christian heritage of the United Kingdom.
We are all free to hold to our own beliefs,
but we should not quickly forget the history and traditions of our past. These traditions and beliefs were a great comfort
and encouragement to our grandparents
and great-grandparents during the world
wars and may well provide a comfort to
us in the future.
The history and traditions of the past also
help shape the values of today. When we
choose between what is right and wrong,
this choice is based on those ethics that
have been passed down by past generations to us.
And we really do need to think ethically
think about our decision making. The
QDG is a reconnaissance unit where
sub-units and junior ranks have to independently make decisions. Have a think
about these conundrums:

Blue Steal, Padre Style

“If a soldier is faced with an order they
think is unjust, what should they do?”
“How should the presence of civilians in
the area of a combat operation affect the
conduct of an operation?”
“The use of torture can never be justified:
what do you think?”1
I hope and pray that the soldiers of the
QDG would be ethical, effective and
decisive thinkers, particularly as they
face ethical dilemmas in the future.
Many blessings.

JD

1 Ethics Education Playing Cards, Centre for Military Ethics,
King’s College London, 2017.
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Welfare Office
The Welfare Office has seen some
changes over the year, starting with the
departure of Captain Rob Mansel who
left to take over as QM(T) in Jan 17. Sgt
Hinton stepped up to cover UWO with
support from the QM(T) when needed.
Sgt Cartwright is in the post of Welfare
SNCO and has years of experience
to call on and may well be a “civvi” by
the time you are reading this. Having
done an excellent job Sgt Hinton himself
moved on to the QM’s department in
August after handing over to the incoming Welfare Officer Capt Alan (Chud)
Ruddock. Cpl Powell returned from
exercise in California and moved swiftly
on to the QM’s (notice the pattern) and is
being replaced by Cpl Watson in the New
Year. I would like to take this opportunity
to say a big thank you to all those moving
on for their hard work and dedication to
the job over their time in the post.
To some, it may seem unusual that the
Welfare Officer has a North Eastern
accent, calls babies “bairns” offers the
children “kets” and has plenty of other
words that do not translate into English
let alone Welsh! Please let me reassure
you that this will be the only difference
you see as the support provided will be
with exactly the same commitment and
dedication given by previous incumbents.
There have been a number of well supported activities throughout the year and
I would like to express my gratitude to
the wives who come up with the ideas
and in one case, organise the whole
event. The first activity which happened
shortly after my arrival and is the one that
was planned by the wives themselves
was the Family’s Summer Fete. This
took place outside the Dragon’s Den and
had a number of activities and stands
including children and adult sport relay
races (space hoppers to you and me), a
visit from the Regimental mascot, BBQ
and refreshments.
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Over the summer holidays we had a
group of children go to an outdoor
centre on the North Norfolk coast near
Sherringham called Hilltops. This provided those that attended plenty of challenging activities such as climbing, kayaking and being away from the internet
for a whole 5 days. They conducted
numerous other tasks all of which helped
them gain confidence and ensure they
returned with smiles on their faces after
a great week away. To try and break up
the summer holiday off school we put on
activity days in the Community Centre
on camp. These gave all those that
attended the opportunity to get creative
by making dinosaur fossils, conducting
bug hunts and building rockets to show
to their parents when they returned from
Exercise DIAMOND BACK in California.

consoles and equipment enticing the troops in (not only for
a free brew).

The autumn period maintained the pace
with a charity coffee morning to raise
money for Macmillan Cancer support
and the Community fund. Well done to
all the bakers, tasters and coffee makers. The Halloween half term was filled
with face painting, cookie decorating
and trick or treat bag making. The ghost
walk proved to be a big success and will
be something that can be built on next
year. The artistic ability of some of the
families should not be under-estimated;
this can be seen by the high standard of
pumpkin carving displayed across the
married quarters patch. The WRVS has
had a revamp with more modern games

From the start of November the ladies
from the Children Centre in Dereham
manged to obtain £10,000 of funding to
conduct Natural Norfolk courses which
teach children forest skills such as building shelters and crafting things from
nature. We are extremely lucky to have
their support and it is amazing to watch
how much the children enjoy the hours
away from the TV, internet and other
distractions of modern day life, mud pie
anyone? The festive time of the year
enabled the wives and girlfriends to let
their hair down at their party, the children
to sing Christmas songs, dance and see
Santa at their party. It is also a time when
we look forward on how to improve on
what we have done this year and the
grant of £28,000 from the LIBOR fund to
build some skate ramps will certainly be
a good start to the New Year as will the
welcome employment of a Community
Development Worker (CDW) which will
see the Youth club open again.
AR

The Commaning Officer’s wife fund raising

Summer fun for the Regimental children
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There’s more inside
than you might
think...

With membership starting at just £50 for Young Officers, and excellent
rates available for all Serving Officers, there has never been a better time to
step inside London’s best located Club.
Situated a short walk from the M.O.D, the Club has bedrooms from just
£65, a sunny courtyard, gym facilities, squash court, a swimming pool,
sauna, jacuzzi, friendly bars, fine dining as well as a brasserie ‘The Goat’.

No. 4 St James’s Square London SW1Y 4JU Tel: 020 7827 5757
www.theinandout.co.uk
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The Officers’ Mess
In contrast to the opening line of every other
article in this journal it was not an incredibly busy start to the year for the Officers’
Mess. That is to say if you discount two
trips abroad, four engagements, a wedding, two trips to Las Vegas, the Mess
shoot, the QDG cup at Fakenham Races,
Cavalry Memorial weekend and the sporadic – no, frequent ‘night that comes out
of nowhere’. Actually on balance it has
been a very busy year but all taken in its
stride by a very healthy and happy Mess
awash with new talent ably led by some
now hardened ‘Ambassadors’.
Now very well settled into Norfolk the
year began with a pang that something
was missing from the Mess, that intangible je ne sais quoi. It kept those of us
that had been stationed in Germany up

It kept those of us that had
been stationed in Germany
up all night…
all night trying to define what ‘it’ was. It
took a relative new comer in Lt Simpson
to finally put a finger on it: without Europe
on our door step we had gone a full year
without an excursion en masse on foreign soil. Thus ‘Easy Jet Roulette’ was
born, the premise is very simple; transfer a specified sum of money into the
bank account of a Mess member who
would then book flights and accommodation in a European city of his choosing.

The destination was a closely guarded
secret and a feverous anticipation built
until terrifyingly the entire Regiment was
stood up to assist in flood defences the
morning of the proposed trip. With minutes to spare before the no go criteria
was met the call came that gallantly the
Kings Royal Hussars were being sent in
TCVs to Great Yarmouth and we could
be stood down. Not wanting to risk a
change of heart the entire Mess immediately jumped in cars and screamed
out of camp. Pleasingly, en route to
Stanstead we passed those very TCVs
on the M11. Only in the departure lounge
did Lt Simpson divulge that our destination would be Oslo and that we would be
staying in a 15 man hostel room but the
mood was too giddy for even that to sour
the excitement. A weekend of sightsee-

If you were in
any doubt!!

Lt Simpson demonstrating his sharp shooting
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With the WAGS at the Races

The Operations Officer is a smooth operator

ing and other cultural activities ensued.
Several members even commented that
one particular nightclub had been the
best they had visited in the last five years.
Unfortunately no one can place a finger
on why that was or even where we had
been, must’ve been the schnapps.

Unfortunately no one can
place a finger on why that
was or even where we
had been…

The next key excursion was the result
of the Mess’ ability to seize any opportunity to explore, during a particularly
onerous spell in CAST(G) we were all

too depressed at the prospect of visiting
Dempsey Barracks, despite the prospect
of seeing for ourselves the very smart till

and cash machine now installed in our
once proud dining room. The decision
was made to make for Cologne during
the middle weekend. The stories from
this weekend all start as a collective in
a pizzeria or outdoor bar with a table
racked with empty steins. They all end in
the trials of individual members staggering home alone through a strange city.
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With the Mess at the four winds throughout most of the year as is increasingly
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Lt Carter enjoying international dining at NTMC

the case with single squadron deployments those that were available attended
Cavalry Memorial. Where once again, the
sobriety of the occasion was marked by
the captains and below in Boisdales in
the now time honoured tradition of hearing a song from the newest members.
This year delivered very convincingly by
2Lts Oakley and Kite who trumpeted
their arrival through the rendition of an
original rap about the Regiment – surely
a first.
As summer approached and we were
once again blessed with mild Norfolk evenings talk turned to the summer ball. As
ever debate about the theme dominated
the bear pit for several weeks. Eventually
‘The Orient Express’ was decided upon
which would in a stroke give guests the
opportunity to dress up or down for the
occasion. Preparation began in earnest and soon the reception hall was
converted into a chic train carriage, the
façade; a Venice street scape (complete
with knee deep canal) and the lawn in
front of the mess a Turkish bizarre. Our
guests once again bought into our theme
fabulously and come the day of the race
everything from train stokers to bunches
of grapes wandered the transformed
Mess buildings. This year Lt Simpson
refrained from incorporating any form of
weaponry into his costume and therefore
we managed to avoid any fingers being
lost or any hospital trips. Super Cider
Sunday once again formed a welcome
‘warm down’ after a tough weekend at
the coal face. It did however go unnoticed until this point that B Squadron had
wrangled their leave dates to begin the
following day. C Sqn Officers came to
this unpleasant realisation the following
morning as they were left to the clear up
whilst drastically undermanned.
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Capt Jackson Schofelling

C Sqn Officers came to this
unpleasant realisation the
following morning…
Following summer leave B Sqn and
RHQ then C Sqn deployed sequentially
to California to take part in Exercise
DIAMONDBACK which whilst arduous
in itself promised the opportunity for the
officers to use their post exercise RnR to
decompress in Las Vegas. Most of what
went on there is told only through unreliable testimony however in one moment
of vivid clarity Capt Cowen recalls being
told by Defence Media and Comms in
the aftermath of the Las Vegas shoot-

45

Lt Oakley, does your Mum know you smoke?

ing, to keep his phone charged as the
prime minister intended to call to thank
those soldiers involved in treating casualties. Whilst otherwise amenable the staff
of the Las Vegas Hard Rock Café were
unable to oblige his request for a phone
charger on these grounds, perhaps they
are used to tall tales.
As the final elements of C Sqn trickled back into the Mess following their
deployment to the US they became
acquainted with a new regular fixture in
their social calendars. Those that have
recently served at Regimental Duty will
know that Tuesday night tends to be the
most likely evening for after-hours socialising due to the lack of a PT parade on
a Wednesday morning. Well with the
crucible of the addition of Capt Mick
Grundy (on loan for the Royal Lancers)

All work and no play makes an Officer a dull boy
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and 2Lt Byrds ingenuity in the pursuit of
fun a ‘games night’ had been instigated
on a Thursday night. Intended as a few
quiet hands of cards it has quickly morphed into an explosive combination of
high stakes (£5 limit) poker and frieda at
the newly refurbished snooker table. As
the year draws to an end Capt Grundy
always the victim of some veritable card
sharks has been banned from attending
by his domestic Chain of Command.
The final event in our calendar this year
was the ladies dinner night held at the
beginning of December. This as always,
was an opportunity to invite those that

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

support us so well throughout the year
into the Mess for an evening of good
food, cocktails and eventually the ubiquitous five minute fancy dress. It has been
nice to end the year with barring a couple of notable absences the Mess once
again full to the rafters and in fine voice.
2018 already threatens to keep us apart
for good parts of the year but we are confident that on those occasions when the
stars align and we are all in one place,
well that place will always be marked by
the unique character and willingness to
trade happiness in the now for misery on
the morrow of the QDG officer.
JC

How do you out chin a turbo chin?
Send Lts Hind and Oakley

Regimental Paintings – Herrick Remembered
With three deployments to Helmand on Operation HERRICK
between 2008 and 2014, it is indeed fitting to remember the
Regiment’s toil and sacrifice for the benefit of future generations.
But how to do it and with what? The expanse of wall space
needing to be filled in the Officers’ Mess in Swanton Morley
swung the decision in favour of a painting.
The Colonel of the Regiment recommended the excellent Scott
Pohlschmidt from the London Fine Art Studios and talks began
in mid-2015 on an appropriate subject and style. Scott’s brief
was to capture the essence of QDG’s deployments by depicting a scene of bold military activity involving movement and
action, set in the context of Afghanistan’s distinctive scenery
and lighting.
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There was enough material for at least six paintings but in the
end we opted for two. The first shows a CH-47 Chinook landing beside an Afghan compound to collect a dismounted patrol
from the Brigade Reconnaissance Force as it completes its mission. The second shows a mixed QDG / Afghan dismounted
patrol, advancing in snake formation with Jackal vehicles in
support.
Scott has met the brief beautifully and the paintings are now
hanging in Swanton Morley. It is incumbent on every generation
to capture their moment in QDG’s history and to add to the
Regiment’s rich fabric, and these paintings are fine testament
to the trials and tribulations of QDG in Afghanistan in the early
21st Century.
WD
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The WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess
For the WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess 2017 has
been a busy year. We have felt, like the
rest of the Regiment, the pressures of a
full forecast of events. However, we have
still managed to keep spirit of the Mess
whilst introducing some new things.
The first big event for the Mess was the
Malcom “Gomer” Lloyd Dinner. This was
to welcome in a new piece Silver, which
will live in the Mess to the memory of
Malcom. For those who were not lucky
enough to serve with, or know, when he
was a serving Mess member, Malcom,
represented Great Britain in bobsleigh.
When he passed away, his friends
raised funds to present a trophy to the
Regiment, that would be presented to
the soldier or officer of the Regiment
with the greatest sporting achievements over a year. Once the trophy was
acquired, Maj Howard Smith, as a lead
in organising Trophy, was invited by the
RSM to present the Trophy. We had a
dinner night in the Mess where Howard
was able to introduce the Memory of
Gomer to a generation of the Regiment
that hadn’t met him. The Trophy will now
live in the Mess and is waiting to be presented to its first winner soon. It was a
great night, demonstrating how those

Mess hears about WW2

Sgt Walker and Comley were trying to work
out where Sgt Sudlow’s collar had gone
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One of the most memorable
was when the oldest serving
KDG to serve in the Second
World War came.
that are no longer serving can influence
those still serving.
A busy summer saw the dine out of Lt
Col Duff. Due to time constraints, the
RSM tried something new, a breakfast
to dine out the CO. After PT the Mess
gathered and had breakfast with the CO
in a less formal way. This meant he could
move about and see the Mess members
before he was dragged out of camp. The
Mess presented him with a QDG slate
for his house and he gave the Mess a
log to play nails with. It was a well turned
out breakfast, with the chefs puting on
a great spread. In fact it was so good, it
has now become a monthly Mess event.
In June there was the 202nd Waterloo
Dinner. The WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess hosted
the Officers as is tradition. The Meal was

SSgt Jamie Bowden says goodbye to Mess

a success with horsemeat as the main
again. You could see some people looking at it unsure but it tasted great and is
probably in for good now. The traditional
run through of the Battle went well. The
best was done by 2Lt Oakley who went
for it with sword in hand and from memory. This was much to the frustration
of the PMC who had to follow him but
had only started to learn his when he sat
down to eat.
The Mess has had several visitors to it
this year. One of the most memorable
was when the oldest serving KDG to
serve in the Second World War came.
The Mess all sat around and listened
about his time in North Africa, Italy and
more. It was a great chance to talk
with someone who has experienced
changing vehicles repeatedly without
much warning. Something the Serving
Regiment has gone through over the
years. Whether that’s moving to Jackal
or re-rolling for tours on Snatch, Warrior,
Mastiff or CVR(T) 2.
The Mess also had a visit from CRAC
and the Corps SM near the end of the
year. This gave us the chance to ask him
questions about the future of the RAC
and him the chance to spend time at his
own unit before he retires in 2018.
The Year ended with a bang at the
Christmas ball. This year we went for
tuxedos and cocktail dresses. The theme
was Casino with a couple tables for us
to lose our fake money on. The turnout was great and the effort was worth
it. The Mess looked fantastic. The PEC
had done a great job. The music was
blearing, the bad dancers were out and
the tables were getting seriously com-

Sgt Bickerton loving the QDG
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Mrs Brisco, Mrs Wersley, Sgt Beal, Roberts, Maj Tyson and Liz, Sgt Welfoot and blurs at Christmas

petitive. The Christmas function saw the
prize draw as usual. With great prizes
from bikes to TVs and Mr Homer’s prize
getting the most attention. A Sega mega
drive with all the classic 90s games on it.
2017 has seen more members of the
Mess finish their service. We sadly say
good bye to WO2 Steve Pye who has
gone back to Cheshire with his family. He spent the end of his career up in
Catterick visiting serving soldiers sick at
home. I’m sure there were a lot of people thinking the bailiffs had come around
when he knocked on their door. He is
not a small man to have sat in your liv-

Sgt Hughes 696 and Roberts 089
gamble at Christmas function
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ing room in a suit. WO2 Gareth “Sub”
Thomas who is jetting around the world
selling people kit. It’ll suite him well as he
could host an eskimo in a bar so well,
the Eskimo would leave with a bag of ice.
Sub finished his time off in RAF Leaming
teaching future JTACs (FACs in old
money). The last to leave us was SSgt
Jamie Bowden. He’s in the Telford area
with his family. We managed to get him
in the Mess for breakfast before he left to
say good bye. He has spent the last 18
months with the Regiment as the BSM.
He is the definition of unflappable. He’s
now working with the Army Reserve.

2017 has been a busy year for the
Regiment and the Mess, but the mess
has remained a friendly and welcoming place. The Mess is always trying to
improve. We have tidied up the outside
area by adding a bar and BBQ area for
the members to use and the mess has
spent money on a coffee machine. 2018
will see the Regiment busier with deployments to Poland and training for the
deployments. If the RSM gets his way
though, the Mess will be busy and we
may even have a Jacuzzi.
MTH

The Gomer Trophy
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The Cpls’ Mess
The Cpls’ Mess has once again been
at the forefront of regimental duty with
deployments to Sierra Leone twice on
a jungle exercise and a STTT. The year
also contained a back-to-back Exercise
DIAMOND BACK in California and of
course exercises within the UK. But in
typical fashion we always find an excuse
for a function.
The start of 2017 started fairly quiet due
to how busy the regiment was with A Sqn
deploying on Exercise WESSEX STORM
and also C Sqn preparing to go to Sierra
Leone on a STTT. The first function was
the fifth Lucknow dinner night, which
was held in April with Cpl Welfoot as
PMC inviting Maj Mclinwaine and RSM
WO1 Brown. The night is to celebrate
the battle of Lucknow with Cpl Chater
PEC, running with the set up of the night,
the night is a great way for new members
to enjoy and learn the traditions and etiquette of a formal dinner night. Lucknow
has now become a fixed date within the
Cpls Mess and a very important one.
During the months that followed again
with deployments was the hand over of
PMC and committees. Which saw Cpl
Chater taking over as PMC, and Cpl
Warner and Cpl ‘Chunk’ Davies as a
combined PEC team, and as always the
most popular of the committee member
Cpl Petre as the treasure. The PMC and
his committee would like to bid farewell
the newly promoted Sgts and welcome
the newly promoted junior NCO’s. In
October we managed to hold a quiz night
and in doing so we invited the Officers’
Mess and also the Warrant Officers’ and
Sergeants’ Mess, the night was a great
get together and was enjoyed with some
good banter and obviously a junior ranks
team winning first prize.

always the prize draw was the focus of
the night with some great prizes being
offered. The night was a great success
and a great way to end a busy year.
With silly week in full swing the troopers
were invited to the Cpls’ Mess with Tpr
Bernard leading the festive singsong, as
always the night was brilliant and good
way for everyone to enjoy the festivities.
Over the last year the Cpls’ Mess has
had the privilege to work with Army
Cadet Forces in Norfolk, Suffolk, Wales
and the border counties with Cpl Halpin
taking a keen lead with this, every two
weeks there has been member of the
mess visiting the centres and coordinating lessons or even just popping down
for discussions, this has been a great
success and all members of the mess
have enjoyed taking part.

During the festive period we celebrated
our Christmas function and it was the
first time the Mess welcomed the new
CO, Lt Col Stenhouse DSO, to celebrate with RSM WO1 Brown. Cpl Warner
planed the night with Cpl Sterry offering a welcome hand in the setup. The
night had everything with a magician, fire
dancers and of course a festive band. As

Overall 2017 has been extremely busy
time for us all. Our junior leaders have
been at the forefront of all deployments
which the regiment finds its self upon. We
are very fortunate to have such a brilliant
mess and we must keep enjoying the
comradeship and union that it brings. So
finally bringing to a close myself being
PMC of the Cpls’ Mess I am very privi-

Who knew Elton John was a
member of the Cpls’ Mess

To turn the LE Dev to a Yes those
pinkies need to come out
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leged and extremely proud to be a member of such a vibrant mess. I would like to
wish all mess members previously served
and those I have the privilege to work
along side all the best for the near future.
JC

The best way of making sparks
fly at a Mess function

At least one member of the Cpls’
Mess had the Christmas Spirit
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Infantry STTT
For three months between March and
June 2017, five QDG deployed to Sierra
Leone to establish the first career course
of its kind for the Republic of Sierra Leone
Armed Forces (RSLAF). The aim of the
STTT was to provide four, three week
courses in Command, Leadership and
Management for JNCOs of the RSLAF,
which it is hoped will eventually run parallel to other tactical courses. As each
course progressed a greater proportion
of the delivery and administration was to
be handed over to the RSLAF, with the
hope that it could subsequently be run
independently; forming a core part of the
RSLAF’s JNCO career structure.
The challenge of forming the course was
given to our band of five QDG and so it
was, that on 27 March 2017, we found
ourselves arriving at the Armed Forces
Training Centre Benguema (AFTC), 45
mins south of Freetown. The team consisted of Lt Max Carter, Sgt Speight, Sgt
Walker and LCpls Couch and Hugo.

…yet to a man their appetite
to learn was enormous.

Beret Moulding Techniques Brought to You by RSLAF

Upon arriving at the AFTC we were
greeted by the ten RSLAF Officers and
SNCOs who would shadow us. Any initial
worries were quickly swept away and we
can safely say that we were given some
of the most experienced and professional
soldiers in the RSLAF. They would subsequently become very good friends.
Over the four courses we went on to
instruct a total of 216 JNCOs from all

Capt Flitcroft look away
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corners of Sierra Leone. Many of these
JNCOs had not attended a career
course in over ten years, yet to a man
their appetite to learn was enormous.
Most surprising was the demographics
of the JNCOs and with an average age
of 41 and time served of 19 years, they
were clearly very different to our own.
Almost all had experienced the Civil
War of the 1990s, UN deployments to
Somalia and the countries subsequent

The STTT’s attempt to reinvigorate the air wing were less than successful
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When in Sierra Leone

C Sqn Officers came to this
unpleasant realisation the
following morning…
difficulties; most notably the Ebola outbreak. Teaching therefore had to take
a different approach and without the
luxuries of computers and the dreaded
PowerPoint, we had to be far more
practical and imaginative in the way we
taught. Command tasks were probably
the best way that this was achieved and
watching 50 battle hardened soldiers
shriek with delight as they made paper
aeroplanes for the first time was a fairly
unforgettable experience.
In addition to the course, in our three
months in Sierra Leone we had several
opportunities to explore the country and
undertake other activities. Most notable
amongst these, were the Sierra Leone
Marathon which four members of the QDG

Sgt Speight PPE Optional
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The training team

STTT team ran in and visits to the remote,
regional Brigade Battle Schools in Bo and
Makeni respectively for several days at a
time. In both cases our team were the first
British SNCOs to visit these Battle Schools
in over ten years and the first group of QDG
to go ‘up country’ and off the Freetown
Peninsular since our commitment to the
country started two years ago.
The STTT was an incredibly rewarding
experience. Our thanks must go to the
International Security and Assistance
Team (ISAT) who accommodated and
fed us incredibly well, as well as providing our command structure; in particular
Head ISAT, Helena Akiwumi and Lt Cols
Moxham and Travers. The two QDG
JNCOs, LCpls Hugo and Couch stepped
up to the mark and our two SNCOs, Sgts
Speight and Walker were epitome of professional QDG SNCOs. Our 3 months
in Sierra Leone were an unforgettable
experience and we certainly learnt as
much from them as we hope they learnt
from us.
MJC
Overlanding ... Testing the new trimble
to its limits ... don’t tell the MTO

Making propellors from leaves
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C SQN Infantry STTT
C Squadron deployed to Sierra Leone
in support of the Peace Mission Training
Centre (PMTC) which is situated on the
Freetown Peninsular. We were to pick
up where A Sqn had left off when they
delivered a basic close combat package
to the Republic of Sierra Leone Armed
Forces (RSLAF) LEOBATT Battalion
as Sierra Leone sought to be selected
for UN Peace Support Operations. C
Sqn’s task was to train the LEOBATT
A Coy, and a platoon from the Counter
Terrorism Response Unit (CTRU), a more
advanced infantry skills package and
ranges. A Coy were to be the lead element for any potential UN peace support
operations in Africa. C Sqn deployed a
rank heavy ORBAT of around 30 pax to
employ a teaching and observer mentor
role; where necessary we would teach
the subject material and where possible take a back seat in the observer
mentor role. We soon realised that the
instructors within PMTC were very good,
some of them would shine in UK training
establishments.

LCpl Goves about to run up Leicester Peak

The advanced Infantry skills package
was 1 month long and C Sqn developed
an MEL which remained fluid as the
competency of the instructors and students varied and the odd national holiday
was announced with no warning! After
an icebreaker session (which involved
getting soundly thrashed at volleyball)
the students arrived and the instruction
began.
Week 1 started with in-assessments
and refresher training for the dismounted
close combat role. We also had weapon
handling tests running in the background
for all of their personal and support
weapon systems ranging from the AK47
variant up to RPG’s and mortars. By the
end of the week the RSLAF were able to
achieve ACMT level on personal weapons and were more confident conducting
basic skills and drills although Sgt Davies
284 was noticeably greyer.
Week 2 moved onto the Peace Support
Operations (PSO) where they learned
how to conduct the 4 C’s, key leader
engagements (KLE’s), law of armed
conflict (LOAC) and moving onto TLFTT
ranges. Additionally, we were able to
deliver some specialist training such as
how to service and operate generators
and vehicle first parades to help with
their equipment support and sustainment. This was delivered by the REME’s
very own Sgt Bell and, given his “maccam” accent, was delivered through sign

Maj Parkyn asking if it was time
to go back to the pool

language. Within each week we were
also able to deliver leadership development days where each rank range
would go through roles, responsibilities
and orders. During the orders phases C
Sqn OC introduced the ROC drill to our
RSLAF partners which made the execution of operations a little more assured as
some of the 50 year old Troopers could
now follow the plan.
Week 3 was the urban operations
week, led by Sgt Davies 220, where we

C Sqn and PMTC instructors

RSLAF final attack
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LCpl Howells teaching

were able to teach close urban contact
drills, patrolling, casualty evacuation
(CASEVAC), use of APC’s (“Caspir” vehicles) and the urban improvised explosive
(IED) threat in built up areas (delivered by
Sgt Subba RE who had built and presented an IED lane to the school). The
range package now saw the platoons
conducting dry and live platoon attacks.
Sgt “Boxer” Davies 284 and Cpl Chater
verified their insurance.
Week 4 ranges was a support weapon
package, this ranged from the 12.7mm
(.50 calibre) machine gun, mortars, SLR
‘snipers’ and the RPG’s. During this
week this was PMTC’s opportunity to run
a confirmatory test exercise at a separate
location to culminate all training from the
previous weeks.
This deployment was also of huge benefit to C Sqn personnel as we had to figure
out how to deliver instruction to a differ-

The Seniors and their new weapon systems

ent culture that did not operate a Mission
Command ethos. Young Troopers delivered lessons to classes of 50 students
and this experience generated skill and
confidence within out personnel as much
as theirs.

During C Sqn’s deployment we were
also able to meet and engage with the
local population in order to exercise our
human terrain analysis (HTA) skills and
were to gain valuable training for our up
and coming deployment to Poland. We
visited the Guma Dam and jungle warfare
school to learn some skills in living off the
land and also visited a few schools where
we gifted stationary and books. The visit
to the Heaven Homes Ebola Orphanage
was very special.
Having built a good rapport with the
local shop owners, we were able to help
organise a charity football event and
entered a Sqn football team to compete
against some of the best local teams.
The event was held in support of Street
Child, this event managed to raise a good
amount of money considering where we
were situated in the world. C Sqn were
soundly thrashed and did not even score
a single goal, surprising given how much
time Lt Owen had invested in the build up
to this event.

Sgt Mckinnon lifting weights
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Overall this was a fun and universally
beneficial experience for all ranks that
deployed. I would recommend it to anyone who has never been to Sierra Leone.
JE
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Brigade Battle School STTT
The Republic of Sierra Leone Armed
Forces (RSLAF) Brigade Battle Schools
were set up as part of a major UK investment after the civil war in Sierra Leone.
Having been left to the RSLAF for several
years, a request was submitted for a UK
team to spend ten weeks reinvigorating
these facilities. Therefore, at short notice,
Major Nicholas and WO2 Cubitt travelled to
Sierra Leone for a detailed recce. Despite
thoughts that this would be an easygoing
week with a prolonged acquaint with the
swimming pool, they hadn’t realised that
they would be getting on the International
Security Assistance Team treadmill. Two
hours after twelve hours of traveling overnight, on the world’s least luxurious airline,
they found themselves in their first briefing. The tempo didn’t drop, but it ensured
that over their four days in theatre, they
would see the majority of the country, and
visit each Brigade Battle School in the
North, South and West of Sierra Leone.
This would mean covering thousands of
miles over some of the least comfortable
roads on Earth.
As the recce unfolded it became apparent
that there was a lot of character about the
three Battle Schools, from the low (barbed)
wire entanglement that seemed to be a staple of every assault course, to the Stormin
Norman look alike Brigade Commander at
5 Bde HQ, in fairness he had just returned
from a number of years in the USA, which
explained the Mac and shades.
The tour, I mean recce, enabled both
Major Nicholas and WO2 Cubit to see a
lot of Sierra Leone culture, much of which
is unrecognisable from Freetown. This
included the bush meat stalls at which
you can see the majority of forms of
Jungle life, but dead, and the many small
villages, which spring out of nowhere in
the middle of the jungle routes, but are
obviously thriving communities who are
delighted, but bemused to see British
Soldiers. The roughly ten hours of cross
country driving also enabled WO2
Cubit to meet a species he had never
come across before – the Toff Roader
– as Major Nicholas returned to his
Cirencester days to see how much of the

The medics were hunting
everywhere for the green pen
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The team at their keenest on day 1

The week consisted of
lesson prep and visiting
the respective Battle
Schools…
white Land Rover he could turn brown.
The answer was most of it.
Despite the exciting drive, some ropey
accommodation, and running the local
breakfast Russian roulette the recce was
a success enabling the STTT command
team to meet key personnel, see the real
estate and appreciate the task at hand.
So on Saturday 8th October a band of
men from across the QDG, SCHINF,
RAMC and SASC met at London
Heathrow ready to fly out and start the
ROSI week. The week consisted of lesson prep and visiting the respective Battle
Schools, which gave the Instructors the
time to find locations to conduct lessons
and get a feel of the local areas.
Once RSOI was complete a 2 week
Instructor concentration course was
formed up at the Armed Forces Training
Centre ready and eager to learn. The
course was split into 4 areas; Command,
Urban, Rural and PTI.

Making Cpl Grey’s lunch

Cpl Serghi, Parachute Regiment PTI,
was quite taken back at first with the 39
members of the PTI course he had to
teach as they come in different shapes
and sizes, not all of them were large, but
more of them were large than in the ITC
Gym. Over two weeks he got them into
shape with two hard sessions a day and
the ones who didn’t cut it got removed
and put on a remedials. Despite this
tough love, Cpl Serghi ascended to god
like status, with the students sat cross
legged around their leader. If you ever go
to Sierra Leone and are near the RSLAF
PT school (it is about an hour outside
Freetown on the only road that leaves
Freetown) you may still hear them chanting his name.
Over the course of this initial training the
higher than expected level of the RSLAF
Instructors and the excellent knowledge
of what they were being taught was
demonstrated. This meant the team
were able to adopt a different approach
and use this time to genuinely improve
instructor technique as opposed to
teaching lesson content. This stepped
the RSLAF to a new level and allowed
the team to push harder than initially
expected.
QMSI Ellis, SASC (and ex Household
Cavalry) was very straight. He spent the
majority of his RMQ course frustrated

In the camp off would the hand on
hip or sailor foot stance win?
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No one was interested in how
big Cpl Grey use to be

with the African way of life, and was
most perturbed that the RSLAF method
of clearing and opening a range, which is
to fire three rounds into the danger area.
Over two weeks he gradually relaxed,
Major Nicholas who met his daily rants
in the office with a firm TIA aided this in
large part. Despite his frustrations, a very
successful RMQ package was delivered.
This culminated in a RSLAF run shooting competition between the British
High Commissioner and a number of
RSLAF Generals. Worryingly the High
Commissioner won.
All in all the two week instructor concentration was successful and was finished
off with a graduation parade with the
High Commissioner and other guests
presenting prizes to the top students
from each section.
By this time the teams were looking forward to pushing up country to the Battle
Schools for the next 6 week package.
This involved 4 weeks of various lessons
on operating in the urban and jungle environment delivered by the battle school
staff to a company of RSLAF Infantry, with
advice and assistance from the STTT.
The final 2 weeks of the training involved
a week’s range package with the aim
of going from grouping and zeroing to
Section Attacks but as a lot of the sol-
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Please tell me Cpl Speed, how do you
get your moustache so bushy?

diers have not fired for up to 4 years it
was a bit optimistic.
The final week was a 5 day Jungle exercise but due to safety our teams did not
deploy far into the jungle they just stayed
on the outskirts with EXCON to oversee
the SHQ and their planning.
Sgt Doolan, Cpl Sudlow and LCpl
Brown (RAMC) were located at 4 BBS
in Makeni. They were very fortunate as
the Battle School was to a good standard. The Chief Instructor Lt Dawia was
very good, although his singing on PT
was awful. The team were able to guide
him to improve the instructors and their
teaching techniques. This was a great
success and the test exercises and final
exercise proved that they have what it
takes to delvier successful training.
Sgt Speed, Cpl Campbell (SCOTS) and
Cpl Bage (RAMC) were located at 5 BBS
in Bo. The OC, Major Nyuma, and CI,
Capt Kanu, are by far the strongest out
of all the battle schools, Sgt Speed did
not have to guide them much at all. This
was lucky as he he quite regularly had to
talk Cpl Campbell down from the table
when he thought he had seen a snake,
spider or any of the various other creepy
crawlies that inhabited their house with
them. 5 BBS was also a great success.

Sgt Grey, Cpl Fox (RIFLES) and LCpl
Onagarwu (RAMC) were located at 3
BBS in Benguma. They implemented a
lot of new things, like a new instructor
accommodation, hand washing facilities’
and a good level of hygiene. Cpl Fox
also refined the skills of the Instructors.
Without doubt this was the worst School,
and it is a credit to the team how far they
brought it on.
All in all the Battle Schools have improved
massively. This was noted by the visit
of Commander Joint Forces, General
Sesay, and Head ISAT, Helena Akawuma,
who took time out their busy schedules
to visit all three battle schools over a 48
hour period. They were highly impressed
at the work the teams had carried out to
improve the teaching techniques but also
instilling discipline to the soldier’s. The
visit also allowed Major Nicholas to see
if he could get the Land Rover muddier
than last time – he didn’t.
The BBS STTT has been a great success and it is all down the 3 teams who
have worked patiently and hard with the
RSLAF to improve the method of training
not only for now but also for the future
training that will take place.
PC
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Cambrian Patrol
It was a particularly dark and unpromisingly wet night in the Cambrian Mountains.
The competition had not yet begun but
the QDG patrol had already found itself
thrown into a series of impromptu command tasks, pushing their minibus and
that of the Canadian team up some of
the steeper parts of the road.

Cambrian Patrol isn’t all about carrying weight

Oh yes it is!!
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The patrol began with a set of orders
and the promise of a number of tasks
en route to a CTR followed by a section
attack the next day. It was definitely a
morale booster listening in on the radio
and hearing the other British teams giving
up like clockwork every half hour or so.
Particularly as the QDG team stepped off
first and nothing on that journey caused
any individual to question whether they
would make it or not. By midnight they
had completed the CTR and Hurricane
Ophelia had given way to her angrier
windier little brother: Storm Brian. Of all
the teams who stepped off that morning
the only ones still standing were the QDG
and the Canadians with another batch of
teams having started that afternoon.
Having thoroughly explored the numbers of dry socks one can change into
before accepting that dry feet are overrated anyway – it was time to wolf down
the Domino’s Pizza that 2lt Oakley had
meticulously cling filmed slice by slice
two nights before. The Pizza was strictly
for desperate situations and the thought
of a practically frozen lake crossing
seemed desperate enough. With the

Boss, no one will notice if we
hide the body in the woods
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The final stand saw a section
attack on an enemy position
followed swiftly by a hot
debrief/interrogation.
lake behind them and the banter flowing
the team pushed through further serials
across Sennybridge. These included
UAVs dropping gas, extracting casualties from minefields, wrestling with some
angry farmers in a cottage and assisting with an artillery FST. The final stand
saw a section attack on an enemy position followed swiftly by a hot debrief/
interrogation.
Throughout the whole competition the
feedback given at checkpoints was that
the QDG team was surprisingly high in
morale, and as the terrain roughened
and the weather worsened the morale
only increased. With such a positive attitude from everyone involved it’s no surprise they were awarded a silver medal.
Nobody was going to let one of their
friends give up and in return each were
determined to not give up themselves.
TO

QDG leading the way

Mullens Cup
Mullens Cup this year saw troops from
across all four squadrons compete in a
short sharp test of physical and military
skills, ranging from AFV recognition to
marksmanship. On a warm muggy day
in mid-June all Troops paraded outside
the squadron offices for a kit check.
Overseen by the RSM, troops were
asked to hold up 15 items at random.
Failure to do so resulted in an earful from
the RSM and a loss of points for that
troop.

were all tested in different serials. The
top troop identified all 20, one (that will
remain nameless), picked up only 12.
This led to the occupation of a hasty OP
where points were deducted if certain
phases were not correctly carried out,
and gained for correct tactical considerations- a subjective phase of the Mullens
cup but one in which the troops enjoyed.
It also served as a good reminder/ lesson
to those more junior as to how a recce
solider in the QDG should occupy an OP.

Due to the heat it was decided that a
“squaded” 2 miler was to take the place
of the troop best effort. Next troops were
tested on collective alertness with a
ground sign awareness lane through the
first woodblock on the airfield. Shape,
shine, colour, transfer and flattening

Having been given rough arcs prior to
stepping off at the beginning of the day
the OP was to have eyes on the airfield
facing west. From here images of enemy
and friendly forces vehicles would present themselves. The OP had limited
exposure to use their sighting systems

HQ Sqn camouflaging their Bergen
before occupying their hasty OP

March and shoot
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and to confirm which vehicles were on
show. The images consisted of vehicles
that troops would see in their upcoming
exercise to California. It was clear that
there were some spotters among the
troops with Cpl Evans troop identifying
all 10 AFV’s! The troops then made their
way back to camp towards the 25 m
range. The cumulative accuracy of the
troop was tested in the standing, prone,
kneeling and squatting position. Every
individual had 3 seconds to fire 5 rounds
in each position. With scores so tight
between 1st and 3rd place, accurate
shooting from 1st Troop B Sqn under
Lt Layzell - Payne ensured victory by a
mere 2 points. A great day and superb
effort from all involved.
WS

The winning Team- B Sqn 1st Troop
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BATUK Force Protection
Come late October and having returned
and closed down two successful Exercise
DIAMONDBACK deployments a 33 man
platoon was amalgamated from four cap
badges embedded within squadrons
across the Regiment to deploy as the
2017 Force Protection Platoon deploying
to British Army Training Unit Kenya for six
weeks.
As we arrived in Kenya to replace the
Duke of Lancaster’s Regiment two sights
we weren’t necessarily expecting - pouring rain and a very tender atmosphere
from the unstable failing political election,
met us. Nonetheless, the Platoon settled
in quickly and were delighted to see that
the horror stories of the previous year’s
deployment were no longer, BATUK had
built a new state of the art Ops Room for Africa anyway.
The day to day routine could have had
the chance to become repetitive. We
worked in a three day rotation, two
days on, split between the two camps
Nanyuki Show Ground and Laikipia
Air Base followed by one day on stand
down, although remaining at readiness
as the QRF. Most of the troopers provided an integral armed security element
on the main gates, whilst also mentoring

Everyone slept soundly!!

the G4S contractor who are responsible
for the day-to-day running of the gate.
For those who have worked at BATUK
before, keeping the locally employed
nationals alert and interested in their daily
routine is no easy task, but the relationships we built with them undoubtedly

By the time we left Kenya
we had forged some true
friendships…
went on to make our job much easier in
the long run. By the time we left Kenya
we had forged some true friendships and
even grasped a light spattering of Swahili
- the local dialect.
Once the platoon had settled in to the
routine, we were able to make the
most of what Africa had to offer. Every
man was able to attend three days of

It was key to mix the covert and overt
security, The Hi Vis coat helped.
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Training was a key implied task for the team
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Pte Hamal wasn’t convinced that he couldn’t
teach the Massai a little about tracking

Adventure Training which provided the
opportunity to white water raft, dumping LCpl Parry in the drink, canyon jump
much to Tpr Woodward’s terror and
sample Massai spear throwing but only
once Tpr Hamal (AGC SPS) had had a
go first!! A particular mention should go
to Cpl Gurung (HQ Sqn) and Pte Hamal
who sourced local chickens and cooked
a traditional Nepalese curry for us on traditional stoves - a culinary highlight for
the entire deployment.
No trip to Africa would be complete without the opportunity to see some wildlife,

59

As Lt Byrd entered the bush, the old
Bull Elephant knew its time was up

which we managed to do in abundance.
Having got up close and personal with
Africas only grizzly bear - someone’s petwith Land Rovers stuffed full of eagle
eyed recce soldiers we pushed in to the
bush. We were lucky enough to see lion,
rhino, water buffalo, giraffe, impala and
wild dog, but the absolute trip highlight
for most was the chance to hand feed
wild elephant who had become just
tame enough due to exposure to human
counter poaching security. It was a great
chance to have a chat with locals who
come face to face with combat on a

daily basis as they try to counteract the
poaching troubles of Kenya.
Overall, the 2017 BATUK force protection proved to be a hugely successful
trip from both a work and play point of
view. Particular congratulations must go
to LCpl Branston & Rowlands who both
stepped up to the mark to be locally promoted (and have now substantiated) and
the Platoon as a whole who bonded to
work so effectively in such a quick time
frame. Hakuna Matata.
CB

C Squadron Ranges
Prior to deploying to California on Exercise
DIAMONDBACK, C Squadron needed
to complete several Test/Assessments
in order to qualify to take part in the US
live fire training package. The training
took place at Lulworth Range from 1 –
16 May 2017. Whilst C squadron were
at Lulworth the crews conducted the
Annual Crew Test (ACT) and the Annual
Section Assessment (ASA). This was a
crucial step in the progression of training
for crews and troops from C Squadron
and would prove to be more challenging
than initially anticipated.
On day one, C Squadron endured the
long drive down to Lulworth and conducted a hand over/take over with B
Squadron. Sgt Roberts had the ‘privilege’ of being responsible for the portable charging capability, which ended up
with him having to carry 100 radio batteries and a bad back by the end of the
week!
It was spring in Dorset, but unlike
everywhere else the weather was truly
unforgiving and temperatures at times
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dropped below freezing. Nevertheless, C
Squadron was up early and ready with
weapons oiled and communications
operating. Similarly, our Corporals woke
up with a new-found sense of purpose
and enthusiasm to motivate everyone
around them and we were soon lined up
on the firing point awaiting clearance to
fire.
The first two days involved static platform shooting which saw commanders
and operators engaging targets at various directions and distances. As training
progressed crews needed to complete
the ACT and it was at this point that
the range staff could select exactly who
were the strongest firers amongst us.
LCpl Casey, LCpl Peel and Tpr Jones
128 emerged as the top three amidst a
very competitive and competent group
of operators. Once crews passed their
ACT, troops worked in unison to pass
their ASA. This would truly test the
Commander’s ability to be able to move
tactically on the ground, whilst communicating to the other C/S at the same time.
Further, it showed their competency in

The new face guard meant the drive
through was not an option

taking orders over the radio, reporting
what has been seen on the ground and
applying a personal assessment of the
enemy’s intent.
The final phase had troops splitting
down into two sections. Both sections
would then work together with over
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NAAFI Resupply

watch, breaking the ground down/providing fire support and handing targets
over to the assaulting section. From
there they would destroy the targets and
conduct battle damage assessments.
C Squadron clearly proved they were a
force to be reckoned with and after two
weeks of ranges, it was fair to say that
the targets needed a little TLC after this
lot had been in the area.
Whilst crews were not firing, they were
making the most of the ground and
carrying out background activity on the
back of the range. Sgt Welfoot gave a
lesson on breaking the ground down
and target indications and then sat the
men down to conduct a military knowledge test. This was to ascertain where
we were falling short and which areas
we needed to improve. Cpl Petre conducted a lesson on range cards, whilst
Cpl Edwards focussed on kit checks,
hints and tips to make life easier in the
field. Sgt Hazlewood delivered a lesson
on CBRN, and notably LCpl Priestley
looked slightly nervous and unsure if the
CS Gas was about to be released!
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This is what invincible feels like

…it was fair to say that the
targets needed a little TLC
after this lot had been in
the area.
Throughout the two weeks we managed
to complete most of our MATT’s and the
Navigation exercise pushed the lads to
their limits. Over the weekend Cpl Siddall
delivered a team medic course, with the
assistance of other members of the medical corpsd. Despite the lads not being
keen to lose a weekend, it was clear from
the start that their attitudes were correct
and they soon became very competitive.
Tpr Smith and Tpr Booker’s bro-mance
relationship truly turned it on when dealing with the casualties. Not sure mouthto-mouth is required for leg injuries by I’m
no expert.
A final mention is for Tpr Jones128
who, after making it down to the three
top shots in the squadron managed to

achieve the highest score in the shortest time allocated. He was competing against two experienced Lance
Corporals and it would seem the odds
were against him. He was awarded the
QDG knife and bragging rights for being
the best gunner.
The drive back involved crews mounting up and driving the Jackal’s back to
Robertson barracks, this would prove
to be the hardest challenge yet. As luck
would have it, the weather took a turn for
the worst and it decided to pour down
throughout the night and into the next
day. Unfortunately, there is no amount
of warm/wet kit that can keep you dry
when you have no windscreen or roof!
Sgt Roberts experienced the full force of
nature, as it turned his ‘healthy’ Burger
King chip packet into mush, scattering all
his chips onto the floor, leaving us with a
very grumpy commander for the remainder or the journey!
KW
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Alpine Ski Team
Just as the Wildebeest make their annual
migration from the Serengeti to the
Masai Mara, in the same manner, the
QDG Alpine Ski team make their way
to the snow covered Alpine slopes of
Verbier. This year was the 34th year that
the Royal Armoured Corps and Army Air
Corps ski training camp and races (Ex
WHITE KNIGHT) had taken place within
the resort and after several years of
incredibly sparse snow fall, the 2017/18
season was a windfall year of deep powder and excellent racing.
The team consisted of 10 people: Lts
M Carter (Capt), Hind and Kite alongside
LCpl May and Tprs Booker, Brewster,
Harcourt, Knuckey, McCarthy and
Whiteing. With the exception of three
team members, all were first timers to the
exercise and it was therefore an excellent opportunity to introduce the sport to
junior members of the Regiment; building
depth for future seasons.
The first three weeks consisted of
improving technique on the piste. For
three of the team it was the first time
they had put on skis and they quickly
started a sharp, upward learning trajec-

The first three weeks
consisted of improving
technique on the piste.
tory. Split into 11 groups taught by the
elite Ecole Suisse de Ski, this is undoubtedly the most beneficial period for any
skier. Many of the instructors have
taught the Army for twenty plus years
and their dedication, knowledge and
flawless technique provides an opportunity to improve one’s skiing beyond what
could be afforded outside of the Army.
This year was blessed with some of the
best snow fall seen in twenty years and
countless hours were spent off piste,
gliding through knee deep powder, whilst
the novices, ably led by Lt Hind tried
there hardest to stay on their feet. Tpr
Brewster opted for an alternative technique and was never happier than when
pointing his skis straight down the slope
before somersaulting into a snow drift at
the bottom. When the remainder of the
group would get to him, all they would

Lt Carter Giant Slalom

Tpr Brewster Giant Slalom

Lt Hind clinches the Apres
world championship title

Lt Carter works out how he can fit his
enormous feet round the gate
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Lycra and puffa coats - must be the ski team

often see was a buried pair of legs sticking up into the air, followed (eventually) by
a beaming face!
As Christmas and the New Year loomed
upon the team, the focus shifted towards
racing. Tpr Whiteing had to return
home and 2Lt Chaplin became one of
the luckiest subalterns to have arrived
at Regimental duty in recent years. In
between the Gunnery and Tactics phase
of his Troop Leader’s course, he had
come to Verbier on holiday. With Tpr
Whiteing absent from the team and with
previous racing experience, he quickly
found his holiday extended by a fortnight.
He joined the team for race week and
proved to be a useful addition, earning
a solid place in the top 15. The remainder performed well and in particular LCpl
May, Lt Hind and Tpr McCarthy should
be noted for exceeding all expectations
by making major jumps in their bib numbers. The latter two were both novices
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and also went on to receive ‘best’ in their
respective groups.
The end of race week brought an end
to our time in Verbier. The majority of
the team returned back to the UK to
complete the PNCO Cadre or return to
work. Lt Carter handed over the team
captaincy to Lt Kite and four of the team
moved to compete in the Divisional
Championships, Ex SPARTAN HIKE in
Serre Chevallier, France.
Upon arrival, the team entered into an
eight day racing programme. Starting
off with initial GS seeding, they then
competed in Individual and Team GS,
Individual and Team Slalom and individual and Team Super G. For a largely
novice team, they gave a very strong
performance; especially when one considers that three of team had never raced
before, of which two were complete novices 6 weeks prior.

Tpr McCarthy best in group

Although not quite breaking into the Army
Championships, this year’s inexperienced
team has gained unrivalled experience in
the abundant snow conditions. Several
experienced skiers from previous seasons
are keen to return again and the team has
gained depth that will serve us well.
Particular thanks must go to Fairfax and
Favor shoes who sponsored the team
jackets this year and to Sgt (retd) Kev
Owen, an ex QDG who skied several
seasons for the Army team. He now permanently lives in Verbier and frequently
came out to support; offering incredibly
useful tips and advice.
The Alpine Ski team now look forward
to returning to the slopes next year and
I encourage all members of the serving
Regiment who are interested (regardless
of experience), to contact Lt Kite and put
their names down for the 2018/19 season!
MJC
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Having survived three weeks of Silje

Nordic Ski Team
After 600 miles of driving and 24 hours
on ferries, nine members of the Regiment
arrive in Sjusjøen, Norway for Exercise
NORDIC EAGLE, three weeks of Nordic
skiing training ahead of competitions in
the new year. With a largely novice team,
we spent more time in the snow than on
it but the technique of staying upright on
spindly skis came to us in due course.
The focus was on learning the basic
techniques of the classic and skating
disciplines of Nordic skiing along with the
intricacies of shooting the .22 biathlon
rifle. Our Norwegian coach, Silje Knox,
took us through our paces for two arduous sessions every day. Having taught
military teams for many years, we soon
realised she understands exactly what
makes us tick and everyone is responsive to the demanding training schedule.
Capt Rob Mansel joined us for the first
10 days to share with us tips from over
ten seasons of Nordic and for some respite from the QM department.

The first three weeks
consisted of improving
technique on the piste.
Off the snow, we enjoyed the comforts
of our Norwegian cabin in the hills above
Sjusjøen, where we filled ourselves with
pasta every night, performed our daily
stretching sessions and made full use
of the sauna. In the cabin, QDG Nordic
“Come dine with me” spiced things up
a bit with each pair preparing a threecourse meal as a welcome change from
regular doses of spaghetti Bolognese.
The competition was won by LCpl
Kniveton and Tpr Keefe with a Mexicanthemed extravaganza. Our final night in
Norway also saw the officers cooking a
Christmas dinner before the long drive

Tpr Keefe not letting his facial
hair slow him down

and a well-earned week at home to celebrate Christmas and New Year.
After a week off snow with undoubtedly
less fitness and healthy living, the sixman team arrived in Hochfilzen, Austria
for Exercise WHITE FIST, the RAC, RA
and AAC championships, which take
place on the world cup circuit.

The motley crew before the 4x5km classic relay
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After a day of getting our ski legs back
in inclement conditions, we competed
in the 12.5km individual classic race.
Everyone put in a great effort, including
Tpr Cowell, who was unfortunately unable to finish the race when his binding
snapped from a bad fall. The 4x5km
classic relay saw Tpr Keefe put in an
excellent effort completing his 5km in 21
min 49 sec.
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Bringing sexy back for the military patrol race

The following day gave us a chance to
zero the rifles before the biathlon races.
Cpl Hatton took this opportunity to snap
his rifle stock in half.
For five of the team this was their first
ever biathlon race and to complete it on
the world championship course was no
small challenge. Credit must go to Mr
Layzell-Payne’s skiing, LCpl Kniveton’s
shooting and Cpl Hatton’s glue and
sniper tape job, which thankfully lasted
the entire race. After another biathlon training day, we competed in the
4x7.5km biathlon relay, our final race on
this challenging circuit.
After celebrating the end of the competition appropriately we tried our hand at
the inferior sport of Alpine skiing to the
joy of some and frustration of others.
Before the Nordic fitness wears off we
headed to Serre Chevalier for Exercise

Mr Campbell in turmoil

SPARTAN HIKE, the divisional championships, for the first time since leaving
Germany.
We crammed ourselves and our skis into
the pokey chalet a fraction of the size of
our Norwegian cabin and begin waxing
ahead of the races. The championships
started with a 4x5km and we manage to
come an impressive 14th out of the 37
units competing, an excellent result for a
largely novice team.
Without the luxury of rest days between
the races as we had in Austria, everyone
feels the change in tempo as the following day the 15km classic race almost finished us off.
A training day allowed us to zero the rifles
again and get back into skating. With
gusting winds wreaking havoc on the
range and a questionable biathlon circuit,
we wish we were still in Hochfilzen.
The 10km biathlon is as challenging as
expected with thick snow but Mr LayzellPayne managed to come 44th out of 205
and fourth best novice.

There was no rest for the wicked as we
launch straight into the 4x7.5km biathlon
race and come 14th again, smashing the
QRH in 27th, our main rivals this year.
The final training day was spent preparing for the military patrol race, learning
how to shoot .22-converted SA80s supported on crossed ski poles.
The race itself consists of 20km on classic skis, carrying 40kg across the patrol
with stands throughout the course. After
an inspection of our kit and questions on
the scenario from the exercise director,
we head off in our white ski suits with cap
badges in our beanies. Our consistency
of ability pays off and after stands of navigation, observation and two ranges we
cross the finish line in 8th place out of the
34 teams competing.
Overall we came 14th out of 37 teams,
a phenomenal result given five of the six
had never competed before and we only
spent three weeks training in Norway.
Only a few places away from qualifying
for the Army championships, the future is
bright for QDG Nordic skiing.
AC

Cpl Hatton aiming at the English
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Cresta Run, St Moritz
With our plus fours and woolly knitwear ready to go, Maj McIlwaine, Capts
Williams, Woolland, Poppleton, and Lt
Jackson set off to reclaim and revive the
QDG Cresta team that had been living on
in legend and a scrap book alone. With
five of us managing to arrive at three different airports at different times, bedevilled by the New Year’s hangovers, it was
a shaky start. Starting the next day at
the Cresta Run at 0600 in -8 degrees,
we were to have a day of instruction to
include three beginner’s runs.
On arrival we filed into a kit room and
were handed protective equipment
which would not have been out of place
at Agincourt; worn and battered leather
elbow and knee pads with leather hand
guards covered with a disc of tempered metal. The only piece of protective equipment given to us from a more
recent century was the helmet, scarred
from many a crash and pinball antics in
the icy chute.
The opening brief, making the newbies shudder, was littered with detailed
descriptions of how and where your
bones will break and shatter en route to
the bottom of the course. The St Moritz
Tobogganing Club (SMTC), however,
does not allow for cowardice; nor indeed
any trappings of modernity. It is steeped
in over a century of tradition and custom,
and the Club thrives on its somewhat
anachronistic attitude. These traditions
and customs are drilled into you on day
one in a manner not totally different from
that of an opening address by your headmaster on the first day at school, indeed
throughout your time riding the respective relationships are maintained. In many
ways this attitude is a total relief. There is a
sense of expedition and adventure which
cannot have been tempered since the
club’s early foundations, and the whole
experience sits entirely in defiance to the
safety first, nanny-state in which so many
other activities now reside. Whether it
is the preponderance of plus four’s and
woolly jumpers as the sole protection
against bitter conditions and sheer ice, or
the strict hierarchical relationship between
members, supplementary listers, and
beginners (regardless of age or achievement), the SMTC is simply, not of this era.
Instruction for beginners is delivered by
the ‘Guru’, a sage mentor who would
appear on beginner’s day to advise the
novices in the noble art of sliding down
an icy chute without any control to prevent a well-advertised death, before then
disappearing into the mists of the Alpine
surroundings.
His enduring lessons
taught us; to know where our balls were
(apparently he achieved this by patting
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Team Cresta

…apparently he achieved
this by patting the bottom of
each rider – the adjutant was
a clear favourite of his!
the bottom of each rider – the adjutant
was a clear favourite of his!), not to go
any faster or slower than 70 seconds
on your first run or suffer public shaming over the loud hailer, and that if you
come out of Shuttlecock corner, whether
injured, dying, or dead, to be sure you
raise both arms to indicate all is well so
that the remaining Cresta runners can
continue with minimal delay to their day.
With these lessons in mind, the words of
the guru ringing in our ears, “rake firmly
but not too firmly” we were pushed down
the ice – akin to the Jamaican Bobsled
Team’s first ever run. How firmly is firmly?!
Who knew, Craig Poppleton wasn’t firm
enough – flying out of the course at shuttlecock corner on his first run, Freddie
Woolland was a bit too firm –practically
coming to a halt on the fastest corner
of the track, but everything we learned
seemed to be from experience of what not
to do rather than the other way around.

Regt 2IC, Tom McIlwaine, in the meantime was finding his Cresta feet again.
A more experienced hand on the run he
was trying to fill in the gaps of knowledge where the Guru had left. He was
most acutely aware that any effort to turn
a sled at that speed was futile and you
were in the hands of the Cresta gods if
you made it to the bottom.
After three days we all felt the Cresta run
itself, despite the bruising, the embarrassments and the terror/thrill of facing
shuttlecock corner was fantastic fun;
McIlwaine, Woolland, Poppleton, and
Jackson could now proudly sport the
Shuttlecock members club tie having
all made dramatic flying or rolling exits
at the infamous Shuttlecock corner. The
bug has however certainly bitten, we will
return to this rather extraordinary, old
fashioned club; because there really is
no experience quite like throwing yourself
down an icy chute at 60mph, wearing a
few bits of tin, leather and tweed, and
sticking two fingers up to the health and
safety busy bodies that suck the fun and
slightly fool-hardy adrenaline thrill every
QDG member searches for, out of seemingly everything else.
GJ

Lt Jackson going, going, gone
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Army Vs Navy
On the 29th April 2017 I was lucky
enough to represent the Army in the
100th Army Navy match at Twickenham
which saw the Army win its 61st match in
the contest and in doing so regaining the
Inter Services trophy.
Preparations for the match started in
January with warm up games against
Cambridge and Oxford Universities, the
British Police, Russia and Swansea gave
the foundations for what was to come.
My attendance during these first matches
was sporadic due to my Troop Leaders
commitments on Exercise WESSEX
STORM, but I managed to duck out of
the OP for a couple days at a time and
do just about enough to be taken to the
Portugal training camp. Whist the training
camp has been accused of being a bluff/
holiday we were put through our paces
with conditioning sessions and a few brutal contact sessions which prepared us
well for a game against a full professional
Nottingham team that flew out to play us.
A strong performance and a couple of
days off over Easter to see our families,
we were feeling in a good place ahead of
our most important game yet- the RAF.

Starting at 12 against the RAF it was my
first experience as to what Inter Services
rugby was all about; passion, hatred and
respect shown by both teams. It turned
out that clashing heads with our biggest
Fijian player was a bad idea, so my game
was brought to an premature end whilst
my forehead was stitched back up. A win
none the less, helped by a few moments
of magic from Semesa Rokoduguni – you
may recognise him from the England Team.
We remained in Aldershot to do our
final preparation before the Navy match.
All the practice and run throughs had
been done and this final week was more
about getting our heads in the right place
before playing in front of 80,000 people.
A strange mix of analysis, yoga and team
bonding was all I remember from this
week.
The day before the big match, we
arrived at the Hilton hotel attached to
Twickenham stadium, and that night we
were presented with our shirts, with our
girlfriends and wives present this was
a special occasion. The next morning
going in for breakfast, the nerves really
kicked in and I struggled to eat anything

Lining up at Twickenham to sing
the National Anthem

Post match celebrations

Changing rooms at Twickenham

as crowds were already gathered outside
the stadium.
Entering the changing rooms and going
out to warm up felt amazing and the
nerves seemed to go. Followed by a
rousing national anthem, and Prince
Harry shouting at the Army team ‘you
better f***ing beat them’ - we were ready
to go. The noise was like nothing I had
experienced before which meant any
communication on the field was impossible. The Army’s performance wasn’t
the best it had been but I never felt that
we were in a situation where we were not
going to win. I wish I could recount more
of the match itself but before I knew it, it
was all over and we had won 20-29.
An amazing experience and a big thank
you to the Regiment for allowing me to
get away to play these matches. Fingers
crossed I will be there again on the 6 May
18.
WS

Trailwalker 2017
Running 100km is not something that we
do on a normal PT, but two teams volunteered from 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards (QDG) volunteered to accept the
challenge and participate on the UK’s
number one team endurance challenge
Trailwalker on 31st Jul17. A team of 4
completing 100 km across the undulating South Downs Way in under 30 hours
is the challenge. Sounds slow and boring but after half way, fatigue, cramps
and blisters can make it an emotional
journey. Although everyone may wish to,
many can’t complete. Team QDG was
made of a separate team from both B
and C Sqns. The teasm would be putting
themselves to the test and also raising
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money to support both Oxfam and the
Gurkha Welfare Trust.
For the C Sqn team, a strict training programme was adhered to, which gradually built up to the final 50km training run
on the South Downs way. B Sqn took a
slightly different approach, picking the
three fittest soldiers who would be driven
hard by Lt Simpson who was hell bent on
beating his Sandhurst time (12hrs 56mins
for those who are interested) having completed a sporadic training programme.
Arriving the night before, we gorged
on pasta and pizza, whilst listening to
Gurkha bands, only marginally less fun in
the pouring rain! Wet camping prior to

the Trailwalker was not the ideal preparation and the A3 is less than condusive to
a good night’s sleep so the C Sqn team
were up an hour earlier then the B Sqn
team as they started their epic journey
The weather was certainly not in our
favour as it continued to rain throughout
the day and night, the only benefit being
that you could not see how far away the
next checkpoint was.
Pte Hamal, from the C Sqn team, picked
up an injury near the halfway point and
showed a huge determination in carrying
on to the finish (a week later, he was still
limping however he had achieved what
he had never done before and said that it
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C Sqn team fresh at the start of Trailwalker

was his first…and last!). The B Sqn team
also suffered injuries, and although on for
a sub 13hr time at 40kms, this benchmark slipped away as the dark set in,
time between checkpoints lengthened
and even an overly keen and enthusiastic
troop leader found it difficult to keep the
morale up. At Check point 8 with ‘only’
20 km to go, we all finally got our second
wind, as the weather improved and with
the thought our McDonald’s feast at the
finish line we continued with a new vigour. With a view of Brighton racecourse
and the drumming of the Ghurkha drums
in the distance we could see the finish
line and we (almost) sprinted the final few
km.
An amazing effort by all, and no matter
how tired everyone was, the teams gave
their best and thankfully we had summer
leave to recover. Team QDG completed
the challenge in just over 16 hours.
Trailwalker certainly puts your mind and
body to the test and as soldiers we must
endure to operate out of comfort zone; a

B Sqn not felling fresh at 40Km
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B Sqn Trailwalker Team at the finish

challenge that we will remember for the
rest of our lives.
The four members of the C Sqn team
were Pte Hamal, Sgt Subba, Maj Parkyn

and WO2 O Connor (on loan!). The B Sqn
team were LCpl Parsons, Lt Simpson,
LCpl Hickmott and Tpr Hawkins.
JS/WS

C Sqn Trailwalker Team at the finish
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Regimental Football Team –
Remembrance Night 2017
On a cold wintery night the Regimental
Football team stepped out onto the pitch
at Aldiss Park, Dereham. Their faces
in awe as they stood across the pitch
from 5 ex professionals including Darren
Huckerby formally of Norwich City FC.
The game was set up as a remembrance
game and to raise money for the Royal
British Legion. After the minute silence
and the exchanging of presentations
it was kick off. The home side took a
well-deserved lead but within minutes a
clearance was brought down superbly
by Tpr Donnachie and after rounding
the left back he rifled the ball into the top
corner of the goal leaving the keeper no
chance. This was the start of his man of
the match performance. The home side
then hit back through superb play by
Darren Huckerby who gave our full backs
the run around all night. The full backs
went to bed still chasing him in their
sleep. There was still time for QDG to hit
back and following great play by LCpl

Tpr Keefe doing his best David
Beckham impersonation

LCpl Pusey thought he could play in a suit

Pritchard and Tpr Donnachie the team
won a corner. From the resulting corner
Cpl cook scored our second of the night
with a superb header. However within 5
minutes the home side were 4-2 up and
that brought a close to the first half.
After 15 minutes of chat by the manager on the night Cpl “Wolfie” Thomas
(who I’m sure would of loved to play) the
lads were back out. The half time chat
worked wonders and the team looked a
lot more settled on ball and there were
some moments of very good play by
the entire team. With it being a game
against ex professionals we didn’t want
anyone to miss out, this brought about
our first changes of the game. The lads
didn’t allow the changes to dampen the
way we were playing and for a while we
were looking the better team. Eventually
Cfn Bellis who was given the run around
all night came off with 5 minutes left and
LCpl Ward came on in his place and for
a goalkeeper he played well. The scoring

The old guard Cpl “Wolfie” Thomas
giving the lads a pep talk

wasn’t finished and within the last few
moments of the game the home side
scored again to make the final score 5-2.
After the game had finished it was to
the bar where the lads enjoyed a wellearned drink and a good chat with the
ex-professionals.
The game would not be possible without the hard work from Sgt Comley, Cpl
Davies and LCpl Pritchard who together
using there links in the local football
community got the game from an idea
on paper to, hopefully a lasting legacy
where we will play the game every year.
A big thank you also goes out to Paul
Stanford who is the owner of a local
team, who 5 of the team play for. He was
relentless in his pursuit to get the ex-professionals to play against us and without
him the game could not go ahead.
BC

Rugby
There was a huge amount of promise,
and excitement for the 2016 - 17 season. On paper it was clear to see that the
QDG team had a huge amount of talent
and ambition with around 10 members
of the squad representing the RAC team.
The only thing that would get in our way
was a very busy regimental FOE.

The Rugby Squad
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We started off the season with a few
good weeks pre-season training under
the careful planning and vision of WO1
Pears and Sgt Lacey. This culminated in
a fierce game against an established and
well trained Norwich RFU side. A home
fixture on a hot August Wednesday
allowed a lot of the regiment to see the

team in full flow. Some exceptional performances from some new faces in a
QDG rugby shirt, LCpl Thomas on the
wing and Tpr Lewis in the second row
ensured a victory for the QDG and made
competition for the first league game
within the squad extremely tough.

Lineout vs 1 Scots
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Victory in Newcastle

Preseason vs Norwich
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QDG representation for the RAC

A few weeks later we hosted 4 Scots.
Again, a very hot Wednesday afternoon allowed both teams to play with
the ball in hand in an extremely fast but
ill-disciplined match. There was only 15
minutes or so where both teams had a
full complement on the field. The score
line swung both ways for the entirety
of the match, and with a last minute
score 1 Scots fly half had a chance to
win the match. Fortunately for us he
pushed it wide allowing QDG to win by
a point 42-41. Some big performances
from a few of the established players in
the team, Cpl Hicks, Sgt Roberts, LCpl
M Davies, LCpl Casey and a man of
the match performance from Tpr Lewis
proved vital in securing victory.

team and turned over a very physical and
well drilled side. Tpr E Jones put in a man
of the match performance making sure
we played in the right areas of the field,
and taking 3 points whenever they were
on offer. A wonderful curry and an open
bar up at Hereford allowed the team a
chance to relive the match and recount
how well they all played.

Building momentum, we travelled up to
Hereford to play the Pligrims. Showing
the strength and depth of our squad we
travelled missing 4 or 5 of our starting

In the next two matches the QDG struggled with the commitment of some of
the squad’s key players due to exercises
and trawls. This was something we had

Showing the strength and
depth of our squad we
travelled missing 4 or 5
of our starting team…

identified at the beginning of the season
and unfortunately, we paid the price. 8
Battalion REME and
1 Scots away in Northern Ireland proved
too strong for a depleted QDG side. This
said, we were still in the race and the best
performance of the year in Newcastle
against 3 RHA, 50-12 secured QDG a
place in the final with the chance to promote to the Championship.
In an extremely emotive and difficult
decision made by the management and
players, QDG chose not to play in the
final realizing that we would struggle with
attending fixtures in the following season because of the busy FOE. A shame
to end the season in this way, but this
should not detract from the fabulous
efforts from both the management and
players.
WS

A History of
The Princess Mary’s Hospital
Royal Air Force Akrotiri 1963 – 2013
Written by Colonel David Vassallo L/RAMC
A new 120
page paperback
book about
the hospital’s
history packed
with intriguing
photographs that
raises funds for
RAF Akrotiri
Station Charities.

The Cavalry and Guards Club
127 Piccadilly
London W1J 7PX
The Cavalry and Guards Club has one of the finest
Edwardian buildings in London with stunning views
of Green Park that is ideal for:

If you were posted to Cyprus you will enjoy the
memories and delight browsing through the images,
if you were born there you will cherish this unique
keepsake. Buy it as a gift.

ISBN 978-0992798017
Available to buy online at
www.thegreatbritishbookshop.co.uk, Amazon
and The Museum of Military Medicine
20180129_New TPMH Quarter Page Advert 90mm x 126mm.indd 1
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Sierra Leone ‘Street Child’ Marathon 2017

Arriving in Makeni - Pre Match Nerves
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Cpl Couch - Helllooooo ladiesss
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Sgt Walker finds out he is
becoming HQ Sqn SQMS

The road wound its way out of the town
and quickly out onto a long straight
road: 7 miles out, 7 miles back, through
extremely remote villages and over train
tracks. It was incredibly beautiful and all
there was to disturb the peace, was the
sound of panting, trainers rhythmically
pounding the floor, and Mr Campbell
dashing off for a quick Paula Radcliffe
(big type) at the half way point!
Nothing however, could quite prepare us
for the last section. With 8 miles to go,
we broke off the small strip of tarmacked
road. The track became increasingly
dusty, pothole filled and undulating,
whilst cramp quickly started to flood our
bodies. We passed through a never end-

Sgt Walker

71

Marathon Complete!

ing myriad of villages, over rail tracks and
through banana plantations, until finally
the sports centre and finish line loomed
upon us.
LCpl Couch came first officially, although
this is disputed by Lt Campbell, who
technically ran the marathon distance
quickest but took a three-mile wrong
turn. The remainder of the team came
over the line with very respectable times.
Perhaps most importantly however, the
QDG marathon team were able to raise a
very serious amount of money for Street
Child. The charity aims to provide families and education to the many hundreds,
if not thousands of orphans within Sierra

Lt Campbell and his Dad

Leone; many of whom lost their parents
to the Ebola virus. The marathon itself
is their brainchild and we proud to state
that we helped to raise £1,253.90 for the
charity.
Our huge thanks go to all members of
the QDG, past and present, as well as
our extended Regimental family who so
generously donated. We were blown
away by your generosity and can only
extend our warmest thanks.
We now throw down the gauntlet for
those who wish to assemble the 2018
QDG marathon team!
SSW

Lt Carter certain he is going the right way

Lt Campbell hears Hareems is
open for an extra hour today
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Exercise DIAMOND DOME
In late September after C Sqn’s Exercise
DIAMONDBACK deployment, 91 pax
from C Sqn deployed from Fort Irwin
to Half Dome Village, Yosemite National
Park to conduct a three day Summer
Mountaineering Adventurous Training
package; Exercise DIAMOND DOME.
Half Dome Village is situated in the
Yosemite Valley, surrounded by stunning
peaks including the iconic Half Dome
and El Capitan.
After securing the accommodation two
days before the main body of C Sqn
arrived, the MLTs along with the exercise Leader, Lt Kite, proceeded to recce
some of the routes that C Sqn would be
walking on. Meanwhile the admin party
stocked up on supplies for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
The main body departed Fort Irwin early
morning of the 28th September and
arrived by minibus where they were met
by Lt Kite and his team. They picked

up their lunches, dropped their bags off
and were then broken up into their walking groups. A steady first day saw most
of the groups head up the Mist Trail to
Mirror Lake for a quick dip in the ice cold
glacial water, whilst a few others went
along to Upper Yosemite Falls to view the
spectacular sights in store.
On the first evening, Sgt Welfoot and
his team cooked a big BBQ for the
Squadron at Swinging Bridge picnic site,
and the troopers were able to relax and
enjoy themselves. An early morning the
following day, C Sqn enjoyed a healthy
breakfast of cereal and pastries, which
was a welcome change from the ration
packs they had spent the last few weeks
eating!
Maj Parkyn and Lt Kite took the more
adventurous group to the top of Eagle
Peak, a 14km hike from the valley floor
to the top of the 2000m peak with some
stunning views looking down Yosemite

Valley along the way. Meanwhile Cpl
Warner and Cpl Evans took their group
along the Vernal Falls route to get their
chance to see Nevada Falls. The groups
were encouraged to bring some swimming kit with them, with Sgts Hazelwood
and Veasey taking a few fishing rods
down to see what they could catch.
Meanwhile Capt Cowen, Lt Russell and
Lt Hind took part in the Yosemite Facelift,
and annual cleanup of the national park
conducted by volunteers from all over
the world!
That evening, C Sqn retired back to
the accommodation and after a quick
shower and change made their way back
to Swinging Bridge for another BBQ, this
time cooked by Lt Simpson and Capt
Carter whilst Sgt Welfoot and the team
looked on nervously. The boys enjoyed
a beer and relaxed again, in preparation
for another day of walking. Two of the
MLTs, Sgt Subba and Sgt Fowler (RDG),
discussed a few more routes they would

Would you buy a bike form these men?
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Cpl Pitt wasn’t convinced on Sgt Davies’ view
point on the economic impact of Brexit

like to do, before heading into Yosemite
Village to watch some climbing videos
from some famous climbers as part of
the Facelift festival taking place.
The final day saw a short drive to the
car park at Glacier Point, with the FST
Commander Capt Wilson leading the
groups to the top. The admin party
lead by Sgt Roberts and Sgt Welfoot
(with some assistance from the Officers)
started the clean-up of the accommodation and handed it back over to the

He really is a very nice fella
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campsite. The vehicles were then loaded
up with kit and C Sqn departed for a few
well-earned days of R&R.
Ex Diamond Dome was an incredibly
successful trip, with many of the young
troopers enjoying the first few Quality
Mountain Days to build up their logbooks. The more experienced walkers
are now eagerly awaiting the February AT
window with some of them able to get
themselves qualified as MLTs.
JK

Ride it like you stole it
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Summiting Mont Blanc

Aiguille de Midi ridge

View from Refuge Les Cosmiques
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We had three Army officers,
a survival instructor and a
barman. A solid team, I
thought.

Maj Hoey looking at Tacul

Maj Hoey looking over Midi plateau
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Mt Maudit ice wall

neighbours and it really struck home how
high we were.
At last we were over the lip and could
kick on past the traffic towards the summit. The team leader’s worrying cough
began to worsen and our pace slowed,
but eventually the gradient eased and
we found ourselves standing on the top,
tiredness forgotten as the elation took
over and we excitedly picked out the way
we had come from the tiny lift station so
far away. It was the thought of the last
lift that brought us to finally pick up our
packs again and head down.
The first slope was regular, reasonably
steep and snow-covered: ideal for glis-

However, there were two
more hills to get over and the
journey was taking its
toll.
sading, a method of descent otherwise
known as sliding down on your bum. This
was safe and fast and we were down in
no time at all. However, there were two
more hills to get over and the journey
was taking its toll. The leader’s condition
was getting worse but, short of a helicopter evacuation, there was nothing we
could do but take it very slowly. Carrying

extra kit and having to pick our way carefully down, this was actually more difficult
than the way up. It was obvious that the
snow had moved significantly in the last
few hours, with several new crevasses
forcing us to detour. The last lift time had
come and gone by the time we crossed
the plateau and dragged our weary way
up to the Refuge. Once there, doctors
assessed our invalid’s condition and
decided he needed to be evacuated that
evening, leaving the four of us to make
our own way back the next day.
When that day came it was a dirty light
that shone through the windows. An
earsplitting crack of thunder had woken
me and I peered outside into whirling

Midi Tacul Maudit Blanc whole route
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QDG flag on summit
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Field Sports
All eyes lifted as the first cockbird of
the day came into view. Rising from the
cover crop over 200m away, it dipped its
wing to the wind and soared towards the
line of waiting guns. The Guns began to
judge its speed, trajectory and likelihood
of it being ‘their bird.’ Just as it reached
the line, all but one held his breath, ready
to hear the shot ring out. But it didn’t.
Sailing over the line and into the safety
of the woodblock behind, all eyes then
lowered to where it had crossed. Lt Harry
Pollock was standing there, blissfully
unaware, arranging his cartridges in his
unused cartridge belt.
Despite a slightly slow start, the Officers’
Mess Shoot on James Keith’s land

Lt Byrd, never one to shy away from getting his hands on a plump bird

proved an excellent day out. Drier than
last year’s monsoon shoot, the birds flew
well and the guns, when paying attention, shot reasonably well too. Everyone
had a few birds over them and a number
of mess members had their first shots at
live quarry. 2Lt Joe Kite had never been
exposed to a driven shoot before, however, the pairing of green clothing and
firearms meant the skill came quite naturally. He finished the day, blooded, smiling and holding his first pheasant, as did
2Lt Tom Oakley. In addition, Major Ollie

Lt Kite borrowing other officers’ clothes

Definitely winged it
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A heartfelt thank you goes
to James Keith for another
excellent day’s shooting
on his land.

Braithwaite and Major Ben Parkyn had
their first woodcocks too.
Major Bryn Williams seemed to have
a magnet in his pocket, drawing birds
wherever he stood, (clearly women in
nightclubs are polar opposites to pheasants). Fortunately however, he also had
his eye in, making some spectacular
shots for all to admire and adding to the
game bag handsomely. The shoot was
concluded with drinks and a well-earned
dinner back in the mess. The total bag
was 52 pheasants, 3 woodcock and a
partridge. A heartfelt thank you goes to
James Keith for another excellent day’s
shooting on his land.
Fieldsports remain a passion of many
within the mess. Consequently, the population of crows that were previously
tearing up the rugby pitch and scatter-

The Doc with his latest victim
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Water water everywhere,
but not a fish to catch
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One victim of many

Capt Payne Tries out for Peaky Blinders

QM(T) strides away form an OC cock off

ing rubbish around camp has noticeably declined this year. This activity also
served as good training in preparation for
the Army Clay Target Championship at
Bisley this year. An officers’ team comprising Capt Charlie Carter, Lt George
Jackson, 2Lt Charlie Byrd and his dog
(Harvey) competed in the 2 day event.
141 individuals competed and the

QDG finished in 27th, 103rd and 111th
respectively.

Chinception

In late May, Lt Col Dan Duff informed the
OIC Fieldsports that he had never had
the opportunity to go on a large OFSF
trip. So in October, a large scale OFSF
trip to the Highlands was undertaken. An
initial return saw 23 individuals confirm
attendance for this trip. Trawls, commitCan of Stella at the table - Classy

Lt Russell does Village People Highland Style
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Campbell, weird, standard

ments and exercises steadily whittled
this down and the final party consisted
of a lean nine. Those individuals quick
witted enough to avoid the aforementioned were however treated to an excellent week of stalking and fishing. Staying
in Glenlivet Cottage, the opportunity
to sample Scottish culture was all too
easy. Despite seeing numerous salmon
splashing over our lines, none of us were
able to hook one. The stalking on the
hand was far more successful. Of the 7
who stalked, 5 were successful and took
beasts off the hill, 3 being blooded for the
first time. The week was concluded with

Back in technical clothing and with
a gun, of course Lt Kite loves it

a clay pigeon shoot by the cottage and
despite some debatable decisions, Lt
George Jackson came out as the clear
winner.
Once again, the QDG were fortunate to
be allocated a few days on the Warcop
Grouse shoot. Five hours drive away and
encompassing an arduous 10 mile trek
over the moors, this remains a fantastic
opportunity for those willing to make the
effort. Lt Harry Russell had an excellent day on his first outing to the moor,
helping build a bag of 220 brace for the
day. A full gun on the STANTA shoot was

A stag and a male Cervus elaphus

also purchased again this year, offering
the opportunity for multiple members
of the mess to shoot throughout the
winter. In addition, a rough shoot syndicate, available to all ranks has been
established in the STANTA impact area.
Though not producing huge bags, these
have proved enjoyable days out and an
excellent opportunity for new guns to join
the sport. Anyone interested is welcome
to attend and should make themselves
known to Lt George Jackson or Capt
Charlie Carter.
GJ

Regimental Mascot
Tpr Jones deep
in thought

The concept of the Mascot
is still in its infancy and I can
report we have come to the
end of an extremely busy year,
which has seen Tpr Jones represent the Regiment across
the UK in many high profile events.
From taking over the Farrier Maj
Appointment in June
2017 Tpr Jones and I have
started bonding more and
more with every day that
passes. Tpr Jones can
have his cheeky side but
that is what makes him
unique.
With every parade
his name is getting
recognised
and he is starting
to become well
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known as the 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards Mascot. Tpr Jones has met many
people over the year including HRH The
Price of Wales, TV personalities and the
general public. Kate Humble remains his
favourite. He has been greatly received
in Wales and every visit he steals the
show.
Tpr Jones has conducted 34 separate
engagements in the last year and covered 17,000 miles traveling around the
UK. He has even had time to compete
in competitions gaining a well-deserved
second place at the Norfolk in hand
horse show.
The list of events attended has been
extremely varied from The World
Powerboat Championships in Milford
Haven to The Lord Mayors Show in
London. At each event there is always
a lot of preparation that takes place to
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At the Royal Welsh Show with Kate Humble

Horse and Hound

ensure a successful showing; this normally starts with a recce of the area
beforehand to identify overnight accommodation for Tpr Jones. Once a home
is found for the night the work to ensure
he is in the best possible state begins,
normally in the early hours with full wash,
grooming, hoof polishing and even a
brush of the teeth.

We already have a long list of requests
for him to attend in 2018 including, Royal
Gun Salutes, Military Festival of Music,
Armed Forces Day, Royal Welsh Show,
Festival of Remembrance, and various
sporting events to name but a few.

When Tpr Jones is not touring around
the UK he can be found at home with
the Regiment in Swanton Morley. When
he is back with the Regiment he is still
busy attending morning parades, joining
in with PT and he has even been known
to attend the odd wives coffee morning.

Visiting QDG Cadets Wales

Tpr Jones and I are looking forward to a
busy 2018 and the opportunity to meet
new people and show off the name
of the greatest Regiment in the British
Army. So if you see us out and about
on a visit please come and say hello, we
love to meet members of the Regimental
family, past and present.
MH

Remembrance Parade Cardiff

83

Royal Welsh show

Meeting HRH Prince of Wales

Tpr Jones and
Quarter Guard
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QDG Dashain and Tihar
Nepal is a country known for its rich culture, heritage and traditions where each
community celebrates customs in their
own particular way. The largest and the
longest festival celebration is the Dashain
Festival, which runs for fifteen days and
is followed by the Tihar Festival. Dashain
and Tihar are predominantly Hindu festivals embraced by the Nepalese diaspora
and celebrated regardless of location.
So what is the significance of Dashain?
Dashain is a celebration of good over
evil. According to Hindu mythology, it
is believed the Goddess Durga fought
Asur (Devil) in a different avatar and
subsequently defeated him on the tenth
day. The festival marks families coming
together with the eldest member of the
household offering ‘Tika’, a blessing to
the younger relatives. On the fifteenth
day, a simple “puja” (an offering), invoking the Goddess Laxmi (God of wealth
and prosperity) is held and as tradition,
families enjoy the evening playing cards
while the children visit different houses to
sing and dance.
QDG Nepalese soldiers and their dependents held the first QDG Dashain eveing on
19th October, in the Junior Ranks Club.
Maj Tyson, as the senior QDG officer in
attendance and Sgt Tamang, the longest
serving Nepalese soldier, were invited to
light up the ‘diyo’ signifying their bless-

…while the children visit
different houses to sing and
dance.

ing and allowing the evening to begin.
Sgt Tamang then informed all the guests
about the importance of Dashain and
Tihar within Nepalese society.
Food plays an important part in the
festival. Guests were invited for starters, which included authentic flavoured
Nepalese delicacies, including the
famous Nepalese Dumplings (Momo),
Nepalese Bread (Sel Roti) and steamed
beef garnished with Nepalese spices. In
between courses, guests were ushered
outside to watch a dazzling display of
fireworks.
Hosted by Mrs Subba, Cultural performances began with Nitika Rana, daughter of Cpl Rana, dancing a routine signifying life away from family and friends.
Mrs Lama, Mrs Rana and Mrs Gurung
then performed another dance based on
the celebration of the Dashain and Tihar

Festival. A song about missing home
during the festive season was then sung
by SSgt Lama while Sgt Tamang, on the
bagpipes, played a traditional tune which
has been a part of British and Ghurkha
tradition for generations. The final display
was the world famous Kukri Dance performed by Sgt Subba and Cpl Gurung.
It was time for the food to take centre
stage once again. A buffet platter of different Nepalese cuisine was prepared
to tingle the taste buds with the majority having seconds. Desserts followed
in the form of traditional Bhaktapur Dahi
and Ras Malai. Inviting HQ Sqn Ldr once
again to the stage, he thanked everyone
involved in making the function a great
success. The night ended with all the
guests gathering on the stage for the
final dance.
It was heart-warming to see that everyone had a great time. It was also a great
feeling for the QDG Nepalese community
to be given an opportunity to showcase
their culture and traditions. On a personal
note, a big thank you to all for the support and effort in making the first QDG
Dashain function a fantastic success
and I will finish with a traditional Ghurkha
phrase: “Jai QDG, Jai Gurkha”.
JL
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7 Brigade Defence Engagement
Liaison Officer to Sierra Leone
Over the last two years the Regiment
has spent a great deal of time in Sierra
Leone. Whether on exercise or deployed
as a Short Term Training Team (STTT),
QDG has had a continued presence in
this part of West Africa. This is in line
with 7th Infantry Brigade’s commitment
to the region. Part of this on-going presence in Sierra Leone has been the role of
Defence Engagement Liaison Officer to
the British High Commission in Freetown.
Several QDG officers have held the
appointment of Defence Engagement
Liaison Officer (DELO) in the past, each
facing their own particular challenges
and opportunities. First was Barcroft, the
founding father if you like. Then came
Carter (Big), who oversaw Ex Guma
Sun. Taking over from him was none
other than the Regiment’s leading expert
on West African culture Capt Edmund
Owen, who’s expertise and familiarity
with the Sierra Leonean way of life helped
him settle in to the role with alarming efficiency. Lt Andrew Campbell then took
the helm. Although his acclimatisation to
the warm climes of Freetown was not as
swift as Capt Owen’s, Lt Campbell settled in to his new job with little delay making sure to fully acquaint himself with the
diverse group of UK personnel that are
based in Freetown.
With Campbell’s reign coming to an end
it fell to me to take over and on the morning of the 15 August 2017, I found myself
once again being greeted by the tropical heat of Freetown. Sadly my return to
Freetown coincided with one of the most
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This left thousands dead
or injured and many more
homeless.
devastating natural disasters the country
has seen in many years. Heavy rainfall had
caused wide spread flooding in the city
and ultimately triggered the devastating
mudslide in the Regent area of Freetown.
This left thousands dead or injured and
many more homeless. Therefore the start
of my tenure was somewhat chaotic as
the majority of the High Commission staff
and that of ISAT (International Security
Assistance Team) had moved to assist
the government and security forces to
deal with the disaster. That said the international response to the disaster was
fast and effective leaving little or no additional help from Campbell or myself. This
meant our hand over could take place as
normal. So with the LO phone containing
the contact details of every mover and
shaker in Sierra Leone firmly in my possession, I began my stint.
The primary focus of my time in country
was to assist with the preparation for Ex
Guma Sun, which would be a repeat of
the same exercise B Sqn deployed on
the year before. As part of the Defence
Section in the British High Commission
I would be working under the Defence
Advisor to Sierra Leone Commander
Paul Carnell (RN). I had never worked

with anyone from the senior service prior
to this occasion which meant that there
were some translation issues to address.
I soon discovered this when I was
offered a “wet”, which unbeknownst to
me meant a hot beverage. Phrases such
as “essence”, “ogin” and “toppers elson,
neggers blue juice” also made appearances in regular conversation. And when
on one occasion I was asked about the
“head” I was initially very concerned! As
the Defence Advisor all UK military visiting Sierra Leone ultimately would come
under Commander Carnell’s responsibility with Colonels Martin Travers and Phil
Moxham the military advisors at ISAT
taking the lead on engaging with the
Sierra Leoneans to facilitate the exercise.
This meant that my time would be split
between the High Commission and ISAT
for the duration of my tenure. In addition
I would also be spending a large proportion of my time with the various branches
of the Republic of Sierra Leone Armed
Forces (RSLAF). These would include
Joint Force Command (JFC – the body
responsible for the command of Sierra
Leones deployable forces), Armed
Forces Training Centre (AFTC) and Peace
Mission Training Centre (PMTC). With the
exercise looming, I immediately found
myself moving between these locations on a regular basis which gave me
plenty of time to sample the delights of
the Sierra Leones roads. From two hour
long standstills to kamikaze taxi drivers
and sideways lorries, the highways of
that great nation never fail to amaze and
terrify in equal measure.
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As the weeks wore on it became apparent that the likelihood of Guma Sun taking place was diminishing and with the
imminent cancelation of the exercise
approaching, I found myself with “spare
capacity” as the DA put it. By this he
meant that I was free to accompany him
on his routine visit to Guinea where he
was also the Defence Advisor to the small
British Embassy in the capital Conakry. In
addition to visiting neighbouring Guinea,
I also found myself re focussing on facilitating A Sqn’s STTT which had been
tasked to over haul the RSLAF’s Brigade
Battle Schools. This would involve training the three main RSLAF Brigades at
their regional locations in the towns of
Bo and Makeni, as well as Freetown.
Therefore, rather than helping the preparation for a major exercise I found myself
working with Col Martin Travers of ISAT
to prepare the ground for the arrival of
the A Sqn STTT under Maj Brian Nicholas
and WO2 Pete Cubbit. In addition to this
switch in focus, British High Commission
tasks began to loom. Chief among was
the trip to Guinea.
With the STTT in country and setting about their task of training the brigades, myself, the DA and the Overseas
Security Manager made our way be road
to the border with Guinea. The trip took
over six hours door to door through the
flat palm plantations north of Freetown
towards the town of Port Loko. From
there we headed for the border. Once
across it quickly became apparent that
the Chinese, who have invested vast
amounts of money in Sierra Leone, clearly
had no interest in Northern Guinea as the
roads immediately turned from tarmac to
a pot hole ridden mud bath. As well as
this it turned out that the Sierra Leonean
style driving was positively safe compared to the lunacy we encountered in
Guinea. Once in Conakry we set about
our business meeting with members of
the Guinean armed forces and visiting
their primary operational training centre
in the town of Kindia 4 hours North East
of Conakry. Ever the sporting enthusiast, the DA had also organised a rugby
coaching session with some local students. The team had been formed under
the Guinean Olympic committee and
comprised of young aspiring rugby players looking to advance into the burgeoning rugby scene within Guinea and West
Africa. West African rugby has grown in
popularity over the last few years and
plans are already afoot to include Liberia
in a Mano Union tournament next year
(the Mano River Union refers to the economic agreement made between Liberia,
Sierra Leone, Guinea and Cote D’Ivoire
through which the Mano River flows).
Once back from Guinea, thoughts began
to turn towards Remembrance. Sierra
Leone has a long colonial history. Many
of its older citizens had served the British
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…the horrendous loss of
human life during the Civil War
has left a lasting impression
on Sierra Leone.

melting in the 90% humidity as the US
Marines laid on an impressive display. We
would later on be treated to an equally
impressive display of Marine Corps PT
when the STTT went to the US embassy
for a joint PT session.

Empire in conflicts such as the Second
World War. In addition, the horrendous
loss of human life during the Civil War
has left a lasting impression on Sierra
Leone. With this in mind the Defence
Section took on the extremely important
task of organising the memorial service
at the King Tom Common Wealth War
Graves Cemetery. Despite the careful
preparation, somehow I managed to
end up actually doing some drill. This
was a frightening experience as I tried
to remember which foot to stamp and
when while handing wreaths to the High
Commissioner and the former Deputy
Chief of Defence Staff among others.
However despite my drill issues the service provided an excellent opportunity to
commemorate all British and Common
Wealth soldiers who had lost their lives.
The service was followed shortly after
the US Marine Corps 200th birthday celebration held at the Raddison Blue hotel.
Despite the DA’s best efforts, both myself
and OC A Sqn managed to dodge the
mess kit bullet and saved ourselves from

As my time drew to a close in Sierra
Leone I was lucky enough to get an
opportunity to get involved with some
of the charity work being run by the DA
and the ADA. Both myself and the STTT
were able to spend a day helping to
clear and renovate a cricket pitch near
the King Tom area of Freetown. The
pitch had been established by the Sierra
Leonean Cricket Club who have started
a scheme to get kids off the street and
into cricket (another growing sport in
Sierra Leone). The next day was spent
delivering the Christmas boxes organised by Sgt Hazelwood and OC C Sqn’s
wife in the UK to the Heaven Homes
Orphanage. This was a perfect way to
end an interesting a varied four months.
I have no doubt that my replacement Lt
Harry Russell will find it just is interesting
with the presidential elections starting in
March. Sierra Leone is a great country
and its people are friendly and welcoming. Difficult times lie ahead and I hope
that with a continued relationship with
the UK that Sierra Leone can thrive and
grow as it deserves to.
HF
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Army Training Centre (Pirbright)
My arrival at ATC(P), located in the heartland of Surrey, was certainly a significant
change from my previous posting in the
heat and dust of Sierra Leone, where
I had been for the last five months.
However, I quickly settled in and took
over my new role as a Training Troop
Commander in 28 Sqn. My team consisted of a Ghurkha Sgt, a Scot, South
African, Londoner and a Brummie, all
with such a wealth of experience I was
sure that nothing could possibly go
wrong!
There is something very special about the
first day one joins the Army, especially if
you are experiencing it from the other
side. This thought was certainly running
through my head as the recruits began
to arrive and sheepishly bid their parents
goodbye. After promising to take care
of their ‘little darlings’, and assuring them
that we would ‘be very careful with little
Jamie’s feelings,’ I finally had my first
group of blank canvases! I quickly found
that a Tp of Phase 1 recruits are much
like a garden. They require constant care
and attention, with the smallest break in

Capt Owen delivers Orders on Final Exercise

The recruits take in
information as a garden soaks
up water.
concentration resulting in chaos. The
recruits take in information as a garden
soaks up water. At first absorbing huge
volumes but showing no clear indication
that this has made a blind bit of difference. However, over time one can see
the garden/Tp begin to grow and flourish in a deeply satisfying manner. This I
found to be the case with all four of the
Troops I took through training, a total of
almost 200 soldiers!
Spending time at ATC(P) has opened
my eyes to a completely new level of
‘bone’ question that I previously had no
idea existed. Whilst mid-flow in a ‘Law
of Armed Conflict’ lecture I had someone
raise their hand and ask which ‘bad guys’
the British Army was currently fighting.

Other examples of such lunacy include a
recruit who tightened his boots so much
that his feet went blue, or the recruit that
attached his webbing yoke to only one
pouch and not the belt (see picture)! The
lack of common sense amongst certain
recruits remains a source of fascination
for me still! Importantly all this meant that
life at ATC(P) was rarely dull.
Life in a Phase 1 training establishment
is not solely restricted to camp however. Recruits are given the opportunity
to spend two days on a battlefield tour
of Belgium and a week on AT in Wales one of those activities was notably more
popular than the other! I was also lucky
in being able to get away skiing with 28
Sqn at the end of Jan 18 for a week!
I have deeply enjoyed my time at ATC(P),
the opportunity to work with numerous
different capbadges and develop the
next generation of soldiers was a privilege that I will not forget. I wish Lt Will
Simpson, my replacement, the very best
for his time here.
ETPO

Recruits receive fieldcraft lessons

Troop Commander’s activity day in London –
not Capt Owen’s usual activities in London!
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77th Brigade
Sgt R Daznales ducked inside the room
and commando rolled across to the wall
under the window where he paused,
breathing hard and trying to listen for
following footsteps. The recce patrol
had gone badly wrong. The enemy had
seemed to know they were coming and
ambushed the FRV. The section had
split and he was now hiding in this abandoned warehouse. Hearing nothing, he
was just about to relax when there was
a rattle and he watched a grenade come
in through the window, seemingly in slow
motion, bouncing once, twice… Time
slowed. “How the hell had they found
me?” he thought. Just before the explosion, there was a *ping* from his pocket.
“4 people have liked your photo….”
This has been the third year of the
Brigade’s existence, meaning we are still
growing and developing all the time. The
Brigade is the home for a wide range of
capabilities, aiming to make the Army
as effective as possible in the 21st century, whether warfighting or on other
operations. These capabilities range
from online communication operations
to battlefield deception to co-ordinating
humanitarian response teams, so we are
constantly in demand and always trying
to keep ourselves up to date with the
latest inventions and developments. We
are helped in this by our large group of
weird and wonderful reserves, who are
recruited for their deep expertise in social
media marketing, railway networks,
Yemeni poetry or whatever is required.
We’ve provided support for a number of
operations this year in Iraq and Estonia,
but also crashed out in response to the
hurricane relief effort in the Caribbean.
Several civil affairs, engineering and
communications experts deployed to the

region within 48 hours and through our
wider reserves networks we were able
to organise BT and Vodafone to provide
emergency mobile phone masts to help
co-ordinate the relief effort and return life
to normal.
LCpl Gale is part of the Information
Warfare Team so he has been undergoing training in photography, video editing,
cultural engagement and psychological
operations, as well as attending a Hostile
Environment Course, an exciting mix of
driving, shooting and surviving in dangerous civilian scenarios, often referred
to as ‘an extended stag weekend’. Maj
Hoey and Capt Wilks are part of the
Operations Centre and have been critical
to the planning and execution of operations in Estonia, as well as other projects
on behalf of the Cabinet Office, Ministry
of Defence and NATO.

Life at Denison Barracks is not all work,
however. Maj Hoey organised a memorable Mess Summer Ball and took a team
to the Combat Arms Seaview Regatta.
We’ve seen a number of QDGs come
through for visits: Brig Richmond as former Comd MSSG, Maj Longmore as a
reserve specialising in Middle Eastern
and African security and Majs Pilcher
and Ruggles-Brise accompanying their
respective bosses as they come to
learn about our work. Unfortunately the
planned trip to Burma, for a battlefield
study about our inspirations the Chindits,
has had to be delayed due to the unrest
in the country, but we hope it will take
place again next year. With increases
in funding and personnel, the imminent
formation of the Information Manoeuvre
Division and travel opportunities abounding, the future is bright.
DH

HMS Monmouth 2017
2017 has been the year of HMS
MONMOUTH, “The Black Duke”. Away
from her homeport of Plymouth for 288
days she spent 270 of those (6 Mar
– 1 Dec 17) continuously deployed in
support of Operation KIPION, the UK’s
standing commitment to security in the
Arabian Gulf and Indian Ocean. During
this time the Ship sailed approximately
69,000 miles, conducted 17 port visits,
hosted 9 Defence Engagement events
and consumed 27,000 litres of milk,
350,000 potatoes and the equivalent of
5 Olympic sized swimming pools of fresh
water.
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On her transit to the Suez Canal,
MONMOUTH seized the opportunity to
conduct final assurances on her equipment whilst allowing her crew time to find
its ‘Battle Rhythm’. During this period the
Ship conducted a visit to Montenegro,
only the second RN ship to do so since
its independence. Having hosted numerous Montenegrin Politicians and Defence
Chiefs, this visit demonstrated the UK’s
support for the country on the eve of its
ascension to NATO. After an uneventful
Suez Canal and Bab-el Mandeb (BAM)
transit, MONMOUTH conducted a week
long exercise with a US Navy Amphibious
Task Group in the Gulf of Aden. This

comprised 5 ships and numerous aircraft which were tested at repelling and
defeating simulated air, surface and
sub-surface threats. The exercise proved
highly beneficial and offered the Ship its
first exposure to multi-national operations
in the Joint Operating Area. Thereafter,
MONMOUTH spent 6 weeks in direct
support (DS) to Combined Task Force
(CTF) 150 searching for and interdicting
vessels suspected of smuggling weapons or narcotics. This included participation in Operation SOUTHERN SURGE,
patrolling southwards in the Indian
Ocean to an area at the northern end of
the Mozambique Channel. During this
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ing. Thereafter the Ship commenced her
journey home providing further support
to CTF150 on route. Safe transits of the
BAM and Suez Canal were followed by a
number of port visits in the Mediterranean
to replenish fuel and provisions whilst
allowing the Ship’s Company an opportunity to decompress after a long period
deployed. MONMOUTH has had a very
successful deployment, conducting all
missions and tasks assigned to her and
therefore making a tangible contribution
towards the UK’s presence, influence
and activity in the Middle East.

At the halfway point of the deployment,
MONMOUTH spent 4 weeks in Bahrain
where the Ship received some needed
maintenance. The Ship’s Company used

this period to take a small amount of R&R
before resetting for the remaining months
on operations. After a short and intense
assurance period, the Ship was cleared
to continue. Tasking comprised further
DS to CTF150 with focused patrolling in
the Gulf of Oman as the enduring south
west Monsoon limited smuggling operations in the open ocean. MONMOUTH
conducted a 4 day visit to Goa, India
which carefully balanced a good deal
of engagement with the Indian Navy
against providing the Ship’s Company an
opportunity to visit the local towns. On
leaving Goa MONMOUTH conducted an
exercise with the Indian Frigate GOMATI
which included Ship manoeuvres, boarding and live gunnery exercises. With the
abatement of the SW monsoon, conditions in the Indian Ocean improved leading to an increase in smuggling activity.
Despite numerous surface searches,
no suspicious vessels were identified. In a break from CTF150 tasking,
MONMOUTH was again tasked to conduct escort operations, this time through
the Straits of Hormuz (SoH). Whilst an
increase to ordinary Iranian small boat
activity was observed, Iranian interaction
with MONMOUTH and her charges was
minimal. A visit to Muscat was followed
by Exercise Intrepid Sentinel in company
with USS SHOUP and FS JEAN BART.
This proved to be valuable training,
allowing MONMOUTH a rare opportunity to exercise in company with other
nations capable of high-end war-fight-

RN and RMBTs conduct embarkation
drills on MONMOUTH whilst underway

HMS MONMOUTH’s Ship’s Company
pictured with £65m of seized narcotics.
(Image by CPO(WE) Roberts)

Fast roping onto the confined space
of the foc’sle during embarkation
drills on HMS Monmouth

After a short and intense
assurance period, the Ship
was cleared to continue.
patrol MONMOUTH intercepted a dhow
and following a 60 hour operation, seized
455kg of cannabis resin and 266kg of
heroin with an estimated street value of
£65 million. After a short, yet busy, visit to
Mombassa, MONMOUTH left the Indian
Ocean and switched focus from interdiction operations to choke point escort
operations. Escort was provided to RFA
Cardigan Bay (CRDG) through the BAM
where the threat to military and civilian
shipping had significantly increased due
to Houthi rebel activity in Yemen. Whilst
on route from the Gulf of Aden to Bahrain
MONMOUTH was directed to respond
to MV RAMA 2 in distress 200nm south
of her position. The Ship’s helicopter
“Blackjack” was launched and used
CRDG as a “lily pad” to reach the scene
of action. During the subsequent rescue
operation Blackjack rescued 1 survivor
from the water by winch, in very heavy
seas following the sinking of the tanker.
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Looking ahead to 2018, the Ship’s programme might be focused in a different
region of the world but it is no less busy.
Following a substantial maintenance
package, MONMOUTH will return to sea
in April 2018 and provide a platform for a
large number of training serials and exercises for the remainder of the year, this
time remaining in UK waters.
IG
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1st Reconnaissance Regiment –
Sri Lanka Armoured Corps
From the beginning of the year, the
Regiment has been deployed in
Colombo, at Rock House Camp, the
‘Home of Cavalry’. Having relieved from
COIN ops since year 2009, our main
concern was to pass down that experience to younger generation through
training and maintenance of equipment
in order to ensure operational readiness.
A squadron of BTRs with crew members
was detached from the unit to form a
part of UN contingent which is scheduled
to be deployed in Mali, MINUSMA, at the
end of year.The squadron underwent
weeks-long simulated training called
“Exercise HARMATTAN” under extreme
conditions in order to make them familiar
with Convoy Operations under UN banner in Sub Saharan Africa. This will be the
second overseas deployment of AFVs of
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the Regiment on UN peacekeeping missions and first ever in African Continent,
undoubtedly another milestone of our
journey.
Having situated in tropical belt, Sri Lanka
is not strange to heavy monsoon rains
round the year. However, in this year situation got worst with unexpected heavy
showers which caused flash floods in
South Western region of the Island.
When disasters are looming around,
troops were called for rescue and relief
operations. Our men and vehicles put in
to real test in supporting mega rescue
operations where civilians were trapped
due to heavy floods. Having used little
bit of amphibious capabilities, we could
transport relief items to the areas heavily affected, and handed over to much-

needed people. Commitments of the
troops were highly praised and commended by all stake holders.
Even amidst, the busy schedules, we did
not forget to take part in sports activities and secured some victories in Inter
Regiments Competitions beating other 6
regiments. At the Independence parade
on 4th February we proudly carried the
Colors of Armoured Corps in our aged
Ferret Scout Car Mk II followed up with
the Saladin Armoured Car.
Next year too surely will be filled with
many challenges and opportunities to
the Regiment and we fully geared to live
up to our motto “Whither the fates call”.
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3rd Gds Haussaren Regt
First means first in theatre!
The Reconnaissance Battalion’s 1st
Squadron has been the first Danish
troops on the ground in theatres since
the 1990’ies. From the wars in ex-Yugoslavia to Afghanistan and Iraq, the 1st
Light Reconnaissance Squadron has
been the first to deploy.
Currently 1st Squadron consists of
three platoons, one HQ platoon, and
two recce platoons operating from the
MOWAG EAGLE IV. Until this summer we
also had one training platoon operating
from Mercedes Geländewagen, but this
platoon is now part of the 3rd Squadron.
We are part of the Danish contribution
to NATO’s Very High Readiness Joint
Task Force until the end of 2017, and
shortly after New Year we will deploy
to Afghanistan with the Squadron in
order to form the 1st Team of the new
Mobile Force Protection Team in Kabul
Afghanistan.
We have a close corporation with the
Danish equivalent to the Special Boat
Service, The Frogmen Corps, and part
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1 Sqn Recce platoon with Bornholm flag

of our training is aimed at being able to
support their operations. Getting a lift to
work in a MERLIN Helicopter is just part
of this. Another subject we focus on in
1st squadron is survival training. Being a
soldier on Bornholm offers some unique
training opportunities that are not seen
anywhere else in Denmark. This includes
our very own live fire area, open rock
surface allowing us to practice abseiling,
and a very, and large wooded areas. No

1Sqn Survival training
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wonder they call us when they call for
someone to open up new theatres.
2nd to none
The Reconnaissance Battalion’s 2nd
Squadron is focused on training and
deploying platoons to the Resolute
Support Mission in Afghanistan, specifically as Mobile Force Protection
Team (MFPT) in Kabul. At the end of
2016 our 1st Platoon completed their
pre-mission training and deployed in late
January 2017, they all returned back
home in August this year, after they had
been relieved by our 3rd Platoon. From
January 2018, our sister Squadron, 1St
Squadron will deploy in a different configuration, as the Danish contribution to
MFPT will increase by 55 soldiers. 2nd
Squadron will deploy as MFPT in this
new configuration in August 2018.
The pre-mission training for MFPT is
quite different from the training the soldiers are used to, but some elements are
similar, and they usually adapt to the new
environment and SOPs quite quickly. The
mission specific focus on subjects such
as CQB, Close Combat Urban Warfare,
and hand to hand combat are the main
pillars during the initial phase of converting the soldiers’ mindset from ‘green’ to
‘blue’.
The following phase of training is predominantly focused on the Sections
within the Platoon. Each of the two sections are to operate individually, and they
are taken through intensive training with
daily reconnaissance, mission planning
including development of Operational
Orders, and finally the section carry out
the mission or the ‘move’ as we call it. The
primary task as Mobile Force Protection
Team in Kabul is to protect advisors when
they do their job, and part of this task is to
reconnoitre the sites they will visit as part
of the support to the Afghan authorities.
All the soldiers in the sections have individual tasks, that are equally important,
and this motivates the soldiers. We
often experience that they grow with the
responsibility and become more independent. This new approach from all
soldiers allows the Section Commander
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The Bn CO addressing 3 Sqn

to focus on the job at hand and increase
the efficiency of the unit. The Section
Commanders report that the soldiers
start acting instead of reacting to input,
which from a leader’s point of view is a
joy to see and experience.
The MFPT mission training, and the very
different mindset needed seems to be far
removed from what a reconnaissance
squadron does in conventional war fighting, but there are many positive aspects
from the training and working in the mission that we can use in the development
of our soldiers and the team work within
the sections.
We rule the waves
The Reconnaissance Battalion’s 3rd
Squadron, The Marine Squadron, is
the unit within the Bn where soldiers
receive their Basic and Advanced Military
Training. The Basic Military Training
Course (BMT) takes young conscripts
(both sexes) from Civilian Street to a
training level where they go through general infantry and recce training, first aid,
CBRN counter measures, navigation and
map reading, guard duty, and our favored
activity – OTB (On The Beach training).
Summer and winter we train in the water
surrounding us on the island of Bornholm
in order to harden the troops during
their 4 months course. The Squadron
receives new, fresh recruits in February
and August every year. So far the number of new faces has been 115 soldiers

3 Sqn water obstacle

every 6 months. Some of the soldiers
who complete the Basic Course will
be offered to sign up for the next level,
the Advanced Military Training Course
(AMT) which takes 8 months, after which
the soldier can be offered to sign on as
a professional soldier. The Advanced
Course aims to increase the proficiency
level of our soldiers in the subjects they
were taught during BMT – also OTB.
The Marine Squadron holds the unofficial
record in Denmark of recruiting soldiers
from BMT to AMT and many soldiers
in the armed forces have received their
BMT on Bornholm, as they can apply for
open slots with other units after the AMT.
JVA
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The Leathersellers’ Company
The final stage in the creation of the
Livery Hall saw the arrival of the final
sections of The Tapestry, hand woven
in Dovecot Studios and designed by
Victoria Crowe hung on the east and
west walls of the Hall in January 2017.
This coincided with the arrival of “The
Flesher” a large bronze statue by Etienne
Millner in May 2017, which was installed
right in the centre of the east end of St
Helen’s Place, where it can be seen and
admired by all who walk towards the new
Leathersellers’ Hall.
Prior to the official opening of the new
Hall and the Flesher unveiling by HRH
The Earl of Wessex on 16 May, St Helen’s
Place road way was returned to its former
glory, with all the cobbles and granite setts
replaced. For the first time in six years, the
road is now clear of any further re-development works, and the traditional Christmas
tree will be making a welcome return to St
Helen’s Place in early December.
Once again, the Company have shown
their commitment to the Leather trade
through our continued support of the
Institute for Creative Leather Technologies
(ICLT) at the University of Northampton
and maintaining a key role in supporting
the new UK Leather Federation business
strategy. We are also actively encouraging the “Leathery Livery Companies” to
support the wider leather trade.
The Leathersellers’ have supported
Education since 1652, and continue
to do so through Colfe’s, Prendergast,
Prendergast Hillyfields and Prendergast
Vale Schools. Many charitable and philanthropic organisations have been supported this year, particularly through the
Court’s decision to commit to a special
7th Hall Celebratory Distribution, which
will have a long lasting and significant
impact for all concerned. Equally important is the move to engage the Rank and
File of the Livery and the Young Livery in
our charitable giving. In a nut-shell the
Company is a single entity, comprising a
fellowship of members, a centuries-old
institution regulated by an ancient Royal

Tpr Jone on the Lord Mayor’s Show
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Official Opening of the new Livery Hall

The Leathersellers’ have
supported Education since
1652…
Charter (1444), a significant charitable
trust and a wealth creating company on
which many organisations, charities and
individuals rely.
To show our support to the New Lord
Mayor, Alderman Charles Bowman, The
Immediate Pastmaster Ian Russell and
our Armed Forces Liaison Paul Jupp
were tasked with creating a float that
would take the Leathersellers’ story to
the City, and to tell that story through
our people, our liverymen, our pupils and
students, the leather industry, the charities and their young people along with
colleagues from our military affiliations.
Trooper Jones (one of the stars of the
show), Farrier Major Mark Holland and
Trooper Ieuan Newman represented The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards.

Christmas Tree in St Helen’s Place

Flesher Statue

Sport has always been a feature in the
Leathersellers’ Calendar and this year
has been no exception, having participated in the major livery sporting activities, which included the Annual InterLivery Clay Shoot, the Prince Arthur
Golf Trophy and the Inter-Livery Tennis
Competition. We will also be sending a
team to Morzine, France to compete in
the inter-livery ski-ing.
Our affiliation with the 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards, is one we are
immensely proud of and was further
enhanced, when the Regiment yet again
hosted a party of Liverymen on an actionpacked visit in November. Commitments
permitting, we are hoping to arrange a
visit to the Regiment for some members
of staff next year.
PJ
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Clwyd and Gwynedd ACF
Clwyd and Gwynedd ACF have two
cadets detachments associated with the
Queens Dragoons Guards (QDG) Mold
and Porthmadog. Both detachments
proudly wear the QDG cap badge.

In July Cadets from across Somme
Company had an added bonus to their
fieldcraft exercise weekend when the
met up members of the regiment at
Nesscliff Training Camp.

Early in the year regimental teams visited a number of detachments across
North Wales often with some vehicles
which the cadets found most interesting.
Additional visits have been made to Mold
detachment.

The Regimental Engagement Team, who
had been touring Staffordshire, was able
to introduce the cadets to their Jackal
vehicles and equipment.
Lt Charlie Lloyd from Somme Company
said “The cadets enjoyed having a look
at the Jackal 2 and petting the pony and
looking at the new equipment” adding “the
QDG’s had lots of time and enthusiasm for
the cadets and were keen to show them
around the vehicles and equipment.”
In the summer cadets enjoyed a hectic
period, if somewhat wet, at annual camp
in Okehampton where they were able to
participate in a wide range of training and
other activities including climbing, canoeing, expeditions, shooting and exercises.

My new friend

With the support of Tesco and its customers cadets and instructors from
Porthmadog Detachment spent a day
“Packing for Heroes” by bag packing
to raise funds for Help the Heroes. Sgt
Roxanne Lloyd detachment commander
at Porthmadog reported the bag pack
raised over £700 in a few hours.
Clwyd and Gwynedd ACF welcomes
the ongoing contacts with the QDG and
looks forward to further visits next year.

Jackal Familiarisation
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Regimental Comrades Association
Regimental Home Headquarters
Regimental Secretary
Assistant Regimental Secretary
Subscriptions/General Enquiries
Shop/Lottery/General Enquiries
Museum Curator
I took over as Regimental Secretary from Assistant Regimental
Secretary in May 2017 and have been very fortunate to have
had a relatively smooth transition due to the first rate coaching, mentoring and handover from my predecessor Lt Col WR
Brace, better known to us all as ‘Basher’. His knowledge and
guidance has left me in great stead to carry on with the supportive role that our Home Headquarters has always given. I am
extremely humble and proud to have been given this opportunity to serve our regiment and its family, and would like to thank
all those that have already given me their support, guidance and
friendship.
Over the last ten years of Basher’s tenure he has achieved an
incredible amount for the regiment. Here is a synopsis of a few
of his projects: He took on the arduous task in helping with the
extremely successful and memorable 50th anniversary celebrations at Cardiff Castle. In addition to the 50th commemorations,
Basher published the Pictorial History of the Regiment 1959 to
2009 book – what a wonderful keepsake for the QDG family;
with the profits going towards helping our comrades in need. A
very special mention must go to his design, procurement and
placing of our memorial in the National Memorial Arboretum. As
well as this, he placed another regimental memoriam in Llandaff
Cathedral – our spiritual home. If you have the chance to visit
both of these stirring tributes, you will feel a sense of pride for
our men who have paid the ultimate sacrifice. Basher’s final
project was the instigation of the Regimental Medal, an award
which will be presented to officers and soldiers, past and present, who are deemed to have gone above and beyond and

Mark Hawtin
Kate Cox
Catherine Symons
Sophie Poeton
Mark Evans
contributed in some conspicuous manner towards the military
efficiency or honour of the Regiment. Not forgetting, whilst delivering worthwhile projects, he led our HHQ kicking and screaming into the technological age, streamlining our processes and
applications, enabling us to support the Regiment, association,
and our comrades more effectively in this age of high-speed
communications.
Basher often keeps in touch with the odd call or text to the
office, letting us know how wonderful retirement is……painting,
DIY and looking after the grandkids. In all seriousness he is
enjoying some quality family time – we wish him and Freda all
the best in their retirement and new home.
I would like to congratulate the new Assistant Regimental
Secretary, Kate, who has been part of the fixtures and fittings
at HHQ for the past 16 years and has moved into her new role
effortlessly, providing me with invaluable support (especially with
IT!). I would also like to thank Catherine and Sophie, the rest of
the Home Headquarters team; they are the glue that holds us
together and the support they have given has been first rate.
So, I have huge footsteps to follow in; seven months on and I
am settling in well. In the coming months and years we have a
number of new procedures and projects in the pipeline to benefit the regiment and individuals as a whole – we will have more
to update in the next journal. If you are ever in Cardiff please
pop into the office for a brew and a chat. Best wishes to you all.
MH

Best foot forward, Cav Mem 2017
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Combined Cavalry Weekend 2017
Officers’ Regimental Dinner
On the evening of Friday 12th May 2017, the annual Officers’
Dinner took place in the Cavalry Club. The dinner was attended
by 107 officers. The food, wine and company were once again

outstanding. Loyal greetings were sent to our Colonel-in-Chief
and his reply was read out by the Colonel of the Regiment.
Those who attended are listed below:

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

Table 5

Mayall
Johnstone
Ward
Powell
Bond
O’Brien, EJK
Mackenzie-Beevor
Peacocke
Boissard
Wood

Thompson
De Candole
Pocock
Montgomery
Moreton
Stenhouse, E
Stewart, SMP
De Courcy-Ireland
Streatfield

Roe
Larminie
Beatson-Hird
Rosier
Wisher
Roberts, RW
Clay
Middleton
Ward, SAB
McCallum
Langlands

Sugden
Warner
Barham
Brooke
Clegg
Grindle
Parry
Roxburgh
Shepherd-Baron
Smart

Brace
Barker
Cole
Craven
Duff
Richmond
Roberts, D
Seymour
Sheehan
Staveley
Stewart, M
Stokes
Waggett
Wickham

Table 6

Table 7

Table 8

Table 9

Table 10

Bond, P
Corfield, P
Farebrother
Garland
Hawtin
Lloyd
Matthews
Ruggles-Brise
Stenhouse, J
Whelan

Andrews
Ashley-Miller
Browell
Coleman
Deacon
Dobson
Owen, D
Goldsbrough
Pittman
Eliot

Lough
Martin
Hoey
Gates
Robinson
Pilcher
Banbury
Carter
Charlesworth
De Quincey-Adams

Williams, A
Barcroft
Mckechnie
Williams, B
Nicholas
Ferguson
Hoenich
Coleridge
Gordon-Finlayson
Beaver
Paine

Wilks
Layzell-Payne
Oakley
Byrd
Owen
Fraser
Russell
Jackson
Jones
Kyte
Simpson

Combined Cavalry Memorial
Parade and Service
The 94th Combined Cavalry Old Comrades Parade was held on
Sunday 14th May in Hyde Park. The salute was taken by Field
Marshall Lord Guthrie of Craigiebank, GCB, LVO, OBE, DL.
Once again we were blessed with good weather and a turnout
of 130 comrades, many with their families. We were fortunate
to be able to use the Regiment’s minibus to take people from
the Cavalry Club across to the parade and back afterwards,
however due to the latest MOD budgetary constraints this is
likely to be another service that we will lose in the future.
Our thanks go to Harry Crane, who once again led out the regiment carrying the banner. He has carried out this duty impeccably for over two decades, deciding to stand down this year.
After the parade he handed over banner and bowler to Dave
Way. Our thanks must also go to John Pragnell who has represented us on the CCOCA committee for over 30 years; following the parade he was presented with a silver Armada dish, for
his unstinting commitment and service by the Colonel of the
Regiment. John has now resigned from the CCOCA committee but will be mentoring his replacement, Rob Chubb over the
coming year. We still require another regimental comrade to
represent us along with Rob, any willing volunteer’s - names
into HHQ please.
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John Pragnell receiving his
presentation from the CoR

Harry Crane handing over the
banner and bowler to Dave Way
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Field of Remembrance Westminster Abbey
This year’s Royal British Legion Field of Remembrance at
Westminster Abbey was opened at 11 o’clock on Thursday 9th
November by HRH Prince Harry. It was great to have one Bay
and ten QDGs at the service with Andy Bowtell, Dave Way and
John Morris our Chelsea Pensioner attending for the first time.
As is now traditional, following the service and tour of the plots
by the royal party, our group headed to the Sanctuary public

Those who attended this year’s Field of Remembrance at
Westminster Abbey. L to R: Oliver Larminie, David Rosier, Andy
Bowtell, John Morris, Jeff Crane, Johnny Brooke, Dave Way,
Mark Hawtin, John Pragnell, Rob Chubb and Basher Brace

Our plot at the Westminster Abbey
Field of Remembrance

house for lunch and a couple of pints of London’s finest. Basher
reunited with a fellow Junior Leader ‘after 50 years’, and following an afternoon of sand bags and lamp swinging, Jeff, Andy,
Rob and Mark remembered they had trains to catch and had to
sprint off, slightly unsteadily to their stations!

Cardiff Reunion Weekend –
Saturday 21st October 2017
The reunion dinner was once again held at the Park Inn, Cardiff
City Centre, on the Saturday evening with pre-dinner drinks held
at the Goat Major over Thursday and Friday. The Goat’s landlord was heard to comment that during those two days he took
more profit then over the whole month, no mean feat considering how many internationals are played over October! The
dinner was attended by 69 members of the RCA, who sat down
to a three course meal; we’ll have the chicken next year. About
130 comrades kept the bar seats warm, saving themselves for
an early morning visit to Caroline Street. Not a bad turnout considering the atrocious weather and diabolical traffic conditions.
Loyal greetings were sent to our Colonel-in-Chief and remembering last year’s forgetfulness the Regimental Secretary was
asked if he’d remembered to bring HRHs’ response. Cue the
Regimental Secretary disappearing then reappearing after 20

Relaxing after the Cardiff Reunion Dinner
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The Regimental Quarter Guard propping up
Mike Andrews, Paul Carter and Bluey Morris

“Whose round?” David Druuty de Lloyd,
Clive Morris and John Cottrell
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minutes, slightly dishevelled and damp, however the Prince of
Wales’ response was read out on time by the Colonel of the
Regiment.
The Commanding Officer, Lt Col Justin Stenhouse, then gave
the diners a summary of what the regiment had been doing
over the past 12 months. We all felt an immense sense of pride
on hearing about the regiment’s accomplishments, especially in
California and Sierra Leone and wish them all the best for 2018.
Next year’s dinner date has been agreed with the Regiment and
will be on the 27th October 2018, once again at the Park Inn,
Cardiff City Centre. I believe that having a table plan was a
great success which will hopefully encourage more comrades,
especially the younger generation to sit down and dine with us
all next year.
MLH

The three Stooges, Wayne Paul,
Sammy Pritchard and Paul Hill

The following members of the RCA and their wives sat down to dine:
TABLE 1
Lt Gen Sir Simon Mayall
Maj O Larminie
Maj Gen Robert Ward
Lt Col JGE Stenhouse
WO1 D Brown
Miss S Beynon
Mr M Hawtin
Capt Wiggins
Mr C Morris
Mr G Thomas

TABLE 2
Mr C Gibbons
Mrs Gibbons
Mr G Walker
Mrs Walker
Mrs Atalano
Mr D Way
Mrs Way
Mr M Jenkins
Mr E Collier
Mr T Evans
Mrs Evans

TABLE 3
Brig C Bond
Maj J Moreton
Mrs Morton
Brig G Powell
Mrs Powell
Col De Candole
Mrs De Candole
Col E O’Brien
Lt Col P Bond
SSgt Davies

TABLE 5
Mr M Fegan
Mr D Maltby
Mrs Maltby
Mrs Howard
Miss Maltby
Mr D Babb
Mrs Babb
Mr J Cottrell
Mr S Sullivan
Mr R Roberts

TABLE 6
Capt Cowen
Lt Carter
Lt Byrd
2Lt Hind
2Lt Kite
WO2 Homer
WO2 Hansen
WO2 Watson
SSgt Chant

TABLE 7
Mr A Wildsmith
Mr D Watson
Maj A Corfield
Mr D Seddon
Mr C Jones
Mr D Rash
Mr Forde
Mrs Forde
Mr A Harrison
Mrs Harrison

TABLE 4
Mr J Crane
Mrs Crane
Mr W Anslow
Lt Col B Bell
Mrs Bell
Lt Col R Thayer
Mrs Thayer
Mr D Deacon
Mrs Deacon

The QDG Regimental Trust
As reported elsewhere, during the year Peter Wisher, the
Chairman of the QDG Regimental Trust, sadly died. His contribution to all the Regimental Charities over many years was
immense and his dedication to the Regiment, his energy, and
his business acumen will sorely missed.
2017 has been a year of structural change for the Charities that
support the Regiment. On 1st
January 2017, the charity that included within it the Regimental
Comrades Association (the RCA) and the Benevolent Fund
merged with the QDG Regimental Trust (the Trust). The Trust
Deed for the Regimental Trust included provision within its charitable objects for all the activities of the RCA and the Benevolent
Fund. Although there has been little discernible change to
external observers, having everything in one charity allows the
Trustees to allocate resources more effectively and efficiently. As
part of this process the governance aspects of the management
of the Trust have been brought up to best practise. The search
for younger members of the regiment to take up the reins in due
course is however ongoing.
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Supporting the serving Regiment remains one of the key priorities of the Trust. Finding time in their programme in 2017 for
sport or adventure training has been limited, and a number of
agreed bids have not been drawn down. However, the Trust has
continued to try to improve “quality of life” for all ranks against
the tide of tight MOD funding. These have included funding for
the Regimental Christmas Lunch, junior NCO’s leadership training and sending Regimental items to our recruits whilst they are
still in training. The provision of a uniform for the Farrier Major
and accoutrements for Trooper Jones has also been supported
by the Trust.
With the Regiment now properly established in Swanton Morley,
the project of bringing the Regimental Mess Property within
the Trust has continued. Jonathan Beatson-Hird, who is the
Chairman of QDG Heritage Trust, has become a Trustee of the
Trust with a remit to establish a team to manage all the QDG
Heritage items wherever they are held. He is also able to utilise the expertise that is available through the Museum in the
Cardiff. A central database of all items in the Museum and in the
Messes will be pivotal to this. Once property in the WO’s and
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Sgts Mess, and the Corporal’s Mess is
accurately recorded, their heritage items
will be transferred to the Trust. This has
already happened for the Officers’ Mess
Property, which is now owned by the
Trust but loaned back to the Mess. As
part of this process, items that need
repair will be identified and a long-term
maintenance programme established.

Within the service charity world, the current funding resources are quite reasonable, however this is possibly a false picture due to the LIBOR fine money that
We therefore need to ensure
has been given to service charities by the
we are not complacent about
Government. We therefore need to ensure
longer-term needs.
we are not complacent about longer-term
needs. The Trust does however keep a
contingency reserve for benevolence that
might result from a significant event.
The Trustees of the Trust and the Heritage Trust, along with the
Regimental Secretary and the Museum Curator had a most
Looking to 2018 and beyond, improving contact and engageenjoyable and constructive visit to the Regiment at Robertson
ment with past and present members of the Regiment is firmly
Barracks at the end of November. Good progress was made on
on the agenda. Within the Trust, David Rosier is leading a
the Heritage assets project, and the Trustees were briefed on
Committee to progress this, whilst within the RCA itself varithe Regiment’s programme for 2018, which is looking both busy
ous initiatives are being pursued to increase attendance at RCA
and unpredictable. The Trust has evolved a more dynamic grant
sponsored events, and increase RCA Branch activity. Better use
process for the serving Regiment that will cater better for short
of Social Media is also something that is needed across the
notice bids than previously.
piece. Mark Ashley-Miller, Henry Gates, Martin MacHale and
Johnny Brooke have coordinated setting up a QDG Officers’
For Benevolence cases, the principal point of contact is the
Mess LinkedIn Group. This is a step in the right direction, but
Regimental Secretary, and he coordinates our cases with other,
there is more to be done.
mostly service, charities. The majority of cases are managed by
a SSAFA case officer and this is a system that works well. The
If any members of the Regiment were considering making
Regimental Secretary has a very good working relationship with
a bequest or donation to the Trust, these would be gratethe ABF (the Soldiers Charity) and they are generous in supportfully received. The full name of the charity is 1st The Queen’s
ing our cases. Another generous supporter is the Leathersellers
Dragoon Guards Regimental Trust, and the Charity Commission
Company to whom the Regiment is affiliated, and they wish to
Number is 274689. The Trustees would normally apply any gifts
develop this relationship further. The Leathersellers have made
for the general benefit of the Trust, although they also maina number of generous contributions where the need is beyond
tain a restricted fund for benevolence. This is available for those
the financial resources of the Trust.
who might particularly wish to support that part of the Trust’s
activities.
ORCL

The Trustees visit the Regiment
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Firing Line
Visitors
The Firing Line Museum continues to see its audiences grow.
Between April 2016 and End March 2017, annual visitor figures
stood at 90,986 in comparison to 76,253 visitors in the financial
year 2015/2016 – a 19.32% increase.
Museum Volunteers
The museum has continued to work with local organisations,
in recruiting volunteers, comprising permanent and long-term
volunteers as well as short-term placements. We have seen an
increase in engagement levels with local schools for their students to carry out work placements at the museum.
Temporary Exhibitions Programme
The Firing Line has continued to develop a series of changing
temporary exhibitions at the museum. Temporary exhibitions
allow us to explore different topics and to draw on those collections held in stores. During 2017 the Firing Line Museum hosted
the following exhibitions:
1st October 2016 – April 2017: Heroes. An exhibition of
artwork by Patricia Mears
Inspired by having two sons, both serving in the Armed Forces,
local artist Patricia Mears exhibits work that pays tribute to all
servicemen and servicewomen of all ranks and service; land,
sea or air; and all those involved in front-line action or in roles of
support. This exhibition focuses on the contribution that these
service personnel make to the UK Armed Forces. Launch 1st
November Today we held a Private View of ‘Heroes’ exhibition
of artwork by local artist Patricia Mears, which was attended
by members of The Royal Welsh, representatives of Help for
Heroes and the Royal British Legion.
1st May 2017 – 22nd October 2017: Trench Weary in
Ravaged Lands
A temporary exhibition looking at the contribution of Welsh
Soldiers to the Third Battle of Ypres, Passchendaele and
Pilckem Ridge. The exhibition commemorates these events and
uses authentic artifacts from the collections of the Royal Welsh
to help tell the stories of those men who served and fought.
1st November 2017 – 2nd February 2018: Ernest Rollings.
The Policeman Who Ended the War
During the First World War hundreds of policemen from them
served during the war. Ninety three in total died and many
were injured. Many were recognised for their bravery and service. One in particular achieved fame. A Glamorgan policeman,
Ernest James Rolling’s, was an officer commanding armored
cars which took part in a raid on the village of Farmerville in
France on 8th August 1918, the first day of the Battle of Amiens.
During it he entered a German headquarters and recovered top
secret battle plans. For this he was awarded the Military Cross.
10th November 2017 – 29th December 2017 Wales for
Peace Belief and Action Exhibition
The exhibition from Wales for Peace explores the reasons why
some conscientious objectors chose to take the difficult path of
resisting conscription in the First World War. It looks at some of
the problems that they faced, when hundreds of thousands of
men believed it was their duty, and sacrificed their lives, to fight
for their country. What makes an individual take a stand when
they feel that their conscientious won’t allow them to follow a
certain path? It also explores the legacy of these actions. In the
hundred years since the First World War, how have people in
Wales followed their beliefs with action in the search for Peace?
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Wales and West Military Museum Network
The museum is also part of the Wales and West Military Museum
Network. The network has been successful in obtaining funding
from The Army Museums Ogilby Trust to carry out specialised
audience development work looking at the impact and achievement of military museums, which is due to commence soon.
Special Visits
The Firing Line Museum has been honored to receive some special visitors over the last year. In March 2017, we were visited by
His Excellency Kristóf Szalay-Bobrovniczky. The Ambassador,
who also serves as a Reservist soldier in Hungary. In April 2017,
the museum was also visited by the Israeli Ambassador Mark
Regev. The museum also received a visit from the US Charge
D’Affairs Lewis Lukens in May and was given a tour of the
museum.
The Firing Line team took advantage of two Cardiff Castle event
day closures and participated in two professional development
visits this year. In June, the team visited the newly developed
National Army Museum in London, as well as visiting the Royal
Pensioners Hospital in Chelsea. In September, we also visited
the Tank Museum in Bovington. These trips were a great opportunity to look at what other military museums are doing. The
whole team came away engaged and inspired!
Finally, the museum was delighted to host a Zulu visit to Wales
for the reenactment of the Battle of Isandlwana on 31st August.
This event certainly drew a crowd and resulted in many visitors
coming to the Firing Line Museum.
The Museum has seen an increase in Regimental visits from a
variety of Regiments and Services. This has been very beneficial for promotion courses and Sandhurst visits which has been
seen as a part of the promotion course to visit a Regimental
Museum.
Later this year I have been involved with carrying out an audit
on behalf of both Regimental and Heritage Trusts, at Swanton
Morley. This will enable us to have ownership of all our property,
keeping it safe for foreseeable future.
We continue to expand where it is possible; we are always
looking for any information and artifacts that can be donated
to the Museum especially from the more recent campaigns. I
also encourage members of the Regiment, past and present
along with their families to visit us whenever you are in Cardiff,
entrance is free to the Museum. Call me on 02920 788369 prior
to your visit.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Mr Clive
Morris for his dedication and commitment during his time as
the Regimental Curator. He retired in April 2017, and now hope
Clive and Karin are enjoying retirement.
ME
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Obituaries
Major John Ignatius ‘Ian’ Flanagan
Ian was commissioned into the Regiment
from Sandhurst in 1961 as understudy to
Mike Pennant-Williams briefly then to
Robert Ward until he took over that troop.
His six year as Troop Leader, 3rd Troop, B
Squadron, took him to Germany, Ireland,
Borneo and then to 5th Troop A Squadron
in Aden as a substantive captain.
He excelled in sport as a 440 runner
and was a member of the B Squadron
record-breaking 440 team (Ward, Dakin T, Moore, and Flanagan).
He also played rugby for the Regiment, fished, game shot and
fox hunted avidly with several packs including the Strabane and
Sligo. Whilst in Borneo he took up photography as an abiding hobby. In 1967-8 he served as Sqn 2i/c B Sqn to Max
Browning and John Pocock in Detmold before being posted in
1969 as ADC to GOC West Midlands.
1971 saw him return to the Regiment in Catterick to command
D Sqn (formerly Command & Support Sqn) where his Sqn
remit included Basic Military Training of new recruits as well as
running MT and the B Vehicle Wing. He returned to Wales in
1972 as GSO3 SD then to the RAC Centre, Bovington Camp in
1974 where he joined the Army Works Study Group. This was
to be an employment theme in his subsequent military career
with posting to UKLF’s AMSG (Works Study) in 1976; MoD A
Man SG 80-83 and SAMA 84-85, with a break as Adjutant,
Army Apprentices College, Arborfield, 1977-79. After appointments at the Army School of Motor Transport (1986-89) and
RARDE Kirkudbridge (1990-92), Ian was posted to the RAC
Castlemartin Range in 1992, as the Range Safety Officer for his
final tour as a serving officer.
He retired in 1995 with 24 years as a Major and settled in
Pembrokeshire near the Ranges where he indulged in his love of
woodcock shooting and as Secretary to the local Hunt. Known
as ‘Flannel’ in the regiment, Ian married Gilly Rolleston in 1970
whose shared love of hunting and horses meant for an active
life. However, he suffered kidney failure for most of his retirement and received a donated kidney from his brother Jamie.
He was stoic in adversity and kept his humour and passion for
field sports.
His wife Gilly, son James and daughter Rosie survive him.
EJKO’B

Captain Peter Saville Wisher
Peter Wisher joined the Regiment in 1971
while at Exeter University having been on
the first Short Service Limited Commission
‘SSLC’ course at Mons earlier that year.
After graduating with a law degree, he
completed the post university course at
Sandhurst and joined the regiment in
Hohne in 1975 where he initially served in
B squadron as troop leader in Chieftain
Tanks. On the regiment’s 1976 tour to
Armagh he commanded an independent
troop based at Caledon. On returning to Hohne he moved to C
Squadron where he again commanded a troop of Chieftain
Tanks. Peter loved regimental life and was equally popular with
the soldiers, where his law degree meant he was much in
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demand for Court Martials, as with his fellow officers. At that
time as there were several living-in Majors in the Officers’ Mess
cramping the style of the younger members, he was a founder
of the SAG – the Subalterns’ Action Group – which lives on
today. Peter played in the regimental rugby team and was a
leading light in the regimental swimming team, which won the
BAOR and Army Championships in 1977.
In his Valete in the regimental journal of 1979 it stated; ‘He was
a stalwart of the swimming team and represented BAOR at the
butterfly stroke which he made look deceptively easy. However,
he would be the first to admit that his speed through the water
was much aided by the smoothness on top of his head’.
In 1978 Peter volunteered to go back to Northern Ireland as a
Military Intelligence Officer working undercover with the Special
Branch. With his perfect Ulster accent and his long hair (all
at the sides!) he was particularly effective in this role and was
awarded a Mention in Despatches at the end of his tour.
In 1979, Peter decided to leave the army to seek fame and
fortune in The City. Initially living in London, Peter became a
founder member of the QDG London Squadron; membership
was made up from those of us who had decided we preferred
the bright lights of London to Soldiering in Northern Ireland.
However, Peter never really left the regiment. He served as a
Reserve Officer until the tercentenary in 1985 and for the next
30 years or so was closely involved with the financial aspects
of the regimental trusts. In the early 1990’s he helped restructure the various trusts and sat on the newly formed Finance
Committee until his untimely death in August this year. He was
also a Trustee of the Regimental Museum Trust before taking
over as Chairman from John Harris. In this role, he was instrumental in the establishment of the Museum of the Welsh Solider
in Cardiff Castle. More recently, he became Chairman of the
newly constituted QDG Regimental Trust.
After a successful banking career with Continental Illinois and
Charterhouse, Peter developed a new career training bankers of
the future. In 2005 Peter moved to Shaftesbury in Dorset within
radio contact range of a vast number of retired QDG officers.
From there, in addition to his training activities he involved himself in the management of several successful private companies.
Peter leaves his wife Sarah, their daughter Lucy, his son
Christopher and stepdaughter Alexi. Peter was much loved by
all his friends; he was easily approachable, instantly likeable and
was most amusing. His accents were legendary. No one could
do a better Ulster accent and his Welsh accent was better than
most of our Welsh soldiers!
The QDG played a huge part in Captain Peter Wisher’s life and
he will be hugely missed by his family and many friends.
FDSR
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Sadly the following deaths were notified to the
Regimental Secretary throughout 2017.
Name
E A Lake
W Pitblado
FTJ Waters
K Codd
P Turner
H M Carpenter
G I Harley
E F Beddis
C P Hadlow
N Peters
Lord Sandberg
Maj I Flanagan
A B Henderson
P S Wisher
W Van Laun
M Tinant
EWT Mosselmans
JJ Marshall
Maj H C Moore
G Grant
M Bell

Regiment
KDG
QDG
BAYS
QDG
QDG
QD
KDG
QDG
BAYS
QDG
KDG
QDG
QDG
QDG
BAYS
KDG
BAYS
KDG/QDG
KDG
QDG
QDG

Served
1942 – 1959
1959 - 1960
1957 - 1964

1960 - 1982
1945 - 1947
1960 - 1966
1942 - 1947
1945 - 1949
1960 - 1995
1966 - 1976
1971 – 1979
1956 - 1959
1939 - 1949
Fallingbostel
1953 - 1971
1953 - 1954
1972 - 2001

Dec’d
2016
Oct 16
Dec 16
Jan 17
Jan 17
Feb 17
Feb 17
Mar 17
Mar 17
May 17
July 17
July 17
July 17
Aug 17
Aug 17
Aug 17
Sept 17
Sept 17
Sept 17
Oct 17
Nov 17

Age
91
79
92

78
81
74
93
90
77
69
65
96
81

70

50th Anniversary of The Regiment’s
Departure from Aden
On 27 July 1967, the final officers and soldiers of the Regiment
flew out of Khormaksar Airport after completing a ten month
operational tour in the Aden Protectorate and the Trucial States.
During the tour, QDG was involved in 652 internal security incidents, fired 241,797 rounds of .30 calibre machine gun bullets, 12,734 7.62mm bullets, 29,542 9mm bullets from Sterling
machine guns, and 4,319 76mm rounds from Saladin armoured
cars. The total distance driven by A and B vehicles was over
677,000 miles.
The war stories are legendary but perhaps one of the more amusing tales is not about enemy fire. Over Easter of 1967, Lieutenants
Todd, Ford and Grounds, together with Lance Corporals Bishop
and Brain, were ordered by Major Mouse Moreton to go on a
dhow trip to the island of Abu Musa. In those days, it was a desolate rock in the middle of the Persian Gulf with no buildings or
inhabitants – truly a desert island. The trip took several hours
and by the time the dhow reached the island two issues had
become clear. The first was that there would be no immediate
return to the mainland because a forceful ‘shamal’ had changed
quiet seas into towering waves; the second was that Lieutenant
Jeremy Ford was quietly dying from an unfortunate mixture of
Soukh curry poisoning and heatstroke. He had to be cooled
down, so he was wrapped in a wet sheet and wedged under an
overhanging rock on the beach. It was just as well that the team
kept an eye on him because within twenty minutes, an army of
very large crabs was advancing out of the sea, clearly intent upon
eating him. The team dined very well on crab for the next few
days. Thankfully, Jeremy Ford was rescued by helicopter after
Messrs Todd and Grounds deployed the dhow to sail them out to
a tanker anchored in the lee of the island to call up support using
the vessel’s radios.
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So it was all the more gratifying that Mouse Moreton and the three
officers involved in that adventure met with forty other officers and
wives at the Cavalry & Guards Club on the precise 50th anniversary of our departure from Aden. The most important guests
were Brigadier Georgie Powell and his wife, Jophy. Georgie was
commanding during the latter months of the tour and now, at 93,
he is amazingly sprightly and as amusing as he has been throughout his life. Impressive enough that he should be on parade at his
advanced age, but a dazzling example to all for the fact that he
had an operation to replace a hip just twelve days earlier.
Jeremy Ford was thrilled to see Chris Eliot and Bob Thayer. Back
in May 1967 the three of them had taken part in an important
operation to rescue some Sappers who had been attacked while
mending culverts on a sandy road in the Radfan south of Habilayn.
Lieutenant Mike Conroy of the Royal Engineers receive a bullet
wound in his left buttock, but managed to marshal an effective
defence and called for QDG backup. He was subsequently
awarded an MC. Lieutenants Ford and Eliot were delighted to be
able to use their main armament against a large band of dissidents
and finished the fight by calling in the RAF, who shot rockets into
the caves in which the surviving terrorists were hiding. On that day,
Lieutenant Colonel Bob Thayer was a Lance Corporal.
It was a great opportunity for a party and the occasion was further marked by the receipt of goodwill messages from the Irish
Guards, the Northumberland Fusiliers, The Argyll & Sutherland
Highlanders, the Parachute Regiment and both 42 and 45
Commando, all of whom had been supported by the Regiment
during the Aden tour.
Hopefully someone will organise a repeat on the 60th anniversary.
EDG
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Valetes
Col Anthony “Spook” Pitman
“Spook” Pitman arrived in Saffron Walden fresh
from Zimbabwe in 1982. In those days officers
arriving from the ex-colonies were required to
spend a period of time as a trooper, which he duly
did in C squadron, although he lived in the mess
where he instantly earned his irrevocable nickname. On commissioning and completion of his
troop leader’s course despite his lack of seniority
he became one of the big characters of the mess.
Never quite breaking the rules or overstepping the
mark he was always at the centre of “high jinks”
and his reputation was made.
He was attached to B squadron in 1985 as a
troop leader in Cyprus (where Sgt Fred Tyler broke
two ribs as a result of more shenanigans involving
dodgy hire car manoeuvres), and just before the
regiment moved to Wolfenbuttel where there were
more carrings-on with 1RTR resulted in him in hospital requiring
his arm to be stitched back together. He also drove with Mark
Joyce, Guy Deacon and 9 QDG characters to Kenya which is a
separate story altogether.
Wolfenbuttel was an era of European exploration with Amsterdam
and Berlin figuring highly but there was also plenty of genuine
work and Spook was a natural leader. He certainly was not
all play (quite) and thus it was no surprise that as a non-grad
lieutenant, as an acting captain, he found himself commanding
C Squadron for almost a year. Sadly for him C Squadron was
not chosen to deploy on Op Granby (the first Gulf War), though
most of his soldiers went as reinforcements. This allowed him to
deploy as a staff officer in the divisional headquarters.
With only a brief spell on the safety staff in BATUS, Spook spent
most of his time at Regimental duty and too everybody’s surprise at the time, he was selected as adjutant. He became
a more focussed, met and married Sarah and subsequently
attended staff college. He was then selected as chief of staff for
the second brigade in Dover.
In 1999 Spook returned to the Regiment to command C
Squadron. They were the first Squadron to convert from Tanks
back to Formation Reconnaissance. Most of his time as a
Squadron Leader, for the third time, saw C Squadron operating independently from the rest of the Regiment. However,
this gave Spook the opportunity to do what he excelled at and
train the best squadron in the Regiment. This was validated by
C Squadron troops taking the top four places in Mullens cup
and winning the Luck cup. He would also take his squadron to
Kosovo and Bosnia achieving great success on both deployments. However, he still knew how to have fun and it was after
one particularly good lunch in the mess that 8 officers reappeared with shaven heads! Also in Bosnia he decided that it
would be a good idea if Officers gave each other a Christmas
present, he led the way giving his 2ic, Capt Bobby Strachan, a
pig! This was subsequently fattened and eaten by 3rd Troop.

years with Regimental exercises in both Wales
and Turkey before preparing the Regiment for Op
TELIC 1 (the second Gulf War). Disappointingly
for him BGHQs would be the Prisoner of War
Handling Organisation which presented plenty of
different challenges for the HQs.
Spook’s great ability to train people would now
shape much of his later career, initially going to
Shrivenham on promotion to Lieutenant Colonel in
2003 to help establish the Intermediate Command
and Staff Course (Land) (ICSC(L))for newly promoted Majors. He would then return to Command
the Regiment in Osnabruck in 2005. He took
the Regiment on its first Reconnaissance exercise since 2002, to Swabia in Southern Germany
where the Regiment has more assets supporting
it than 20 Armoured Brigade did in Poland. This
was particularly satisfying and was a first class exercise which
many still speak of today.
The Regiment then began its pre-deployment training for Iraq
(Op TELIC 8). For the first half of the tour he would command
Task Force Muthanna, a multinational force with Australians and
Japanese soldiers in Muthanna Province. This would become
the first province in Iraq to be handed back to full Iraqi control.
The second half of the tour saw the Regiment become the Rear
Operations Battle Group, with 5 sub-units under command.
One legacy of Spook’s time in command which continues
strongly today was the affiliation with the Leathersellers livery
company. They have been invaluable for over the years helping
provide funding for the benefit of QDG soldiers.
Post Command Spook returned to the training world and commanded the Field Training Units (FTU) which puts Battle Groups
through their paces on Salisbury Plain. The Training was hard
and imaginative and helped Units prepare for deploying to Iraq
and Afghanistan. It was no great surprise that Spook took the
opportunity to reclaim his Regiment when they came through
for training at FTU, with RHQ staff officers being scattered
across Westdown Camp as the SO1 FTU’s Landover arrived
to say hello. Spook promoted to Colonel in 2009 and was
posted to Army Headquarters as DACOS Individual Training in
the Training Directorate. He would subsequently work at the
Army Recruiting and Training Division (ARTD) at Upavon. It was
here that he decided it was finally time for him to leave the Army
and seek alternative employment. For a number of years he
deputised for the Colonel of the Regiment and was on point for
potential officers. He did a first class job and the Regiment is
currently benefitting from his hard work.
Over the years Spook has helped train, educate and mentor
many people. I for one have benefitted and am hugely grateful
for his council and wisdom. He is a true QDG and will be sorely
missed. We wish him well for the future.
GHD / JGES

On finishing sub unit command Spook became the Regimental
Second-in-Command to, this was to be a demanding few
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Capt Simon “Jugs” Jones
Capt Simon “Jugs” Jones 011 Joined the Army in January
1989 and after an enjoyable year as a Junior Leader he moved
to Catterick to complete his 30 and 76mm gunnery course.
On completion of his trade course, he joined the Regiment in
Wolfenbuttel, Germany.
On arrival at the Regiment he joined B Sqn and quickly embarked
on exercise after exercise preparing for the Russian invasion…
that never came! 1990 saw the Regiment deploy to the deserts
of Saudi Arabia on OP GRANBY and Wolfenbuttel soon became
empty, although Simon and ‘a lucky few’ remained behind preparing the camp for handover to the 13/18th Royal Hussars.
Remaining in B Sqn, he moved with the Regiment to Tidworth
Garrison and after trying ‘as hard as he could’ he eventually
began to fit into the so called B Sqn ‘Gel boys’ group. Simon
then deployed to Northern Ireland with 1 RRF as part of Y Sqn
spending time in South Armagh and Belfast as a lead scout.
On return to Tidworth he continued to work hard on his ‘Gel
boy’ look, cramming as much hair as he possibly could under
his beret.
On conversion to Challenger 1 Simon returned with the
Regiment to Germany as a 120mm gunner in Athlone Barracks,
Sennelager. He attended his Advanced Signallers course at
Bovington prior to completing four MEDICINE MAN exercises
in Canada with another tour of Northern Ireland following soon
after. A favourite in the Regimental Football Team, his silky skills
entertained the team and he took pride in trying to outshine his
twin brother, WO2 Sheep Jones. A consummate sportsman,
Simon also played Regimental Rugby, Golf and anything else
that involved a day out of uniform. However, he will be best
remembered as the Regimental DJ and his ability at spinning the
decks at all ranks parties and Cpls’ Mess functions.
Promoted to LCpl in 1995 Simon joined Recce Troop as the
Troop Leaders gunner and deployed to Bosnia a year later;
and after touring Bihac’s finest selection of pubs and clubs, he
returned six months later completely skint! To pass the time
he also played a lot of table tennis but was never quite good
enough to beat Cpl Jerome (Tys) Tyson in the hangers of Sanski
Most. Another Northern Ireland tour in 1998 followed by a move
to Catterick saw Jugs return to B Sqn and the Regiment convert
back to reconnaissance.
Over the next three years Jugs deployed to Kosovo, married
Corinna and became a father. However, he would probably
argue his greatest achievement of the time was winning the
Cavalry Cup final with the football team!
Promotion to Cpl and deployments to Devon during the foot and
mouth crisis paved the way for a very busy period. Exercises
in Turkey and Norway tested his desert and arctic skills where
Simon became an expert in snowshoe running and cooking-up
Tabasco infused oxtail soup to keep warm during the freezing
cold nights.
Canada again with B Sqn as Red-Top safety for the Med Man
exercise prior to A, B and C Sqn’s deployment to Iraq on OP
TELIC. Now a senior Tp Cpl in B Sqn he was the first to cross
the berm from Kuwait into Iraq as the lead callsign (his claim).
Always fit and keen to demonstrate his tactical prowess Jugs
was also a patrol member of the silver medal winning team for
Cambrian patrol where he apparently patrolled 72km across the
Brecon Beacons without complaining once!
The move to Osnabruck in July 2003 was quickly followed by
the arrival of his second daughter. Soon after promotion to Sgt
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he deployed back to Iraq with B Sqn on OP TELIC 5. This also
included OP BRACKEN, a deployment with the BLACK WATCH
BG in support of the US Marines first assault into Fallujah. A very
rewarding deployment Simon conducting OPs and patrolled an
area to the West of Baghdad and South of Fallujah. Back in Al
Basra, he returned his hand to table tennis; clearly, he had been
practicing as he was now thrashing everyone who came against
him! A further deployment on OP TELIC 8 but this time as a B
Sqn Tp Ldr, he played a big part closing down Camp Smitty in
Al Muthana Province before supporting the QRH BG in the Al Al
Amara desert.
After another unit move in 2007 to Dempsey Bks, Sennelager
he became a father to his third daughter and was promoted to
SQMS A Sqn. His next deployment was to Afghanistan on Op
HERRICK 9, where the Sqn Ldr and SSM tested his administration and organisational skills to the limit. However, he was kept
cool by Cpl “Minty” Kendal and their swimming pool in Camp
Bastion and yes, some days the bus full of nurses did turn up!
After Promotion to WO2 he was posted to Northumbria UOTC
in Newcastle as a PSI. An eventful two years, trying to mould a
bunch of university students into Kelly’s Heroes ready for their
potential career as officers in the British Army. It was a busy job
for warrant officer, particularly during summer camp and maintaining the discipline of 250 officer cadets converging in the
overnight ferry bar. What can only be described as carnage, the
ferry bar resembled a scene from a Gurnos club on a Tuesday
night!
Back to the Regiment for OP HERRICK 15, Simon deployed
with the 2PWRR BG alongside the Afghan National Civil Order
Police (ANCOP). Out on the ground he found himself nipping
back to Lashkar Gah for a quick rim and a brew with the CO -
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who unsurprisingly never paid! He also had a spell with C Sqn
BRF conducting patrols across Helmand Province and enjoyed
being ‘ally’ riding quad bikes off Chinooks. He then became
BRF SSM in 2013, deploying with his Sqn to Kenya on a very
successful exercise as enemy for the 1YORKS BG. He also did
another stint in Canada with the QRH BG.
Simon took the reins of RQMS (T) for a short period before being
rewarded with promotion to WO1 RSM of The Royal Yeomanry
in London. Moving his family to Wimbledon, he quickly settled
in and set about re-shaping the Reserves into soldiers in preparation for pairing with QDG. After 14 months at the RY a young
Jones 011 from the Gurnos Estate of Merthyr Tydfil was offered
a commission, a massively proud moment for him and his family. He became the MTO and quickly ensured the department
were ready to support the Regiment in all its tasks. Deploying
with HQ sqn to Malaysia as part of the FPDA they found themselves working alongside the Malaysian, Singaporean, Aussies
and New Zealanders enjoying green cake and tea tariq every
hour with half a kilo of sugar per cup.
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Simon resigned his commission in June 2017 after 26 year’s
service, only 3 of which have been outside of the Regiment.
Simon and his family have given a large part of their life to QDG
achieving fantastic results and making friends for life. He has
set off to pursue a civilian career as Vehicle Lead Engineer on
the new Ajax programme with General Dynamics and is actually
working alongside his brother ‘Sheep’ and a handful of other ex
QDGs. He has also met up with old friends in the Army Reserve
and is parading as a Second in Command for C Coy 3 Royal
Welsh in Pontypridd.
The Regiment has lost a truly magnificent soldier who always
performed to the highest of standards; he will be missed by all
ranks for his quick wit and his professional ability. We would like
to wish Simon, his wife Corinna, and daughters Elaina, Arianne
and Larissa the very best of luck for the future.
JPD

Capt Hamish Barcroft
Not much is known about Captain Hamish
Barcroft’s early years, only that in whispered
tones midwives who were working on the
night of his birth talk to this day of the baby
born doing pull ups. This may be legend,
it could be myth but it cannot be for nothing that every room he has ever inhabited
in the mess is now adorned with a pull up
bar. Hamish joined the Regiment with all the
markings of the 1000-day warrior, bookies
would have stopped taking bets some time
ago on him leaving whilst still relatively junior.
The regiment however has been lucky to benefit from an extra year beyond those first 1000
days, no doubt due to the same lack of mathematical ability that drove him out of the city
and into Sandhurst in the first place. ‘Mish’
as his brother officers know him deprives the
Regiment on leaving of one of our coolest operators, a real professional and a friend to all.
Hamish entered Sandhurst in January 2013, those that remember that particular winter will recall news reports of farmers losing thousands of sheep due to snow drifts across the country.
It was only due to Exercise Longreach being cut mercifully short
that those headlines didn’t extend to hundreds of Officer Cadets
being lost to the snow as well. I’m not sure if it was ever pointed
out to Hamish but Longreach, as we all remember, is the hardest exercise you undertake at Sandhurst and really the one that
you can take the most pride in having completed. Sadly, that
will remain an itch he will never scratch. As Hamish progressed
through the Commissioning Course it is safe to say he was
already establishing himself as a fiercely competent and ruthlessly fit individual. It would however be remiss not to mention
the famous photograph all Officer Cadets take upon completing
the final exercise of the course, instead of the traditional snap
of him wearing his new beret he had plumped for his side hat.
Perhaps the only time he would ever wear it – we really must
bring those back!
Following a similarly impressive showing on the first Light Cavalry
Troop Leaders course, where due to the lack of Jackals, Hamish
instead became proficient in facing backwards in a strippedout land rover rather than commanding a Jackal. He eventually
arrived in Dempsey Barracks mere weeks after the Regiment
deployed on HERRICK 20. Despite ubiquitous rumours he
might be deployed he remained frustrated and instead took to
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exploring the local environs with some of the
other new arrivals. A good friend remains
ever grateful to him for collecting him from the
train station after he had been RTU’d from
a Brigade sailing trip and calming him down
before delivering him to the Adjutants office
to face the wrath. It was as the Regiment
returned from Afghanistan that Hamish began
to develop quite another reputation, one that
would come to define him as a mess member. Many would say he fell in with the wrong
crowd, that he was influenced by the uncool
kids but the fact of the matter is Hamish
became the shortest member (and he is very
short) of a now banished organisation known
as the Tall Boring Officers.
The TBOs as they became known were infamous for nursing pints of orange juice and lemonade whilst the
rest of the mess would descend into what they perceived to be
overindulgence and alcohol abuse. Essentially what the rest
of us all know as ‘fun’. Eventually and with brilliant ingenuity
from his brother officers Hamish would come to be known as
Borecroft. Whilst this name would stick and eventually follow
him out of the Army it is perhaps unjustified. For example, the
Mess has Hamish to thank for one of our now favoured cocktails; the ‘Disco Water’ whilst bland enough in taste to suit his
moniker its deadly combination of vodka and water (yes just
water) is as stumble and slur inducing as it is low on calories (a
must for the waist line conscious Hamish – he was once very
fat). He can also be credited with some daring feats of alcohol fuelled physical prowess. Hamish remains the only officer to
ever sabrage a bottle of champagne having been flung above
the height of the Mullins Cup, on a curtain. The Guinness book
of world records are yet to ratify his effort.
As a sportsman, Hamish is everyman’s generalist. He can turn
his hand to anything that demands athleticism. Be it Rugby
where his speed, decision making and tiny stature would see
him making great calls at the break down or Cricket a sport in
which he represented the RAC. The hype surrounding our most
high profile cricketer was however shattered during the Officer
Mess Vs WOs and Sgts Mess Waterloo cricket match. As captain for the officer’s team he arrogantly led the team out to bat
first but selflessly let a team mate take his place seconds later
as he walked off for a duck.
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Professionally Hamish’s career has been exemplary, his soldiers would unanimously proclaim him a very caring and effective leader – he led an infantry platoon with distinction in Kenya
and again in the Sierra Leone jungle. He would also lead the
Nordic skiing team to the Royal Armoured Corps novice team
title. These distinctions would not go completely unmarred by
disgrace however. One of Hamish’s rare indiscretions occurred
during two very wet weeks on Stanford Training Area in 2015.
During the mounted phase of the Exercise the B Sqn Troop
Leaders overheard the location of the A Sqn Harbour area
during the evening O Group. A decision was swiftly made that
they, led by Hamish, would be remiss in their duties if they did
not ‘test’ the A Sqn defences during the night. As gunfire rang
out and A Sqn stood too four gleeful B Sqn Troop Leaders ran
laughing into the darkness. This glee would be short lived as
the next morning they would witness ‘bad cop bad cop’ delivered to perfection by A and B Sqn Leaders.
Perhaps a defining moment in Hamish’s career would see him
selected as the first Brigade Liaison Officer to Sierra Leone.
A glowing endorsement of his hard working, trustworthy and

dependable nature. Whilst deployed he would set the scene
for future success and lay the ground work that would see the
deployment become an enduring QDG task. Whilst deployed
he would run the Sierra Leone marathon raising money for the
event organisers Street Child and foster excellent relations with
the DA and DFiD all of which enhances QDGs reputation across
Defence – not bad at all for a tiny Lieutenant.
Late in 2016 Hamish announced his decision to leave the Army.
He has been supported so excellently by his lovely girlfriend
(now fiancé) Elizabeth over the last few years that he has very
rightly elected to support her during a new phase of her career
in Singapore. I, on behalf of all officers at 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards wish them both no end of luck during their
exciting trip and only implore them to visit us whenever they
are in the UK. Hamish can now be found trawling Linkdin and
wandering around the City trying to convince anyone that will
listen that he should also be gainfully employed in Southeast
Asia – We wish him well.
JC

WO2 Anthony Burns
WO2 Anthony “Tony” Burns joined the Army
in February 1995, starting with basic training in Winchester and subsequently moving
to Bovington before making his way to the
Regiment, joining C Squadron in Athlone barracks Sennelager as a Challenger driver.
His time in C Squadron was short lived and
was moved to Recce Troop the following year
as a Scimitar driver in preparation for deployment to Bosnia as part of IFOR. Recce troop
was a culture shock as he wasn’t trained on
CVR(T) and had the delight of being under the
command of WO2 “Benny” Bennet, it was a
very steep learning curve to say the least.
Bosnia was the first of many deployments in
his 22 years, including exercises in Germany,
Turkey and Canada.
On return from Bosnia Tony started playing rugby for the
Regiment and represented the RAC, it was during the cavalry
cup quarter final against QRL a poor tackle and a dislocated
shoulder called time on rugby, but it wouldn’t be the last time
his boots got dirty.
Tony deployed to Northern Ireland in 1998 as part of C Squadron
in HMP Maze prison and later in Girdwood Belfast during the
marching season. On return the Regiment moved to Catterick
but C Squadron moved to Warminster as demonstration squadron until mid-1999. The return to the Regiment in Catterick also
brought about a time of change where the Regiment re-rolled
to Formation Reconnaissance and C Sqn was the first, due to
the regiment deploying Kosovo. Promotion to Lance Corporal
and subsequent reduction in rank after forgetting rule number
one, found him in HQ Sqn with an early deployment to Kosovo
as part of command troop. This is where he learned his craft as
a signals operator and worked hard to attain promotion gaining
his qualifications in CIS.
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2003 saw a move back to C Sqn and a promotion to Cpl, OP TELIC 1 came around with
an attachment to 3 Commando Brigade. A
move to Osnabrück and a further 2 deployments to Iraq would follow, on OP TELIC 5
and 7, with promotion to Sgt in 2006 and a
move to Bovington on the Signals Cadre at
the CIS School. This was the first introduction
to Bowman and where a ‘love/hate’ relationship with the system would see him to the
end of his career.
2009 was the time to return to the ‘rat race’
and join the Regiment back in Sennelager,
Dempsey barracks as part of B Sqn. A successful 3 month tour in Canada as COEFOR
saw promotion to SSgt in 2010 taking on
SQMS B Sqn. His last operational deployment was to Afghanistan on Herrick 15 in 2012 and his last time
at Regimental duty, he moved to Bovington as Group Warrant
officer in the CIS School in 2013.
His time at Bovington saw many QDG’s of all ranks go through
their signals training, so there was always chances to catch up
and get the latest news from the jungle drums. He moved within
the school to become the Technical Author for CIS and saw a
number of changes on the horizon, one of which was the amalgamation with the Infantry CIS Division and the school renamed
Combat CIS.
During the course of his career Tony completed extensive period
of further education and training.
Anthony’s career in the Army ended in May 2017 and he is
now a Change Management Officer with Merthyr Tydfil County
Borough Council. He was an avid supporter of the mess and
survived with the best. He leaves with his wife Emma and 2
children.
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WO2 Steve Pye
Warrant Officer Class 2 (WO2) Pye joined
the British Army in 1994. He enlisted into the
Royal Armoured Corps and 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards as a tank driver. In the same
year, he deployed to Canada and took part in
a six-week exercise combining tanks, infantry
and artillery. This demanding exercise tested
his driving ability both day and night under
combat conditions. WO2 Pye also conducted
a series of similar exercises in Germany and
trained as a tank gunner. However, it was
within the Regimental Echelon that WO2 Pye
excelled. As a key member of the Quarter
Masters department, he managed complex
equipment accounts costing hundreds of
thousands of pounds. His final and equally
successful appointment was as a Personnel Recovery Officer,
responsible for managing wounded, injured and sick soldiers
with complex medical needs.
During a very productive career WO2 Pye has served throughout
the world from Europe to The Gulf with operational deployments
to Northern Ireland, Bosnia, Kosovo, Iraq and Afghanistan. He
is not an individual phased by complexity and is in his element
when working in highly stressful situations that require careful

thought borne from years of service. A team
player with a good sense of humour, he often
worked long hours in support of others, preparing for every eventuality should something
unexpected occur.
Throughout his time in the Army, WO2 Pye
impressed his commanders with his logistical knowledge and attention to detail, ensuring that his regiment had the equipment
and stores it needed to conduct operations
around the world. A good communicator
he also demonstrated his ability to adapt to
new environments. Shown through his excellent work as a Personnel Recovery Officer, he
gained a wide understanding of the medical,
welfare and administrative issues faced by soldiers under his
care with sound judgement and empathy.
WO2 Pye’s service within the Armed Forces has been challenging and diverse, incorporating numerous operational deployments, testing exercises and key appointments during which he
maintained an exemplary level of leadership and commitment.
He now looks forward to settling in to civilian life with his wife
Rachael and Daughter Kirsty and faithful cocker spaniel Buddy.
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Regimental Gazette
Regimental Headquarters
Commanding Officer
Second-in-Command
Adjutant
Operations Officer
Intelligence Officer
Regimental Sergeant Major
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Lt Col
Maj
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B Squadron
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Martin
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Jones
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C Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
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Greenwood
Hicks
Thomas
Mather

30063645
30089895
30096091
30112484
30149113
30167071
30173199
30175315
30195630
30241641
30211912
3171466
3273419
30020141
30053694
30076268
30140660
30142043
30165696
30175251
30176523
30177841
30183192
30185524

564003
30142165
25110733
25161676
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj
Capt
WO2
SSgt

Harrison
Peel
Rose
Gitau
Casey 113
Howells
Hugo
Foster
Priestly
Cronin
Smith 912
Hopkins
Philips
Kemp
Al-Ameri
Kenny
Bernard
Finlay
Rowlands
May
Rees
Gutteridge
Jones 192
Biggs-Stoker

B Parkyn
GES Jackson
M Hansen
R Hopkins
30188557
30195701
30208941
30209384
30218693
30218983
30222374
30226320
30226321
30226673
30229848
30233900
30235663
30235967
30238243
30239670
30244061
30244845
30252797
30254952
30256478
30257985
30262413
30272618

HQ Sqn
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
553766
24452513
24710088
24889984
25036846
25041439
25045034
25052361
30047172
30076268
30166386
30251156
25042359
24921746
25036729
25053406
25055801
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Maj Booker
Capt Flitcroft
Capt Ruddock
Capt Thomas
Capt C-K
Capt Mansel
Capt Homewood
Capt Grundy
Capt McKellar
Capt Kenny
Capt Carter
Padre Durbin
WO1 Pinner
WO2 Pears
WO2 Costello
WO2 Watson
WO2 Worsley

25057031
25065339
25080827
25038321
25056895
25057130
25064409
25068322
25071964
25107411
25121833
25122106
25130398
25139388
25151646
25152983
25216345

24710556
25052361
25036729
25122106
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt

Maj
Capt
WO2
SSgt

Mitchell
O’Connor
Brisco
Davey
Yarnold
Edwards
Wright
Annanis
Thurston
Griffiths
Chant
Davies 106
Flint
Ashton
Jones
Stokes
Lama

JDJ Tyson
M Grundy
A Costello
J Davies
30040540
W1044599
25042309
25049067
25049152
25068443
25078855
25087851
25105211
25106329
25107444
25135426
25172789
25191863
25201293
25209189
25210599
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25222606
30096469
Q1053847
21170158
24942670
25108889
25145389
25148487
25163355
25182393
25184932
25189878
25191158
25192183
25202211
25208041
25224301
25227637
25229320
30012189
30037631
30049259
30067230
30077421
30086924
30087157
30097816
30103886

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Akum
Chilvers
Lee
Gurung
Coward
Yard
Powell
Laqere
Vitler
Delana
Clarke
Cope
Davies
Davies 183
Watson
Souch
Gardner
Wilkins
Berry
Thomas
Hulley
Savarin
Symons
Isherwood
Lardner
Cook
Cook
Bojang

30140484
30165590
30174331
21171669
21171999
25177806
25209286
30022404
30027922
30058312
30059585
30077995
30091511
30092458
30116905
30121041
30130459
30134192
30135773
30154231
30157810
30161730
30165574
30169653
30170462
30173862
30180304
30182082

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

French
Pearson-Smith
Andrews
Gurung
Limbu
Retallack
Brownless
Rees
Newbury
Gear
Pun
Mackay
Jones
Campos
Jaiteh
Robinson
Coles
Davies 192
Pusey
Holland
Ward
Adams
Walton
Scarfe
Pugh
Bigmore
Johns
Davies

30182505
30187142
30192176
30195000
30196808
30232177
30200073
30012273
30030687
30090601
30114791
30147286
30154936
30155499
30178056
30183018
30184004
30185855
30196650
30199799
30200328
30210130
30210821
30218236
30227576
30247127

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr

Ball
Kolvik
Critchlow
Jenkin
Franks
Booker
Galgey
Tucker
Owen
Rai
Murphy
Bellis
Farmer
Williams 499
Wilmott
Cairney
Cordingly
Powell
Kirkwood
Ford
Hunter
Stokoe
Bourne
Evans 236
Burrows
Williams 127

QDG Officers at ERE
Number

Rank

Name

Position

499545

Lt Gen

Sir S V Mayall KBE CB

Colonel of the Regiment

527030

Brig

A S Richmond OBE

160X Commander

536624

Brig

J J de Quincey Adams OBE

Director, Comprehensive Crisis and Operations Management
Centre, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe

514200

Col

D W H Norris OBE

RCDS

519416

Col

G H J Deacon OBE

Colonel RAC

519712

Col

A J Pittman

AD Plans HQ ARTD

541259

Col

W H L Davies MBE

ARTD Trg

531920

Col

M W L W Botsford OBE

Arty Prog Ldr, DE&S

516633

Lt Col

R J Parry

Defence Attache Macedonia, Albania & Kosovo

527120

Lt Col

N J Fenton

SO1 Individual Training France (Saumur)

546287

Lt Col

D B Duff

DS ACSC

548025

Lt Col

N Thomas

CO ARC Support Bn

558369

Lt Col

A J Alford MBE

DCOS ARMCEN

543703

Lt Col

P L C Bond

CO ATDU

557506

Lt Col

H T Lloyd

MA to DCGS

561798

Lt Col

P Corfield

ARMCEN HQ SO2 G4 - SO1 Plans ARMCEN

555433

Maj

S T B Farebrother MC

ICSC Instr

558816

Maj

D G O Staveley

SO2 G7 Assurance RMAS

565344

Maj

H J Pilcher

Equerry to Col in Chief

24795861

Maj

T Moore

OC Brecon PRU

25165695

Maj

C E Ruggles-Brise

MA to Dinfo

30010953

Maj

N S Garland

XO ARTD

25198513

Maj

D C M Hoey

SO2 G5 77X

25185423

Maj

B C J Matthews

PJHQ

24862217

Maj

J O Dunne

HoC Cbt SO3 TDT/TSG
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30038248

Maj

C J Roberts

SO2 Land Systems, Platfrom Division, DSTL

25234992

Maj

B Williams

ICSC (L)

25199224

Maj

J C F Lough

MoD Op SHADER Desk

24773640

A/Maj

T R Jones

ICSC (L)

30011016

Capt

R J H Jackson

G5 Policy Allied Land Command

24829578

Capt

P D Jones

AFC (H) Sqn OC

30077434

Capt

E D Wilks

Adjt RY

30040410

Capt

HDG Paine

Sqn 2IC ATR Pirbright

30128917

Capt

ETP Owen

Sqn 2IC ATR Pirbright

30131492

Capt

H J H Fraser

LO Freetown, Sierra Leone

30168453

Capt

HWL Barcroft

Officer without portfolio

30166880

Capt

FCL Woolland

Iraq Desk Officer DI

30169847

Capt

C R Poppleton

Pl Comd RMAS

25042527

Capt

Davies

UWO RDG

30184899 2Lt

Brockless

Tp Ldrs Cse

30268239

2Lt

W Groome

Tp Ldrs Cse

30261132

2Lt

H C G Martel

Tp Ldrs Cse

111

QDG Soldiers At ERE
Number

Rank

Name

Position

25048119

WO1

Davies

RSM RY

25052458

WO1

Jones

RSMI SV Trials ATDU

25061962

WO1

Davies

RSM Castlemartin Ranges

24865914

WO2

Lockyer

RQMS The Armour Centre

24827784

WO2

Riley

RQMS(T) BATUS Main

25129855

WO2

Smith

SSM Training Sqn, RACTR

25144795

Sgt

Navunisaravi

Lt Cav Instructor, FTU

25163774

SSgt

Ruddy

SQMS, RACTR

25039561

SSgt

Patchett

SNCO Instructor, JFACTSU

25133496

Sgt

Hartt

Lt Cav Instructor, RATD

24900712

Sgt

Rouse

CBRN SNCO, HQ 20 Armd Inf Bde

25133269

Sgt

Blackburn

PSI, QOY

30030698

Sgt

Trudgill

PSI, RY

25142833

Sgt

Taylor

BOWMAN Account Manager, BATUS Main

25210097

Sgt

Bennett

PSI, RY

25148487

Sgt

Laqere

PSI, QOY

25051042

Sgt

Speight

DCBRN Centre

30066147

Cpl

Griffiths

Instructor, AFC(H)

30099328

Cpl

Curzon

Tp Cpl, RACTR

25216266

Cpl

Morgan

Instructor, RACTR

25182412

Cpl

Kaikadavu

Tp Cpl, RACTR

25182394

Cpl

Bobo

RP Cpl, RACTR

25227362

Cpl

Williams

Instructor, ATFC(W)

21170378

Cpl

Gurung

TP Cpl, RACTR
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Marriages
Employee
Number
30133474
25036846
25191863
30218693
30206768
25202211
25121833
30065005
25107411
30229792
30060880
30235243

Substantive
Rank
Pte
Capt
Sgt
Tpr
Tpr
Cpl
SSgt
Cpl
SSgt
Tpr
Cpl
Tpr

First Name

Last Name

Marriage Date

Spouse First Name

Jesse
Thomas
Harry
Harry
Luke
David
David
Scott
Gavin
Nathan
Scott
Josh

Britton
Crossman-Kellie
McKinnon
Senior
Williams
Watson
Chant
Halpin
Griffiths
Moon
Evans
Young

1-Jan-17
22-Apr-17
10-May-17
29-May-17
6-Jun-17
5-Aug-17
19-Aug-17
23-Aug-17
2-Sep-17
7-Oct-17
9-Nov-17
24-Nov-17

Katy-Rae
Margarethe
Lauren
Melonie
Alexandra
Luara
Natalie
Sioned
Racheal
Devon
Laura
Heidi

Births
Rank

Surname

Spouse name

Child’s name

D of B

Sex

LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
SSgt
SSgt
LCpl
Maj
Maj
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Cpl

Davies
Greening
Williams
Munt
Finlay
Stokes
Ashton
Eddy
Garland
Booker
Kemp
Lewis
Britton
Mwamulima

Sophie

Charlie
Cole
Lilly-Mai
Scarlett
Amelie
Archie
Sophia
Arla
Seb
Albert
Bella
Mia
James
Tusatiwe

9-Jan-17
2-Mar-17
7-Mar-17
6-Apr-17
17-Apr-17
29-Apr-17
1-May-17
7-May-17
20-Jun-17
10-Jul-17
14-Jul-17
29-Oct-17
14-Nov-17
9-Dec-17

M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
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Alexandra
Miss Thoamas
Miss Mcbride
Jessica
Sam
Katie
Harriet

Katy-Rae
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